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Welcome to Schriever
Air Force Base, Colorado

 Th e daily mission here takes the 50th Space Wing to all 
parts of the world and deep into space.  Th e wing operates 
satellite operations centers at Schriever AFB and remote 
tracking stations around the world.
 Colorado Springs, the second largest city in Colorado, 
boasts long and proud traditions with the military bases that 
are established here.  Th ey are the U.S.  Air Force Academy, 
Fort Carson Army Post, Peterson AFB, Cheyenne Mountain 
AFS and Schriever AFB.
 Th e information in this base guide will help make your 
assignment or visit a pleasant one.  Everyone here is ready 
to answer your questions and eager to help you in any way 
possible.  We are happy you have joined us.

Reporting In
 Report to or call the installation Military Personnel Section 
to schedule an in-processing appointment.  Our technicians 
will coordinate with your squadron’s POC to ensure that 
we can align you into the correct position number, AEF 
alignment, rater, AFSC, and offi  ce symbol.  During the actual 
in-processing we will coordinate the schedule for your base 
in-processing actions (Right Start brief, fi nance, medical, 
etc).  Call the Military Personnel Section at (719) 567-5900 
or DSN: 560-5900 or visit us at Bldg 210, Room137.  

Pass and Registration
 Everyone assigned to Schriever AFB will need to report to 
Pass and Registration, Bldg.  15, just northwest of the North 
Gate on Enoch Road.  You will need a copy of your orders, 
driver’s license, auto insurance and registration.  Temporary 
passes are issued in some cases.  Also, please note that 
Schriever AFB, like all Department of Defense installations, 
does not permit drivers to talk on cellular phones without a 
hands-free device. 

Billeting
 No accommodations are available on Schriever AFB for 
visiting or permanently assigned personnel.  Peterson AFB, 
located approximately 10 miles west of Schriever AFB, 
provides support to Schriever AFB for billeting.  To make 
reservations, call (719) 556-6293 or DSN: 834-6293.   

Housing
 Schriever now off ers Privatized Housing  for all ranks.  
Visit http://www.schriever.af.mil/housing/ for more 
information on amenities to the homes and community, 
as well as any updates to the availability of housing.  Tierra 
Vista Communities Property Management Offi  ce as well as 
the government housing staff  is located in the community 
center within the Privatized Housing area.  Tierra Vista 
Property Management can be reached at (719) 597-7200 
and the government housing offi  ce can be reached at (719) 
567-2884/2683 or DSN: 560-2884/2683.
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Dormitories
 Th ere are no dormitories for single Airmen at Schriever 
AFB.  All single E-1 to E-4s (with less than three years of 
service) must reside on Peterson AFB.  Transportation 
between PAFB and SAFB is provided.  For more information, 
contact the unaccompanied personnel housing manager at 
(719) 556-1409.

Incoming Personal Property 
 Th ose expecting a personal property shipment to arrive 
in the Colorado Springs area may call the inbound branch 
of the Joint Personal Property Shipping Offi  ce at (719) 554-
9298 or DSN:  692-9298.  Making immediate contact with 
JPPSO can help disperse property more quickly and may 
alleviate the need for storage.  Please note that due to the 
security posture at Schriever AFB, the military member or 
authorized personnel/dependent must sponsor all moving 
vans onto the installation at the West Gate on Curtis Road.

Firearms
 50th Space Wing Security Forces does not courtesy-store 
privately owned fi re-arms.  Special arrangements to bring 
 privately owned weapons on base for special situations can 
be made on a case-by-case basis.  For more information, call 
Security Forces at (719) 567-3900 or DSN: 560-3900. 

Speed limit
 Unless otherwise posted, the maximum speed limit at 
Schriever AFB is 25 miles per hour.  Pedestrians have the 
right of way in all cases.  All base traffi  c regulations are strictly 
enforced. 

Photography
 Photography is not permitted on most parts of Schriever 
AFB without prior coordination.  For more information, 
contact the 50th Space Wing Public Aff airs Offi  ce, Building 
210, Room 316 at (719) 567-5040 or DSN: 560-5040.   

Police Assistance
 For non-emergency police assistance on Schriever AFB, 
contact (719) 567-5643/5642/5641.  For emergency assis-
tance on Schriever AFB, dial 911 from any base phone and 
567-3911 from cell phones.  Note: If you dial 911 from your 
cell phone, you will be transferred to the nearest off  base    
911 center.   

Safe Highway Program
While the Safe Highway program is designed as an avenue 
for the base populace to report unsafe driving acts, Security 
Forces has no jurisdictional control or enforcement authority 
over acts committed off  the installation.  Security Forces 
recommends that if you see an unsafe driving act or condition 
off  Schriever AFB, contact the Colorado State Patrol free of 
charge from any cell phone at *CSP (277).   
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Master of Space

 Th e architect of the Air Force’s ballistic missile and 
military space program, Bernard Adolph Schriever was born 
in Bremen, Germany, in 1910 and migrated to the United 
States with his parents in 1917.  His family settled in the 
German-American community of New Braunfels, Texas.  He 
became a naturalized citizen in 1923, attended grade and 
high school in San Antonio and graduated from Texas A&M 
University in 1931 with a Bachelor of Science.  He was 
commissioned in fi eld artillery, but in July 1932 began fl ight 
training at Randolph Field and earned his pilot wings and 
commission in the Air Corps in June 1933 at Kelly Field.  He 
was then assigned as a bomber pilot at March and Hamilton 
Fields, Calif.  
 In 1934, Schriever fl ew Army Air Corps airmail missions 
during the bitter cold of winter.  Many of his comrades 
crashed to their deaths piloting the antiquated and poorly 
equipped planes provided.  Th is experience underscored 
for him the consequences of technological inferiority and 
demonstrated the need to modernize and build up air power 
if the United States hoped to compete with other air forces 
internationally.  
 During the Great Depression, Schriever learned leadership 
while commanding a Civilian Conservation Corps unit in 
New Mexico providing shelter, sustenance and guidance to 
unemployed young men.  
 In September 1937, he went to Panama for duty at Albrook 
Field and then briefl y left the Air Corps to fl y as a pilot with 
Northwest Airlines.  He returned to duty in October 1938 
with the 7th Bomb Group at Hamilton, Calif., and a year 
later became a test pilot at Wright Field, Ohio, where he also 
attended the Air Corps Engineering School, graduating in 

July 1941.  He then earned a master’s degree in aeronautical 
engineering from Stanford University.  
 Just as the United States entered World War II, he earned 
his commission in the Army.  In July 1942, Schriever served 
in the Southwest Pacifi c with the 19th Bomb Group (5th Air 
Force) for combat.  
 As a B-17, B-25 and C-47 pilot, he fl ew 38 combat 
missions, participating in the Bismarck Archipelago, Leyte, 
Luzon, Papua, North Solomon, South Philippine and 
Ryukyu campaigns.  
 His superiors quickly recognized Schriever’s technical skills 
and steadily promoted him in rank from captain to colonel, 
and in position from Chief of Maintenance and Engineering 
to Chief of Staff , 5th Air Force Service Command in January 
1943.  By September 1944, he commanded the Advanced 
Headquarters, Far East Air Service Command, which 
supported theater operations from bases in Holland, New 
Guinea, Philippines and Japan.
 In January 1946, Schriever was assigned to the Pentagon 
to head the Scientifi c Liaison Offi  ce, under the Deputy Chief 
of Staff  for Materiel.  Although young in years, Schriever 
had drawn the attention of senior offi  cers, especially the 
commander, General Henry H.  “Hap” Arnold.  Recognizing 
his protégé’s rare combination of leadership attributes, 
engineering training and combat experience, General Arnold 
entrusted Schriever with the delicate job of maintaining close 
ties forged during the war between the Air Force and leading 
scientists.  
 Schriever’s offi  ce introduced development planning 
objectives, an invaluable series of planning documents that 
matched long-range military requirements with ongoing 

General Bernard A. Schriever
A technological visionary...  
A pioneer in the research and development of new ballistic missile and space programs...  
A dynamic, innovative leader and valued advisor...  
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research and development eff orts.  DPOs were prepared 
for all major elements of air power - strategic and tactical 
warfare, air defense, intelligence and reconnaissance.
 Schriever’s foremost contributions to the nation came 
between August 1954 and April 1959, when he was 
commander of the Air Force Western Development Division.  
In this capacity, he directed the nation’s highest priority 
program - the development of intercontinental ballistic 
missiles - and also the Air Force’s initial space programs.  
 Schriever’s challenge was formidable.  He had to create an 
organization to manage extremely varied and novel science and 
technology.  Additionally, he had to build facilities for testing 
and production, integrate the missiles systems, fi t together the 
nuclear weapons they would carry, provide the launching sites 
and equipment and the ground support elements necessary to 
bring the missiles to operational status.  
 Moreover, he had to accomplish all this before the Soviet 
Union could build, deploy and target their missiles against 
the United States.  It was a deadly, real-life contest of “beat 
the clock.” With the aid of Schriever’s brilliant leadership, 
the United States deployed its fi rst generation ICBMs - 
Atlas and Titan - and the intermediate range Th or.  Quickly, 
these were succeeded by the more advanced Titan II and the 
revolutionary, solid-fueled Minuteman ICBMs.  Only the 
incredible eff orts of General Schriever enabled the United 
States to catch up and then surpass the Soviet Union in the 
missile race.  Even today, almost 40 years after they were fi rst 
deployed, advanced models of the Minuteman still provide 
the backbone that safeguards our nation.  
 In April 1959, General Schriever was named commander 
of the Air Research and Development Command, in which 
he was entrusted with developing and maintaining the U.S.  
Air Force’s global qualitative weapons edge.  He managed 
more than 6,400 research and development contracts that 
engaged some 1,500 major companies.
 In April 1961, Air Force Systems Command was 
established, incorporating ARDC and some elements of 
Air Materiel Command.  General Schriever was named to 
head AFSC and was promoted to four-star general.  Here, 
he conceived and aff ected the consolidation of Air Force 
technical and acquisition eff orts into a single organization.  
More signifi cantly, he transformed the concept of materiel 
development and acquisition from a functional to a systems 
approach - the focal point for virtually all the new weapons.  
 General Schriever’s role in this transformation was pivotal 
with respect to his insistence on technologically superior 
performance standards, adherence to pre-established 
production schedules and reliance on cost-control measures.  
 As AFSC commander, he fostered research and oversaw 
the acquisition of systems that provided strategic deterrence; 
early detection, warning and air defense; advanced aircraft and 

spacecraft designs; command, control and communication 
systems; and aerospace medicine.  
 In 1963, he oversaw an organization that employed 
some 27,000 military and 37,000 civilians, with an annual 
budget of more than $7 billion (about 40 percent of the 
U.S.  Air Force’s total), while managing 80 major weapons 
systems.  General Schriever defi ned and institutionalized the 
acquisition process by demonstrating the interrelationship 
between technology, strategy, organization and politics.
 As General Schriever grappled with the research, 
development and acquisition responsibilities of the long-range 
ballistic missiles, he foresaw the potential of space and strove 
to secure for the U.S.  Air Force the responsibility for space 
systems.  General Schriever played a key role in developing 
the requirements for intelligence and reconnaissance satellites 
and military-manned space fl ight.  
 In 1963, General Schriever directed Project Forecast - one 
of the most comprehensive long-range assessments of the 
nation’s position in military science and technology through 
technological possibilities, policy and military considerations 
and threat analysis.  Participants included 40 government 
agencies, 26 colleges and universities, 70 corporations and 
10 non-profi t organizations.  Published in 16 volumes, this 
monumental report concluded that rather than leveling off , 
technology was only beginning its exponential growth.  
 Project Forecast identifi ed several promising areas of 
exploration that would lead to quantum improvements in 
air and space weapons; notably in the fi elds of advanced 
composite materials, computers, fl ight design, propulsion 
and space satellites.
 In September 1966, after completing 33 years of service 
to his country, General Schriever retired from the U.S.  Air 
Force.  Following his retirement, General Schriever served 
in many advisory roles for the U.S.  government and has 
worked tirelessly to advance research in some of the nation’s 
leading corporations.  Th e most notable of his endeavors 
include his service as chairman of the President’s Advisory 
Council on Management Improvement, the President’s 
Foreign Intelligence Advisory Board, the Defense Science 
Board and the Ballistic Missile Defense Organization 
Advisory Committee.
In 1998, the Air Force renamed Falcon AFB in honor of 
General Bernard A.  Schriever.  On June 5, 1998, the wing 
held a renaming ceremony in honor of General Schriever, 
making Schriever AFB the only Air Force base at that time 
named for a living person.  
 General Schriever died June 20, 2005, from natural causes 
at the age of 94 at his home in Washington, D.C.
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Organizations 

50th Space Wing 
 Th e host unit at Schriever AFB, the 50th SW is proudly 
called the “Master of Space.” Th is motto comes from the 
“Master of the Sky” heritage of the 50th Tactical Fighter 
Wing at Hahn Air Base, Germany (inactivated in 1991).
 Th e 50th SW traces its offi  cial heritage to the 50th Fighter 
Wing activated in 1949.  Assigned to 1st Air Force in the 
Eastern Air Defense Sector, the wing operated fi ghter and 
fi ghter interceptor aircraft until its inactivation in 1951.  
Activated at Clovis Air Force Base, N.M., in 1953, the wing 
re-equipped with the advanced F-86 Fighter-Bomber and 
became the 50th Fighter-Bomber Wing.  Following training, 
the wing, led by offi  cers such as then Maj.  Charles E.  Yeager, 
moved to Hahn Air Base, Germany, to serve as a counter 
to Soviet expansion in Europe.  From 1953 until 1991, 
the wing’s aircrews operated the Air Force’s most advanced 
fi ghters, eventually fi elding the F-16 Fighting Falcon.
 After searching for the best location, defense offi  cials 
approved plans in September 1979 for the development 
of a military installation to house a new Combined Space 
Operations Center.  Construction began May 17, 1983, on 
what was originally known as Falcon AFS.  Th e base’s fi rst 
host unit, the 2nd Space Wing, activated July 8, 1985.  With 
construction continuing on Falcon AFS, the 2nd SW moved 
onto the new base after a dedication ceremony in September 
1985.  Due to an increased mission and new Air Force policy, 
Falcon AFS became Falcon Air Force Base, June 13, 1988.
 In December 1990, the 50th Tactical Fighter Wing 
sent its 10th Tactical Fighter Squadron, outfi tted with 

its best aircraft and crews, to Saudi Arabia.  Arriving only 
two weeks before the beginning of hostilities with Iraq, the 
wing’s pilots and maintenance teams quickly learned new 
techniques and tactics for the upcoming air war.  When 
Operation Desert Storm began, crews began attacking Iraqi 
air bases to keep Iraqi air forces grounded.  Within days, 
crews moved to targeting Iraq’s scud missile launch sites.  In 
combat operations, the wing lost one aircraft and one pilot 
was taken prisoner.  Following its combat tour, the 10th TFS 
returned to Hahn, where the rest of the wing was preparing 
to inactivate and close the air base as part of a realignment of 
U.S.  forces in Europe.  
 In 1992, more changes came to Falcon AFB.  Military 
force reductions in Europe and around the world led to the 
inactivation of the 50th Tactical Fighter Wing at Hahn Air 
Base, Germany, on Sept.  30, 1991.  In an eff ort to preserve 
the heritage of the Air Force’s most distinguished units, 
Headquarters, United States Air Force redesignated the 50th 
Tactical Fighter Wing the 50th SW and assigned it to Air 
Force Space Command for activation.  AFSPC activated the 
50th SW at Falcon AFB Jan.  30, 1992.  Concurrent with 
the activation of the 50th SW, the command inactivated the 
2nd SW.  Th e 50th SW absorbed the personnel, equipment, 
facilities and functions of the inactivated 2nd SW and 
continued to provide operational control and support for 
several satellite systems.
 Today, the 50th SW operates remote tracking stations, 
satellite operations centers and other command and control 
facilities around the world.  
 Th ese facilities monitor satellites during launch, put the 
satellites in their proper orbits following launch, monitor 
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and control the satellites while they are in orbit, fi x satellite 
anomalies when they occur and dispose of satellites when 
they reach the end of their useful life.  
 Th e wing also operates several satellite systems including 
the Global Positioning System, the Defense Satellite 
Communications System, the Wideband Global SATCOM 
and Milstar.  
 Th e wing is composed of three groups: 50th Operations 
Group, 50th Network Operations Group and 50th Mission 
Support Group.  
 Th e wing, including its worldwide locations, has 
approximately 5,000 military, civilian and defense contractor 
personnel.
 Th e base is also home to a number of tenant units, including 
the Space Innovation Development Center, elements of the 
Missile Defense Agency, the 310th Space Wing and elements 
of the Naval Space Operations Command and the U.S.  
Army 1st Satellite Control Battalion.

50th Space Wing Staff Agencies

Antiterrorism
 Th e 50th Space Wing Antiterrorism offi  ce is located in 
Building 15, Room 115.  Th e AT offi  ce seeks to blunt terrorist 
operations against Department of Defense affi  liated personnel, 
their families, facilities and assets under the control of the 50th 
Space Wing.  Th e offi  ce accomplishes this by working with 
key installation agencies to collect and disseminate timely 

threat information, training wing personnel, developing 
comprehensive plans to deter and counter terrorist incidents 
and implementing AT measures to mitigate threats.  For more 
information, call (719) 567-5618 or DSN: 560-5618.

Chaplain
 Th e 50th Space Wing Chaplain offi  ce is located in building 
300, Room 149.  Th ere is a religious education room in 146 
and a meditation room in 104, both in building 300. A 
Protestant Contemporary Worship Service meets on Sundays 
at 10 a.m. in the Multi-purpose building located on the west 
side of the Fitness Center.  Please contact our offi  ce for more 
information about Young Adult and Religious Education 
programs.  To reach the offi  ce, call (719) 567-3705 or DSN: 
560-3705.  Th e chaplain can be reached after normal duty 
by calling the Wing Command Post at (719) 567-2180 or  
DSN: 560-2180.

Comptroller Squadron
 Th e 50th Comptroller Squadron customer service counter 
is open Mondays, Wednesdays, Th ursdays and Fridays from 
8 a.m.  to 3 p.m.  and on Tuesdays from 10 a.m.  to 3 p.m.  
Finance customer service opens for shift workers at 7:30 a.m.  
every day except Tuesdays.  Th e 50th CPTS is located in 
Building 210, Room 146.  Customer service handles all pay 
and travel related services including travel claims, military pay 
matters, cash collection of debts, allotments (start and stop) 
and more.  For additional information, call (719) 567-2010 
or DSN: 560-2010.
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Drug Demand Reduction Program
 Th e 50th Space Wing Drug Testing offi  ce is located in 
Building 500, Room 156.  Th e Drug Demand Reduction 
Program offi  ce conducts drug testing for military personnel 
and civilians who are in testing designated positions.  Th e 
Drug Demand Reduction Program is also responsible for 
administering, coordinating, monitoring, implementing and 
executing military drug testing IAW AFI 44-120, “Drug Abuse 
Testing Program“ and civilian drug-testing program IAW the 
Air Force Civilian Drug Testing Plan.  Th e main objective of 
the program is designed to enhance mission readiness and foster 
a drug-free environment through a comprehensive program of 
education, prevention, deterrence and community outreach.  
For more information, call the Drug Testing Offi  ce at (719) 
567-5068 or DSN: 560-5068, or call the DDRP manager at 
(719) 567-7377 or DSN: 560-7377.

History Offi ce
 Th e 50th Space Wing History offi  ce is located in Building 
210, Room 144. Th e historian researches, writes and publishes 
the offi  cial history of the wing and its subordinate units, 
prepares special historical studies and monographs, advises the 
commander on U.S. Air Force history and heritage programs 
and responds to historical queries from the wing, other 
government agencies and the public.  Th e historian also manages 
a repository of historical research and reference materials, 
including photographs and videos, advises commanders on 
unit lineage and heraldry issues and maintains the 50th Space 
Wing’s heritage displays.  Th e 50th SW HO can be contacted 
at (719) 567-6877 or DSN: 560-6877.

Inspector General
 Th e 50th Space Wing Inspector General offi  ce, located 
in Building 210, Room 313, is responsible for the Air Force 
IG Complaints and Fraud, Waste and Abuse Programs.  Th e 
50th SW/IG encourages using the chain of command for 
resolving issues, although personnel always have the option 
of coming to the IG with issues.  Th e following contact 
numbers are available for fi ling complaints:

50 SW/IG
https://schriever/ig/

Complaints HOTLINE:
(719) 567-3764 or DSN: 560-3764;

FWA HOTLINE:
(719) 567-2109 or DSN: 560-2109;
E-mail: 50SWIG@schriever.af.mil

HQ AFSPC/IGQ
(719) 556-6361 or DSN: 834-6361
Log on to www.my.af.mil; click on ‘Bases-Orgs-Functional 
Areas’ and select ‘Org A-Z Listing.’ Scroll down and 
select ‘AFSPC/IG—Inspector General,’ then ‘Complaints 
Resolution Division.’
http://www.ig.hq.af.mil/igq/

SAF/IGQ
(800) 538-8429
E-mail: safi gq@pentagon.af.mil

DOD/IG
(800) 424-9098
http://www.dodig.osd.mil/HOTLINE/ index.html
E-mail: hotline@dodig.osd.mil

Judge Advocate
 All active duty military, dependents and retirees are 
eligible to receive free legal advice through the Legal 
Assistance Program at the 50th Space Wing Judge Advocate 
offi  ce located in Building 210, Room 116.  Th e attorneys 
in the legal offi  ce can give advice on a wide range of legal 
issues such as consumer matters, tax preparation, divorce 
and leases.  Matters beyond the scope of the Legal Assistance 
Program are criminal or military justice matters and business 
ventures.  Th e advice provided by an attorney, including any 
communication between the attorney and client, is strictly 
confi dential with very few exceptions.  Guard members and 
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reservists may also call the legal offi  ce to get information on 
what legal services are available to them.  Legal assistance 
is provided on a walk-in basis Mondays from 3 to 4 p.m.  
and Tuesdays, Th ursdays and Fridays from 7:30 to 8:30 a.m.  
Wills are by appointment only on Wednesdays.  Notaries 
and power of attorneys are daily from 8 a.m.  to 4 p.m.  on a 
walk in basis.  For more information, call (719) 567-5050 or 
DSN: 560-5050.

Equal Opportunity
 Th e 50th Space Wing Equal Opportunity offi  ce is located 
in Building 210, Room 271.  Th e EO offi  ce services both 
military and civilian federal employees (appropriated/non-
appropriated) and applicants assigned to Schriever AFB.  Any 
civilian employee who believes they have been discriminated 
against because of race/color, religion, age, sex, national origin, 
disability or reprisal must contact the EO counselor within 
45 days of the incident.  Schriever AFB off ers mediation in all 
applicable cases as an alternative dispute resolution.  Military 
members should make contact within 60 days of the alleged 
off ense.  Unlawful discrimination and sexual harassment is 
contrary to good order and discipline and counterproductive 
to combat readiness and mission accomplishment.  Th e EO 
offi  ce also conducts unit climate assessments for commanders 
and off ers human relations education training through 
First Duty Station and Newcomers Orientation classes.  
For more information, call (719) 567-5310/7096 or DSN 
560-5310/7096.

Plans and Programs
 Th e 50th Space Wing Plans and Programs offi  ce, located in 
Building 210, Room 228, is responsible for wing planning and 
programming activities that keep the 50th Space Wing at the 
leading edge of space operations.  XP acts as the “front door” 
for all potential new missions, facilities or organizations to be 
added at SAFB or any of the 50 SW’s worldwide facilities.  Th is 
includes all site-survey and bed-down actions for new missions 
or organizations as well as all new satellite missions coming 
to the Air Force Satellite Control Network; coordinating and 
integrating their requirements to ensure mission success.  XP also 
develops wing operational, contingency and implementation 
plans.  For more information, call (719) 567-2659 or DSN: 
560-2659.

Protocol
 Th e 50th Space Wing Protocol offi  ce is located in Building 
210, Room 335. Protocol provides proper guidance and 
etiquette to the wing commander for military and social 

functions. Protocol also plans itineraries, tours, commander’s 
conferences, change of command ceremonies, retirements, 
promotions, other wing hosted conferences, executive 
meetings, etc.  for 50th Space Wing and Schriever AFB.  For 
more information, call (719) 567-5048 or DSN: 560-5048.

Public Affairs
 Th e 50th Space Wing Public Aff airs offi  ce is the primary 
release authority for public information from and about 
the base.  PA also ensures information contained in wing 
publications and the public Web site, www.schriever.af.mil, 
does not include sensitive or classifi ed items that may be 
accessed by an outside entity.
 PA is composed of three areas—community relations, 
which coordinates tours on base; media relations, which 
provides base information to media representatives; and 
internal information, which is responsible for the online 
version of the base newspaper, the base marquee and the base 
guide.  PA can be contacted at (719) 567-5040 or DSN: 
560-5040.

Sexual Assault Prevention and
Response Program 
 Th e Sexual Assault Response Coordinator is the lead for 
the Sexual Assault Prevention and Response Program at 
Schriever AFB, located in Building 210, Room 222.
 Th e program off ers advocacy, support and referral 
to support agencies both on and off  base for victims.  
Personnel who have past sexual assault issues exacerbated by 
environment or training are also provided with support and 
referral services and are encouraged to call.
 Training is provided on an ongoing basis to all personnel 
with the intention of changing the culture and thinking in 
regard to gender issues and how they impact victims, alleged 
perpetrators and our attitude in regard to sexual assault.
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 Th e offi  ce also coordinates the Volunteer Victim Advocate 
program, recruiting, training and supervising volunteers who 
provide support to victims.  A wide variety of brochures, fl yers 
and pamphlets and a library of books and videos on sexual 
assault, sexual abuse and domestic violence are available for 
checkout by all Schriever AFB personnel.
 For more information, contact the SARC at (719) 
567-7634 or DSN: 560-7634.  For emergencies, or to 
report an assault, call the SARC 24-hour hotline at (719) 
567-SARC (7272).

Wing Command Post
 Th e 50th Space Wing Command Post is the “eyes and 
ears” for the 50th Space Wing commander.  It gathers and 
disseminates information to assist leadership in making 
critical decisions that aff ect the base and its assets.  Th e 
WCP provides command and control for 14 worldwide 
operational space units.  WCP personnel act as the wing 
liaison interfacing with 14th Air Force, Headquarters Air 
Force Space Command, HQ Air Force, Joint Chief of Staff  
and the Offi  ce of the President.  Th e command post can be 
contacted by calling (719) 567-2180 or DSN: 560-2180.

Wing Safety
 Th e 50th Space Wing Safety offi  ce, located in Building 
210, Room 148-B, is responsible for implementing federal, 
state and local safety programs and manages the 50th Space 
Wing commander’s safety program.
 Wing Safety provides training and advice on operational 
risk management, weapons safety, space safety, system 
safety, traffi  c safety, supervisor safety, local conditions and 
general industry and construction safety.  Safety provides 
reimbursements to military and department of defense 
civilians after completion of motorcycle safety training.  
Safety offi  ce personnel also review technical change requests, 

plans and permits to ensure safe construction, system 
modifi cations or upgrades assuring mission capability and 
personnel safety.
 Safety conducts scheduled and no-notice safety inspections 
of all units on base and geographically separated units around 
the world to identify hazards and make recommendations to 
commanders for corrective action.  
 Wing Safety also investigates all mishaps to include ground 
(military—on/off  base regardless of duty status) and space to 
fi nd root causes and make recommendations to commanders 
to prevent future mishaps.
 Additionally, Safety investigates all reported hazards.  
Hazards should be corrected at the lowest level; however, 
they will be investigated when reported.  Contact a unit 
ground safety representative or orbital safety offi  cer for 
mishap reporting and hazard reporting procedures.  
 Wing Safety can be reached at (719) 567-SAFE (7233) or 
DSN: 560-7233, by e-mail at 50SWSafety.Workfl ow@us.af.
mil or on the Air Force Portal at www.my.af.mil.  Click on 
‘Bases-Orgs-Functional Areas’ and select ‘Org A-Z Listing.’ 
Scroll down and select ‘50th Space Wing Safety.’

50th Operations Group
 Th e 50th Operations Group directs the Department of 
Defense’s largest satellite operations group providing combat 
eff ects to all levels of confl ict via secure communication, 
navigation, space surveillance and intelligence operations of 
50 satellites for national leadership, U.S.  and allied forces 
and civil and federal agencies.  50th OG conducts defensive 
counterspace, ensuring space superiority.  Th e group leads 
eight active duty, Reserve and Guard units with 1,300 space 
professionals operating $46 billion in assets through 39 
global command, control and communication facilities.

50th Operations Support Squadron
Th e 50th Operations Support Squadron leads 

operational training programs and policies to 
ensure combat readiness for the DoD’s largest 
satellite wing with hundreds of operators and 
multiple operational squadrons operating 

50 satellites worth more than $47 billion.  In 
support of operational readiness, 50th OSS provides 

22,000 hours of comprehensive weapon system training and 
produces more than 5,100 training materials in the form of 
lesson plans, study guides, tests and computer based training 
each year.  To provide 2,000 hours of hands-on simulator 
training per year, its personnel also maintain $6.2 million, 
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high-fi delity space trainers to guarantee the most profi cient 
operators for fi ve diff erent command and control systems.  
 Additionally, 50th OSS develops training requirements 
and programs for new 50th Operations Group missions 
and systems worth more than $3.75 billion.  Th ey work 
shoulder-to-shoulder with various contractors from industry 
partners and hand-in-hand with the 50th Space Wing, the 
satellite operations squadrons, the Space and Missile Systems 
Center program offi  ces and Headquarters, Air Force Space 
Command.  “Team OSS” ensures the training, combat 
readiness and smooth transition to operations for multiple 
next generation satellite constellations and command and 
control systems.  
 50th OSS executes critical group-wide functions, 
including implementing instructional system design 
approach for the entire operations group and certifying 
approximately 80 instructors per year across eight units.  
Moreover, 50th OSS squadron personnel meticulously assist 
with scheduling 37,000 crew shifts per year to staff  all the 
diff erent operator positions for 24-hour satellite operations 
centers.  Additionally, 50th OSS experts process deployments 
to warfi ghting theaters from 50th OG.  
 Finally, in addition to group level functions, 50th OSS 
personnel provide a myriad of wing level missions and 
operations.  Th eir weapons and tactics personnel produce 
procedures and strategies to maximize the impact of space 
superiority capabilities to the warfi ghter.

1st Space Operations 
Squadron
Th e 1st Space Operations Squadron operates 
two separate and distinct ground systems and 

leads AFSPC’s $530 million Multi-Mission 
Space Operations Center initiative and the center for the 
$850 million Space Based Space Surveillance system.  Th e 
squadron provides services to the Joint Chiefs of Staff  and 
nine unifi ed commanders worldwide delivering Space 
Situational Awareness and Intelligence, Surveillance, and 
Reconnaissance capabilities.

Space Based Space Surveillance 
 Th e Space Based Space Surveillance system is the next 
generation of space systems essential to increasing our 
nation’s SSA capability.  SBSS identifi es and tracks Resident 

Space Objects and collects metric positioning data via a 
gimbaled optical sensor; data which is essential for updating 
the position and velocity of all RSOs in the space catalog.  
One of the most signifi cant strengths that SBSS brings to 
the Space Surveillance Network (SSN) is increased custody 
of high-interest space objects, as well as faster revisit times 
on all RSOs, resulting in more accurate element sets for all 
objects in the space catalog.  Th e importance of a highly-
accurate space catalog increases as the number of man-made 
systems and debris in orbit increases.  Incidents like the 
Iridium and Kosmos collision in early 2009, which created 
thousands of new space objects to be tracked, highlight the 
vulnerability of our military and commercial space systems 
and heightened the Air Forces’s responsibility to provide 
accurate position data of all RSOs.  Additionally, 1 SOPS 
operates the Advanced Technology Risk Reduction  satellite.  
An all weather, 24/7 platform used to collect SSA metric 
positioning data to further support the SSN.

Multi-Mission Space Operations Center 
 Th e Multi-Mission Space Operations Center is a 
revolutionary approach to space operations—an operations 
center focused on forging a one-of-a-kind operations team 
to demonstrate and fi eld emerging space missions and 
satellite command and control technologies in a rapid, 
decisive manner.  Th e MMSOC is structured to operate a 
variety of satellite missions, including satellite initiatives, 
satellite missions of small scale (small constellations), new 
missions transitioning from concept toward full-scale 
operations and all research, development, test and evaluation 
satellites with operational utility remaining after test and 
evaluation are complete.  Partnering with the Space and 
Missile Systems Center, this program gives the Air Force 
the fl exibility, continuity and stability to support legacy and 
future satellite programs, as well as Operationally Responsive 
Space initiatives associated with small, low-cost, rapidly 
deployable capabilities.  As part of the MMSOC construct, 
1 SOPS operates the Operationally Responsive Space-1 
satellite, an Electro-Optical/Infrared ISR platform providing 
vital imagery of denied areas to Combatant Commanders.  
Additionally, MMSOC personnel provide mission tasking 
for Tactical Satellite-3, a hyperspectral imager with the ability 
to identify various materials from outer space.
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2nd Space Operations Squadron 
Th e 2nd Space Operations Squadron performs 

the satellite command and control mission for 
the Global Positioning System constellation.
 GPS is a space-based radio navigation 
network whose primary mission is to provide 
precise positioning and timing information.  

Th e $3.5 billion GPS constellation consists of 
more than 30 operational satellites.  
 GPS is the world’s largest military satellite constellation.  
GPS provides highly accurate, 24-hour, all-weather, position, 
velocity and timing data to users worldwide.  Additionally, all 
GPS satellites carry equipment supporting the U.S.  Nuclear 
Detonation Detection System.
 GPS’ precise time transfer and highly accurate positioning 
data has revolutionized nearly every aspect of modern warfare.  
GPS has enabled U.S.  and allied forces to strike targets with 
pinpoint accuracy while reducing collateral damage.  Equally 
important, GPS has brought signifi cant benefi ts to more than 
one billion worldwide civilian users in diverse applications 
including air, road, rail and marine navigation, precision 
agriculture and mining, oil exploration, environmental 
research and management, telecommunications, electronic 
data transfer, construction, recreation and emergency 
response.  
 2nd SOPS operates and maintains the Master Control 
Station at Schriever and a dedicated network of worldwide 
monitor stations and ground antennas to control and support 
this constellation.
 Th e monitor stations track navigation signals from GPS 
satellites and gather data on satellite performance.  Th is 
data is then processed at the MCS and is used to update the 
satellites’ navigation messages.

 MCS sends updated navigation information to GPS 
satellites through ground antennas.  Th ese ground antennas 
are also used to transmit commands to satellites and to receive 
the satellites’ state-of-health information.  
 Around the world, there are 16 ¬geographically separated 
sites housing ground antennas and stations that help to fl y 
and monitor the GPS constellation.  
 2nd SOPS works in conjunction with their reserve 
counterpart, 19th SOPS, to conduct launch anomaly and 
disposal operations.  LADO conducts launch and early-orbit 
operations, including satellite activation, initial checkout 
and transfer to mission orbit.  LADO also responds to all 
satellite emergencies, support end-of-life testing and execute 
satellite disposal operations as required.

3rd Space Operations Squadron 
Th e 3rd Space Operations Squadron conducts 

day-to-day telemetry analysis, satellite 
commanding, orbital data collection, anomaly 
resolution, tactics development, defensive 
space control and on-orbit operations for the 
Defense Satellite Communications System III 

and Wideband Global Satellite Communications 
constellation.  In addition, 3 SOPS currently provides orbit 
data to 22nd SOPS in support of the Ministry of Defenses 
NATO/Skynet mission. In mid-2012, 3 SOPS will assume 
command and control of the fi rst Block II and fourth 
Wideband Global Satellite Communications satellite and in 
2013 the fi fth and sixth WGS satellites in the constellation will 
be launched.  Also in 2013, 3 SOPS anticipates declaration 
of full operational capability for Integrated Operations 
Environment, a $20 million state-of-the-art joint command 
and control system for military communications satellites.
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 DSCS III and WGS provide secure communications 
links to the combatant commands, theater commanders 
and strategic and tactical forces worldwide.  WGS 
enhances the high-data rate communication capability of 
the DoD, greatly augmenting and eventually replacing 
the DSCS III constellation.

Defense Satellite Communications System 
 Th e Defense Satellite Communications System III has been 
a mainstay of national military communications for almost 
30 years.  Th e constellation provides secure worldwide voice 
and data communications using six super-high frequency 
channels.  A few examples of DSCS III  users include the 
White House, intelligence community, regional and unifi ed 
commanders, the Air Force Satellite Control Network and 
the Defense Information Systems Network.  
 DSCS III satellites orbit the Earth at an altitude of more 
than 22,000 nautical miles in a narrow ring above the equator 
known as the geosynchronous belt.  Th e total constellation is 
comprised of two primary and fi ve redundant satellites.  
 Th e DSCS III payload has both Earth coverage and 
multiple-beam array antennas.  Th ese antennas allow 
operators to create varying areas of coverage ranging from 
global to very narrow theater coverage.  
 Th e DSCS III bus is controlled and maintained by 
members of 3 SOPS.  Th e U.S.  Army’s 53rd Signal Battalion 
controls the payload.  Th e 53rd SB continuously monitors 
the satellites from locations in the United States, Germany 
and Japan.

Wideband Global SATCOM
 Th e Wideband Global Satellite Communications satellite 
has become the backbone of national military wideband 
communications.  Th e current constellation is comprised of 
three primary satellites.  Th e fourth WGS satellite will be 
launched early 2012.  By 2013, the total constellation will 
be comprised of six WGS satellites.  Like DSCS III, WGS 
operates in the geostationary belt and is jointly operated by     
3 SOPS and the 53rd SB sites.  
 Th e sixth WGS satellite is being funded by the 
Australian Defense Ministry.  Th is partnership allows the 
Australian Defense community access to the U.S.  satellite 
communications system.
 Based on the commercially available Boeing 702 
communication satellite bus, WGS provides high-data rate 
communications in the X- and Ka-bands and allows “cross-
band” confi gurations to uplink in one band and down-link 

in the other.  Th is unique military satellite communications 
capability signifi cantly increases the options available to 
theater commanders.

NATO/Skynet
 3 SOPS performs a supporting role for the NATO/Skynet 
mission.  Th e primary function is to perform all range time 
scheduling for NATO/Skynet.  To accomplish this, 3 SOPS 
processes all scheduling data and acts as a liaison between the 
Ministry of Defense and 22nd SOPS.

4th Space Operations Squadron 
Th e 4th Space Operations Squadron operates the 

Milstar/Advanced Extremely High Frequency 
satellite constellation, referred to as Protected 

MILSATCOM constellation, providing the 
nation’s warfi ghters global, secure, survivable, 

strategic and tactical communications in 
peacetime and throughout the full spectrum of 

confl ict.  Th ey execute the unique mission of communications 
management, satellite command and control and ground 
segment maintenance for the Milstar constellation.
 4 SOPS also provides operators for a mobile constellation 
control station located at  the 153rd Command and Control 
Squadron, F.E. Warren AFB, Wyo. At higher readiness 
levels and during exercises, these personnel deploy with 
U.S.  Strategic Command and U.S.  Northern Command 
respectively.  Th e 4 SOPS motto, “Linking the Forces,” 
refl ects Protected MILSATCOM’s  responsibility to enhance 
the nation’s secure communications capability.
 Unlike other satellite communications systems, Milstar 
and AEHF’s intelligent processing capabilities allow 4th 
SOPS to integrate spacecraft and payload support with 
knowledge of current user operations on the constellation.  
As a result, 4 SOPS executes apportionment enforcement, 
resource monitoring and user troubleshooting functions 
for all Protected MILSATCOM users from the Joint Staff  
to forward deployed forces.  4 SOPS’ unique integration of 
SATCOM user support with satellite command and control 
has set the standard for integrated space eff ects delivery.

Milstar
 Milstar is a joint-service satellite communications system 
that provides integrated, worldwide connectivity for high 
priority military forces in the fi eld.  Whether linking national 
assets around the world, providing protected communications 
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to essential sites or guaranteeing deployed tactical forces large 
data trunks, Milstar’s unique waveform places it at the lead of 
the family of protected SATCOM services, reserved for the 
highest priority communications.
 A key goal of Milstar is to provide interoperability between 
Air Force, Army, Marine and Navy users.  Using Milstar, 
mobile ground forces, ships, submarines and aircraft are 
linked to achieve joint operations with survivable, protected 
communication onthe modern battlefi eld.  
 Milstar’s employment of centralized management and 
decentralized execution is exercised through this intelligent 
payload, and other features like steerable antennas, so users 
can setup communications with minimal interface to outside 
agencies.  Th e Milstar payloads provide low data rate services 
from 75 to 2,400 bits per second, as well as medium data rate 
services from 4.8 to 1,544 kilobits per second.  Additionally, 
the constellation introduced cross-linking capabilities to the 
SATCOM community, allowing worldwide connectivity 
without the need to intermediate retransmission stations.
 Th e satellite weighs approximately 10,000 pounds and has 
a geosynchronous orbit altitude of more than 22,000 miles 
and a design life of 10 years.

AEHF
 Th e Advanced Extremely High Frequency System is a 
joint service satellite communications system that will provide 
survivable, global, secure,  and protected communications for 
high-priority military ground, sea and air assets.  AEHF will 
allow the National Security Council and Unifi ed Combatant 
Commanders to control their tactical and strategic forces at all 
levels of confl ict through general nuclear war and supports the 
attainment of information superiority.
 Th e AEHF System is the follow-on to the Milstar system, 
augmenting and improving on the capabilities of Milstar, 

and expanding the MILSATCOM architecture.  AEHF will 
provide connectivity across the spectrum of mission areas, 
including land, air and naval warfare; special operations; 
strategic nuclear operations; strategic defense; theater missile 
defense; and space operations and intelligence.  AEHF 1 was 
launched on Aug.  14, 2010
 Th e system will consist of four satellites in geosynchronous 
earth orbit (GEO) that provides 10 times the throughput of 
the 1990s-era Milstar satellites with a substantial increase in 
coverage for users.  First launched in August 2010, AEHF 
will provide continuous 24-hour coverage between 65 
degrees north and 65 degrees south latitude.  Th e AEHF 
system is composed of three segments: space (the satellites), 
ground (mission control and associated communications 
links) and terminals (the users).  Th e segments will provide 
communications in a specifi ed set of data rates from 75 bps 
to approximately 8 Mbps.  Th e space segment consists of 
a cross-linked constellation of four satellites.  Th e mission 
control segment controls satellites on orbit, monitors satellite 
health and provides communications system planning and 
monitoring.  Th is segment is highly survivable, with both fi xed 
and mobile control stations.  System uplinks and crosslinks 
will operate in the extremely high frequency (EHF) range 
and downlinks in the super high frequency (SHF) range.  
Th e terminal segment includes fi xed and ground mobile 
terminals, ship and submarine terminals, and airborne 
terminals used by all of the Services, as well as international 
partners (Canada, Netherlands and UK).  MILSATCOM is 
responsible for acquisition of the space and ground segments 
as well as the Air Force terminal segments.

Detachment 1
 Th e 50th Operations Group, Detachment 1 is located just 
minutes away from the Nation’s capital at the National Oce-
anic and Atmospheric Administration Satellite Operations 
Facility in Suitland, MD.  Detachment 1 provides oversight 
for all operations, maintenance, sustainment, and acquisi-
tion activities associated with the Defense Meteorological 
Satellite Program. Detachment 1 partners with the 6th Space 
Operations Squadron which provides backup command and 
control for the DMSP satellite constellation.  Detachment 
1 was activated on Jan.  20, 2011 following closure of the 
National Polar Orbiting Environmental Satellite System 
program offi  ce.  DMSP is the DoD’s sole weather satellite, 
providing critical data to agencies such as Air Force Weather 
Agency, Fleet Numerical Meteorological and Oceanography 
Center, National Weather Service, Joint Typhoon Warning 
Center, National Ice Center, NASA, and warfi ghters around 
the globe.  
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50th Network Operations Group
 Th e 50th Network Operations Group is an integrated 
operations, communications and maintenance team that 
operates, maintains, plans and acquires communications 
and network systems providing assured access to space and 
cyberspace.  Th e group functions as the single focal point for 
the worldwide Air Force Satellite Control Network and all 
50th Space Wing communications and computer systems.  
Th e 50th NOG enables operational availability and logistical 
supportability of national and Department of Defense space 
networks, communications and information systems.  Specifi c 
mission responsibilities are accomplished through the 50th 
Space Communications Squadron, 21st Space Operations 
Squadron, 22nd Space Operations Squadron, 23rd Space 
Operations Squadron and the Program Management 
Offi  ce.

50th Space Communications 
Squadron 

Th e 50 SCS is the 3rd largest communications 
squadron in the Air Force and is responsible for 
all 50 SW communications.  Th rough the $6.2 

billion Air Force Satellite Control Network, the 
50 SCS operates and maintains communications 

computer systems enabling real-time global connectivity to 
more than 150 DoD, allied and national agency satellites.  
Th e 50 SCS provides operations and maintenance support 
of the Global Broadcast Service network that supplies 
remote users one-way high speed data and full motion video 
download capability.  Th e 50 SCS also provides operations 
and maintenance for the Air Force Space Command Digital 
Integrated Network, providing a global circuit transport 
network for AFSPC mission systems.  
 Th e 50 SCS operates and maintains base communications 
systems including Defense Red Switch Network, Defense 
Information Systems Agency Multifunction Switch, 
mainframes, Classifi ed and Unclassifi ed local area network 
services, inside and outside cable plants, base telephone 
systems providing Defense Switching Network services to 
worldwide locations, video teleconferencing systems, Land 
Mobile Radios and Security Control Systems.  Th e 50 SCS 
provides the base Information Assurance, Communications 
Security, Emission Security, Information Management, 
Postal Services, Spectrum Management, Confi guration 
Management, quality control, and also logistics sustainment 
support to 14 geographically separated units around the 
world.  Th e 50 SCS is the 50th Space Wing focal point for 
communications electronics maintenance management; 
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to include Job Control, plans and scheduling, analysis and 
material control.  Additionally, as a major DISA node, the 
squadron provides communication services to multiple sites 
worldwide.
 Th e 50 SCS also provides cryptographic maintenance, 
computer network services, publications, records 
management, computer equipment control, small computer 
maintenance and administrative telephone operations and 
maintenance.  Th rough the application of information 
systems operations, maintenance and protection, the 50 SCS 
earns its reputation as America’s “fi rst link to space.”

21st Space Operations Squadron 
Th e 21st Space Operations Squadron is a 

geographically separated unit of the 50th 
Space Wing at Schriever Air force Base, 
Colo. located at Vandenberg Air Force Base, 
Calif.  Th e mission of 21 SOPS is to plan 

and conduct specialized communications for a 
wide spectrum of Department of Defense, allied, 

civil and commercial space systems.  21 SOPS provides 
operational control node fault isolation and detection 
capabilities aff ecting AFSCN common-user resources 
and readiness for multiple users and command centers.
In addition, 21 SOPS provides operational oversight for 
AFSCN remote tracking stations: Det 1, Diego Garcia 
Tracking Station at British Indian Ocean Territory; Det 2, 
Guam Tracking Station at Guam; Det 3, Hawaii Tracking 
Station at Kaena Point Hawaii and Vandenberg Tracking 
Station collocated at Vandenberg AFB.  21 SOPS also 
provides maintenance assurance and sustainment support 
for Global Positioning Satellite resources collocated with  
its geographically separated units, to include an Operating 
Location at Kwajalein Atoll in the Marshall Islands.  Finally, 
21 SOPS provides and maintains backup operations centers 
for several of the 50 SW missions.

22nd Space Operations Squadron 
Th e 22nd Space Operations Squadron at 

Schriever AFB executes space support 
command and control of the $6.2 billion Air 
Force Satellite Control Network, schedules 
AFSCN antenna resources for 400-450 daily 

satellite supports, and develops, publishes 
and enforces network tasking order supporting 

29 satellite operations centers.  Th e squadron executes more 
than 150,000 missions per year providing telemetry, tracking 

and commanding operations for more than 150 Department 
of Defense, allied and national agency satellites in support of 
warfi ghters, the President, NASA and research/development 
missions.  22nd SOPS leads eff orts to ensure assured access 
to space overseeing operational mission integration, AFSCN 
confi guration modifi cations, and contingency operations.  
Th e squadron acts as a satellite operation “911” for the 
Department of Defense responding in real time to satellite 
vehicle emergencies.  Orbital analysis from 22 SOPS informs 
frequency interference and space safety data provided to 
the satellite operations community and the Joint Space 
Operations Center.  22 SOPS also coordinates on launch 
“go” or “no-go” decisions providing booster, payload and 
early orbit support for many launches at Cape Canaveral 
AFS, Fla., and Vandenberg AFB, Calif.

22 SOPS oversees AFSCN operations at eight tracking 
stations and one checkout facility:
 • 21 SOPS, DOO Flight, Vandenberg AFB, Calif (COOK)
 • 21 SOPS, Det.  1, Diego Garcia, British Indian Ocean 

Territory (REEF)
 • 21 SOPS, Det.  2, Andersen AFB, Guam (GUAM)
 • 21 SOPS, Det.  3, Kaena Point, Hawaii (HULA)
 • 22 SOPS, MAOP Flight, Colorado Tracking Station, 

Schriever AFB, Colo. (PIKE)
 • 23 SOPS, New Boston Air Station, N.H. (BOSS)
 • 23 SOPS, Det.  1, Th ule Air Base, Greenland (POGO)
 • 23 SOPS, Operating Location-A, Telemetry and 

Commanding Squadron, Oakhanger, United Kingdom 
(LION)

 • 23 SOPS, Eastern Vehicle Checkout Facility, Cape 
Canaveral AFS, Fla. (BEACH)

23d Space Operations Squadron
 Th e 23d Space Operations Squadron is located 

at New Boston Air Force Station, N.H., 
and was activated Nov.  1, 1991 but has 
been performing satellite operations since 
1960.  23 SOPS is the largest of eight 
AFSCN remote tracking stations providing 

United States Strategic Command with critical 
satellite command and control capability to more than 
150 Department of Defense, national and civilian satellites 
performing intelligence, weather, navigation, early-warning, 
and communications operations.  Th e squadron operates 
and maintains a 2,826-acre installation with $106 million 
infrastructure and is the largest geographically separated unit 
in the 50th Space Wing.
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50th Mission Support Group 
 Th e 50th Mission Support Group provides security, civil 
engineering, fi re and medical response, logistics, contracting 
and personnel services support to Schriever AFB.  Th e group 
manages an $806 million budget for eight geographically 
separated units and more than 40 base agencies servicing 
8,100 military and civilian personnel.  Th e group also plans 
and develops future Schriever growth with city, county, state 
and federal offi  cials.  Th e 50th MSG consists of the 50th 
Security Forces Squadron, 50th Civil Engineer Squadron, 
50th Logistics Readiness Flight, 50th Contracting Squadron, 
and the 50th Force Support Squadron.

50th Security Forces Squadron
    Th e mission of the 50 SFS is to protect 30 

protection level resources and 8,100 military 
and civilian personnel assigned to Schriever 
AFB.  Additionally, the 50 SFS provides 
physical security, force protection measures 

and law enforcement services while assisting 
commanders in maintaining good order and discipline.  
It monitors physical security programs supporting 8 
geographically separated units and also deploys security forces 
in support of higher headquarters’ and national objectives.

50th Civil Engineer Squadron
  Th e 50th Civil Engineer Squadron maintains 

$476 million in real property, ensuring 
uninterruptible utility power in support of 
the $11-billion Air Force Satellite Control 
Network.  Th e squadron also provides fi re and 

environmental protection; engineer planning, 
design and construction management services; contingency 
planning and disaster response; operations, maintenance, and 
repair; and housing referral and support services for Airmen 
and their dependents living in 242 privatized homes.  Th e 
50 CES deploys engineers worldwide in support of higher 
headquarters’ and national objectives.

50th Logistics Readiness Flight
 Th e 50th Logistics Readiness Flight performs logistics 
planning and manages wing support agreements, mobility 
bags and deployment weapons programs.  Th e fl ight conducts 
deployment planning, training and execution, base support 
planning and logistics command and control in support 
of the Aerospace Expeditionary Force construct.  Th e 50 
LRF deploys logisticians worldwide in support of higher 
headquarters’ and national objectives.
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50th Contracting Squadron 
Th e 50th Contracting Squadron administers 

$324 million in contracts and is responsible 
for providing operational and specialized 
acquisition support for the 50th Space Wing 
and its tenant and geographically separated 

units.  50th CONS awards and administers a 
broad range of contractual support requirements 

to include commodities, construction, architecture and 
engineering services, large and small-dollar services and 
research and development eff orts.  50th CONS is also 
responsible for providing quality assurance training and 
oversight for wing and tenant unit contracts and serves as the 
installation focal point for management and administration 
of the $6 million Government Purchase Card program.  
Th e 50 CONS deploys contracting offi  cers and specialists 
worldwide in support of higher headquarters’ and national 
objectives.

50th Force Support Squadron
Th e 50th Force Support Squadron provides 

military, civilian and nonappropriated 
funds personnel services, manpower and 
organizational support, unit and installation 
readiness, military and civilian training, 

mortuary aff airs, and morale, welfare and 
recreation activities to the 50th Space Wing, its tenants and 
geographically separated units.  Th e 50th FSS is composed of 
three direct reporting sections and four fl ights.
 Th e 50 FSS provides morale, welfare and recreation 
services critical to readiness and quality of life to active duty, 
reserve military, DoD civilians, contractor partners and 
family members.  Many essential facilities and programs are 
off ered to base personnel, including a Child Development 
Center; Fitness and Sports Center; intramural and varsity 
sports; Outdoor Recreation offi  ce/activities; Awards, 
Engraving and Custom Framing operation and Information, 
Tickets and Tours services.  50th FSS also oversees a large 
Outdoor Recreation program with natural settings for 
camping, recreational vehicles and fi shing opportunities at 
New Boston Air Force Station, N.H.  Th e 50 FSS deploys 
personnel and services Airmen worldwide in support of 
higher headquarters’ and national objectives.

Airman and Family Services Flight
 Th e Airman and Family Services Flight supports the 
active duty military, reservists, DoD civilians and family 
members.  Th e fl ight delivers superior quality programs to 
enhance mission readiness for all Schriever AFB.  Th is fl ight 
consists of the Child Development Center and the Airman 
and Family Readiness Center.  

Child Development Center
 Th e Child Development Center provides care for children 
ages 6 weeks to 6 years.  Th e CDC staff  is committed to 
providing excellent care for all children, and the curriculum is 
designed to meet the social, cognitive, emotional and physical 
needs of children through developmentally appropriate 
activities.  Th e CDC is DoD certifi ed and accredited by the 
National Association for the Education of Young Children 
guidelines.  All parents of enrolled children are eligible to 
participate in the Parent Advisory Board, which has an 
important role in shaping the parent involvement activities 
at the CDC.  Th e 31,000 square foot facility opened in 
2002 and houses 22 classrooms.  Th is state-of-the-art facility 
also has fi ve professionally designed playgrounds to meet 
the physical and social needs of the children.  Th e CDC is 
located in building 60 and can be reached at (719) 567-4742 
or DSN: 560-4742.

School Age Program
 Th e School Age Program off ers a variety of care, various 
clubs, and activities for children ages 5 to 12 years.  Before 
and after school care, as well as hourly care, can be provided 
with reservations and space availability.  Winter, Spring, and 
Summer Camps are also off ered, and include fun-fi lled fi eld 
trips.  Th e School Age Programs activities are designed to 
enable youth to reach their full potential and help children 
become productive, caring, responsible adults.  Th e School 
Age Program is located inside of the Child Development 
Center Building 60, Hahn Avenue.

Airman and Family Readiness Center
 Th e Air Force has long realized the direct connection 
between the ability of the military member to accomplish the 
mission and the quality of life his or her family experiences.  
Airman and Family Readiness Centers were established to 
assist with the unique issues that aff ect military members and 
their families, such as relocating and coping with duty-related 
family separations.  Services off ered by the A&FRC include: 
information and referral, family readiness and deployment 
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support, relocation assistance, family services loan locker, 
transition assistance, spouse employment assistance, personal 
fi nancial management and Air Force Aid Society program.  
Th e A&FRC is located in building T-65 and can be reached 
at (719) 567-3920 or DSN: 560-3920.  

Manpower and Personnel Flight
 Th e Manpower and Personnel Flight oversees all wing 
military, civilian and non-appropriated fund personnel 
needs and staffi  ng requirements.  Th e Flight consists of four 
sections: the Military Personnel Section, the Manpower and 
Organization Offi  ce, Civilian Personnel Offi  ce and the Non-
Appropriated Fund/Human Resources Offi  ce.  Th e Flight 
offi  ce is located in Building 210, Room 215, and can be 
reached at (719) 567-2754.

Military Personnel Section (MPS)
 Th e Military Personnel Section customer service counter 
is open Mondays from 7 a.m.  to 3:15 p.m., and Tuesdays 
through Fridays from 7:30 a.m.  to 4:30 p.m.  Th e MPS 
provides common access card support to eligible Schriever 
AFB personnel, and provides personnel support for active 
duty, reservists and family members.  Th e MPS is located in 
Building 210, Room 137, and can be reached at (719) 567-
5900.  

Manpower and Organization Offi ce
 Th is section provide the wing leadership and their 
designated representatives with services such as manpower 
management, unit manpower documents, management 
of manpower authorization change requests, Air Force 
manpower standard applications and reengineering 
processes.  Additionally, they the focal point for competitive 
sourcing and privatization, the Innovative Development 
through Employee Awareness (IDEA) program, productivity 
enhancement programs and management advisory services.  
Th is offi  ce is located in Building 210, Room 215, and can be 
reached at (719) 567-2754.

Civilian Personnel Offi ce
 Th e Civilian Personnel Offi  ce provides human resource 
management services to all DOD civilian employees, 

managers and supervisors assigned to Schriever AFB.  Th e 
offi  ce is open Mondays through Fridays from 7:30 a.m.  
to 4:30 p.m.  on a by-appointment basis, including hours 
outside those listed.  Th e offi  ce is located in Building 210, 
Room 217, and can be reached at (719) 567-3734.

Non-Appropriated Fund/Human 
Resource Offi ce
 Th e Non-Appropriated Fund/Human Resource Offi  ce is 
open Mondays through Fridays from 7:30 a.m.  to 4:30 p.m.  
on a walk-in and by-appointment basis.  Th e NAF/HRO 
provides human resource management services to all non-
appropriated civilian employees, managers and supervisors 
assigned to Schriever AFB.  Th e offi  ce is located in Building 
210, Room 137A,  and can be reached at (719) 567-4737.

Force Development Flight
 Th e Force Development Flight oversees a variety of 
professional development courses and programs designed 
to facilitate the development of Airmen and NCOs.  Th e 
fl ight is also responsible for assisting in the transition of fi rst 
duty station Airmen from the controlled environment of 
basic military training to one of self-discipline and mission 
orientation.  Th e fl ight is divided into two sections consisting 
of Career Assistance advisor, First Term Airman Center, 
Formal and Base Training.  

Career Assistance Advisor
 Th e Career Assistance advisor is responsible for conducting 
the First Term Airman Course, the Informed  Decision Brief, 
the Non-Commissioned Offi  cer Professional Development 
Course and the Senior Non-Commissioned Offi  cer Course.  
Enlisted troops are regularly off ered a three-day NCO PE 
course for staff  and technical sergeants.  All base level Career 
Development Course testing is done in the PDC.  Th e CAA 
is located in Building 210, Room 310, and can be reached at 
(719) 567-5927 or DSN: 560-5927.

First Term Airman Center
 Th e First Term Airman Center’s mission is to transition 
fi rst duty station Airmen (E-1 to E-3) from the controlled 
environment of Basic Military Training and technical 
school to one of self-discipline.  Th e center also provides a 
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streamlined process for base in-processing and helps Airmen 
understand how they fi t into “Team Schriever.”
 FTAC runs for eight duty days, with classes starting on 
Mondays.  Airmen in process with their squadrons prior to 
starting FTAC and are subsequently scheduled for the next 
available class.  FTAC is located in Building 210, Room 310, 
and can be reached at (719) 567-7329, or DSN: 560-7329.

Formal Training Section
 Th e Formal Training Section manages the military 
technical training allocation, establishes the selection process 
for unallocated training slots and is responsible for the 
Squadron Offi  cers School Board, Senior Non-Commissioned 
Offi  cer Academy, and Non-Commissioned Offi  ce Academy.  
Th e Formal Training Section is located in Building 210, 
Room 310, and can be reached at (719) 567-59035170, or 
DSN: 560-5903.

Base Training Section
 Th e Base Training Section manages education and training 
functions, implements unit education and training programs 
and manages mandatory upgrade training for the wing.  Th e 
section is also responsible for collecting and analyzing training 
data for 50th SW units on a monthly and quarterly basis.  In 
addition, upgrade and qualifi cation training for military and 
civilian personnel are conducted by base training.  Th ere is 
also a Test Offi  cer available to administer CDC end of course 
tests, professional military education, and proctor testing for 
colleges.  Th e Base Training Section is located in Building 
210, Room 310, and can be reached at (719) 567-5903, or 
DSN: 560-5903.

Sustainment Services Flight
 Th e Sustainment Services Flight provides oversight for 
the Fitness and Sports Center, Outdoor Recreation (which 
includes Information, Tickets and Tours, and the Awards, 
Engraving and Custom Framing Shop) and the Satellite Dish 
Dining Facility.  Th e mission of the Sustainment Services 
Flight is to contribute to readiness through provision of 
sustainment services promoting fi tness, recreation and 
essential messing.

Fitness and Sports Center
 Th e Fitness and Sports Center hosts a wide range of fi tness 
and sports programs.  Th e center off ers monthly sporting 
activities, six intramural sports and three varsity sports.  Patrons 
have access to state-of-the-art cardiovascular and strength 
training equipment, as well as highly-skilled personal trainers 
who can develop an exercise program for any fi tness level or 
experience.  Personal training services, daily-use lockers and 

towels are all provided free of charge.  Th e 19,160 square-
foot Fitness Center hosts all indoor intramural programs and 
most “Fit to Fight” activities in the gymnasium.  To the east 
of the Fitness Center is a covered track.  While not heated, 
it does provide protection from weather.  Th ere are also two 
outside running or walking areas; the running trail between 
the Fitness Center and Housing, and the open track to the 
West of the Fitness Center.  At the east end of O’Malley 
Street is a sand volleyball pit as well as outdoor basketball 
and tennis courts.  Th e Fitness and Sports Center is located 
in building 120, and can be reached at (719) 567-6628, or 
DSN: 560-6628.

Outdoor Recreation
 Th e Outdoor Recreation Program provides a wide variety 
of information and services to include ticket sales, equipment 
rental, a snack/souvenir sales store and RV storage facilities.  
Tickets for ski resorts, sporting events and other tourist 
attractions in the Colorado area provide opportunities to 
experience local attractions.  Aff ordable outdoor programs 
are off ered at exceptional military or group discount prices, 
and a variety of camping gear, infl atable bouncy units, pop-
up campers and tables and chairs are among some of the items 
available to rent.  Th ere is a small resale operation off ering 
snacks, drinks, military coins, Schriever AFB clothing, mugs 
and more.  Outdoor Recreation manages a secure RV storage 
lot with 239 slots, off ering customers safe, secure, 24/7 
keyless access at aff ordable prices.Th e Awards, Engraving 
and Custom Framing shop, provides customers with a one-
stop shop for unit awards and personal gifts.  Th e Outdoor 
Recreation operation is located in building 300, Room 133, 
and can be reached at (719) 567-6050, or DSN: 560-6050.  
Customers can be met outside the restricted area if needed.

Satellite Dish Dining Facility
 Due to the limited dining options on Schriever AFB, 
the Satellite Dish Dining Facility is open to all military 
and DoD civilian personnel.  Base contractors/partners 
are welcome to dine during dinner, weekends and federal 
holidays.  Th e dining facility operates on an a la carte system 
serving breakfast, lunch and dinner, seven days a week, 365 
days a year.  Currently, the dining facility is operated by a 
full food service contract, through a partnership between the 
State of Colorado Business Enterprise and a blind vendor.  
Th e Satellite Dish Dining Facility is located in building 300, 
and can be reached at (719) 567-4732, or DSN: 560-4732.  
Th e daily menu can be heard by calling (719) 567-3333, or 
DSN: 560-3333.  
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Tenant Units

Missile Defense Integration and 
Operation Center
 Th e Missile Defense Integration and Operation Center is 
critical to the development, integration and test, deployment 
and operations of the Ballistic Missile Defense System.  
 Th e IOC is the nation’s premier center for missile defense 
integration and therefore the Missile Defense Agency uses 
the IOC to support the development of the command and 
control, battle management and communication element.  
Th ese tie all the missile defense elements into a single, multi-
tiered BMDS.  
 It is also the responsibility of MDA activities in the IOC to 
initiate the operators early on into the missile defense system.  
Th is is accomplished through war games and exercises, 
providing tools for the warfi ghters to examine concept of 
operation and doctrinal issues, and revise their requirements 
for the operational system.
 Th e IOC was established as the National Test Facility 
in 1988 by the Missile Defense Agency, known then as the 
Strategic Defense Initiative Organization.  It was originally the 
center for missile defense research centers in a geographically 
distributed test-bed.  Th e Center’s support of missile defense 
spans the entire spectrum of the acquisition process, from 
requirements defi nition to development, acquisition and 
fi nally deployment and operational support.  Th e IOC is also 
the place where ballistic missile defense architectures, key 

technologies and concepts of operation are closely examined 
for integration and interoperability.
 Representing one of the Department of Defense’s most 
powerful computational centers, the IOC maintains state-
of-the-art computer hardware and software.  More than 100 
military and civilian representatives from the Army, Navy, 
Marines and Air Force support missile defense activities and 
missions within the IOC.  A contractor team of more than 
900 personnel supports the government staff .  Th e contractor 
team is made up of a prime contractor and more than 25 
sub-contractors.  Th is gives the IOC signifi cant depth of 
expertise in solving a wide array of missile defense related 
issues.
 Th e United States has increased its resolve to develop and 
deploy missile defense systems for our nation, our forward-
deployed force, and our friends and allies.  National Security 
Presidential Directive 23 states, “missile-defense cooperation 
will be a feature of U.S.  relations with close, long-standing 
allies.” As a result, MDA has increased its international focus 
hosting a wide variety of multi-national war games, to look 
into international and coalition missile defense issues, at the 
IOC.  Representatives from more than 85 nations have come 
to the IOC to explore opportunities for joint missile defense 
related work.
 Th e Missile Defense Agency continues to use the IOC 
in the a critical role in ensuring the developing missile 
defense system becomes, and remains, integrated with the 
interoperability necessary to create a safer, more secure 
world.
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Air Force Space Command Space 
Innovation and Development Center

Th e Space Innovation and Development 
Center at Schriever AFB is “unlocking the 
potential” as premier innovators, integrators 
and operational testers of air, space and 
cyberspace power to the warfi ghter.  Th e 
center’s mission is to advance full-spectrum 

warfare through rapid innovation, integration, training, 
testing and experimentation.
 In the fall of 1992, an Air Force Blue Ribbon Panel on 
space recommended establishing a dedicated Space Warfare 
Center to exploit the capabilities of space-based assets.  
Combat operations during Operation Desert Storm relied 
on space support more than in any past confl ict; however, 
an analysis of these operations revealed shortfalls in the Air 
Force’s ability to leverage space capabilities.  In order to 
better exploit space capabilities, the SWC was stood-up and 
offi  cially dedicated on Nov.  1, 1993.  On March 1, 2006, 
the SWC was redesignated the SIDC.
 Th e SIDC supports today’s joint fi ght by expeditiously 
transitioning innovative combat eff ects to the warfi ghter.  Th e 
center also improves exploitation of air, space and cyberspace 
capabilities through war gaming exercises, experiments and 
space range development.  Th e SIDC provides independent, 
thorough space and missile operational testing results for 
Headquarters Air Force Space Command.

 Th e SIDC is comprised of the 595th Space Group, the 
Advanced Space Operations School and three divisions: the 
Air Force Tactical Exploitation of National Capabilities, 
the Integration Division and the Plans, Programs and 
Requirements Division.  Th e organizations work together 
to conduct war gaming; to integrate space into exercises 
and experiments; to rapidly prototype, fi eld and exploit 
integrated air, space and cyberspace capabilities; to provide 
advanced space testing, training and range infrastructure; 
and to execute AFSPC Force Development Evaluation and 
Operational Test programs.

Advanced Space Operations School
 ASOPS expands space system understanding by 
providing world-class, in-depth instruction of space systems, 
capabilities, requirements, acquisition, strategies and policies 
to support joint military operations and U.S.  national 
security.  Advanced course off erings in missile warning 
and defense, satellite communications, advanced orbital 
mechanics and intercontinental ballistic missiles are designed 
to train and educate space professionals in space warfi ghting 
tactics, techniques and procedures and enhance subject 
matter expertise in the review, development and evaluation 
of new TTPs where appropriate.  Furthermore, ASOPS off ers 
several courses designed to introduce non-space professional 
students to space issues, policy, capabilities, limitations and 
vulnerabilities though various fundamental courses.  Finally, 
AOPS is responsible for courses designed to educate space 
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professionals on broad based space applications with an 
emphasis on theater integration in order to prepare them for 
theater operations, other operational space assignments or 
continued training at the Air Force Warfare Center through 
rigorous course off ering such as the Director of Space Forces 
course, Space Warfi ghter Preparation course, the Joint Space 
Operations Center course and Weapons School Preparation 
course.  

Air Force Tactical Exploitation of 
National Capabilities   
 Air Force Tactical Exploitation of National Capabilities 
is an Air Force-level program tasked to increase warfi ghter 
awareness of space and National capabilities, and to promote 
cross-domain integration of these systems into military 
operations and training.  AF TENCAP demonstrates leading 
edge space technologies with the potential to enhance the 
combat capabilities of units in the fi eld, then transitions 
these combat systems to warfi ghters much more rapidly 
than traditional acquisition processes.  Where appropriate, 
AF TENCAP works to infl uence the design and operation 
of future space systems and educate warfi ghters about the 
capabilities and tactical utility of space systems.  

Integration Division  
 Th e Integration Division brings space to the fi ght by 
focusing on the integration of air, space and information 
operations to create aerospace power for warfi ghters.  ID 
operates two specialized facilities.  Th e Distributed Mission 
Operations Center for Space conducts exercises and mission 
rehearsals in support of current day operations and provides 
machine-to-machine interfaces to present exercise status 
to players as if it were real world.  DMOC-S support 
includes space injects such as missile launches, blue force 
tracking data and Combat Search and Rescue injects.  Th e 
DMOC-S is designed to provide integration support and 
testing.  Th e Aerospace Fusion Center provides real time 
data fusion systems for targeting, intelligence, weapons of 
mass destruction warning and enhanced missile defense 
operations.
 ID’s war gaming branch promotes the understanding and 
eff ective use of space power through modeling, simulation 
and analysis.  A principal focus of the division is to provide 
models, simulations and operators for space participation 
in war games and exercises.  Currently, the branch supports 
CAF exercises and Title 10 war games by providing missile 
threat and warning models, GPS navigation accuracy models 
and space operational and analytical expertise.  

Plans, Programs and Requirements  
 Plans, Programs and Requirements is the backbone 
of the SIDC, providing overarching support to all other 
SIDC divisions.  XR manages SIDC communications and 
computers, security, acquisition, logistics, policy, planning, 
programming, fi nancial support, manpower and personnel.  
XR is the SIDC commander’s authority on reviewing, 
coordinating and consolidating all SIDC inputs to AFSPC/ 
A8/9’s Modernization Planning Process and AFSPC/ A5’s 
associated Requirements Generation System.  XR also serves 
as the SIDC’s representative for the Chief of Staff  of the Air 
Force’s Air Force Smart Operations for the 21st Century 
initiatives.  As the lead SIDC programming and requirements 
agency, XR integrates SIDC views and initiatives into these 
AFSPC-level programming systems to solve war fi ghter 
defi ciencies through space capabilities.  As SIDC’s executive 
agent for the submitting program objective memorandum 
inputs, XR develops strategy, policy, doctrine and long-
range plans to control and exploit space.  XR programs 
and advocates manpower, resources and organizational 
development for long-term success of SIDC’s mission.

595th Space Group  
 Th e 595th Space Group is responsible for planning, 
managing and executing AFSPC’s intercontinental ballistic 
missile and space systems operational test and evaluation 
activities.  Th e 595th SG is the focal point for coordinating 
all test activities between AFSPC, 14th Air Force, 20th Air 
Force, space wings, test squadrons and external agencies.  
Th e 595th SG is composed of six squadrons.

595th Operations Support Squadron 
 Th e 595th Operations Support Squadron enhances air and 
space force readiness and advance effi  ciencies by providing 
operations and intelligence expertise to the space and missile 
test and evaluation, training, space range and tactics and 
experimentation missions of the 595th Space Group and 
Space Innovation and Development Center.  

17th Test Squadron 
 Th e 17th Test Squadron validates and enhances warfi ghter 
capabilities through testing and evaluation of space systems.  
Th e 17th TS is responsible for planning, executing and 
reporting on all Force Development Evaluation, tactics and 
concepts testing and command-directed testing of AFSPC’s 
space assets.  
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576th Flight Test Squadron
 Th e 576th Flight Test Squadron executes the JCS-directed 
ICBM Force Development Evaluation test program and 
executes AFSPC’s operational tests for the Department 
of Defense.  Th e 576th FLTS performs ground and fl ight 
tests in operationally representative environments and 
collects, analyzes and reports performance accuracy, anomaly 
assessment, reliability, aging and surveillance data to the Joint 
Staff , Air Staff , U.S.  Strategic Command and other higher 
headquarters.

25th Space Range Squadron 
 Th e 25th Space Range Squadron is responsible for the 
operation of the Space Test and Training Range, a capability 
that allows units to exercise space capabilities in a safe, 
secure and realistic environment while eliminating the 
risk of unintended collateral eff ects.  Th e 25th SRS owns 
the Advanced Concepts Environment, which simulates a 
target, weapon system and environment for training and 
rapid reaction prototype development.  Th e 25th SRS has 
also deployed equipment and personnel to support theater 
operations.

3rd Space Experimentation Squadron 
 Th e 3rd Space Experimentation Squadron is AFSPC’s 
premier organization for space-based demonstrations, 
pathfi nders and experiments.  Th e unit identifi es concepts 
of employment, training, education and technical skill sets 
required to fi eld selected future AFSPC missions.  3rd SES will 
develop a core cadre of space professionals to serve as subject 

matter experts for all future AFSPC space-based endeavors, 
demonstrate operational utility of selected demonstrations 
and apply lessons learned from demonstrations and 
pathfi nders for use in future initiatives.

Space Test Integration Offi ce 
 Th e Space Test Integration Offi  ce creates structured 
interfaces between developmental and operational test 
organizations, bridging gaps between the Space Innovation 
and Development Center, Space and Missile Systems Center, 
Electronic Systems Center and other test and logistics centers.  
Th e STIO is the command focal point for strengthening 
Integrated Test Team processes and is responsible for 
enhancing warfi ghting capability through the eff ective 
integration of operational and developmental testing within 
the acquisition life-cycle of space and missile forces.  

310th Space Wing
 Th e 310th Space Wing is the only space wing in the Air 
Force Reserve.  Th e unit was activated Sept.  4, 1997, and 
reports directly to 10th Air Force.  Th e 310th SW mission 
is to provide specialized expertise, continuity and combat 
ready personnel, projecting space power for U.S.  interests 
worldwide.  

6th Space Operations Squadron
 Th e 6th Space Operations Squadron at Schriever operates 
Defense Meteorological Satellite Program satellites in support 
of the Department of Defense, Department of Commerce 
and the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration.  
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7th Space Operations Squadron
 Th e 7th Space Operations Squadron at Schriever operates 
the Midcourse Space Experiment satellite, AFSPC’s only 
space-based space surveillance asset.  7th SOPS also performs 
a booster launch operations mission, providing telemetry 
collection/data relay for Delta II launches.  Th e squadron will 
soon operate the Multi-Mission Space Operations Center, a 
one-of-a-kind satellite operations center focused on rapidly 
fi elding cutting-edge space technologies for warfi ghters.

14th Test Squadron
 Th e 14th Test Squadron at Schriever augments the 17th 
Test Squadron by providing independent assessments of 
space system operational eff ecztiveness and suitability.  Th ey 
provide subject matter experts and surge capability for 
AFSPC testing.

19th Space Operations Squadron
 Th e 19th Space Operations Squadron at Schriever 
supports the 2nd Space Operations Squadron in the launch, 
sustainment, operations and modernization of the GPS 
satellite constellation, providing highly accurate 24-hour 
navigation, timing and nuclear detonation information to 
users worldwide.

310th Operations Support Flight
 310th Operations Support Flight at Schriever provides 
operations support and applicable program oversight to 
the 310th Operations Group space operations squadrons.  
Th ey deliver relevant space operations instructor training, 
cutting edge weapons and tactics applications and actionable 
intelligence maximizing the mission eff ectiveness of the 
310th Space Wing.

310th Security Forces Squadron
 310th Security Forces Squadron at Schriever provides 
trained , equipped, combat-ready security forces for 
Department of Defense, United States Air Force, Air Force 
Space Command and Air Force Reserve Command taskings 
supporting peacetime, contingency and wartime operations.  
Unit personnel are trained to deploy and perform integrated 
base defense, law enforcement, force protection, resource 
protection and physical security operations at locations 
worldwide, as needed.

Other 310th Space Wing units:
 Th e 310th SW is also responsible for the 8th Space Warning 
Squadron, located at Buckley AFB, Colo.; the 9th Space 
Operations Squadron, located at Vandenberg AFB, Calif.; 

the 310th Communications Flight, located at Peterson AFB, 
Colo.; the 310th Aerospace Medicine Flight at Buckley AFB, 
Colo.; the 310th Mission Support Squadron at Buckley; 
the 380th Space Control Squadron at Peterson; the 710th 
Communications Flight at Buckley; 710th Security Forces 
Squadron at Buckley; Detachment 1, 8th Space Warning 
Squadron; and the Reserve National Security Space Institute 
in Colorado Springs.  

Air Force Technical Applications 
Center, Detachment 46 
 Air Force Technical Applications Center, Detachment 
46 is responsible for operating the Nuclear Detonation 
Detection System payload on board the Global Positioning 
System satellite constellation.  NDS data is used in AFTAC’s 
worldwide Nuclear Test Ban Treaty monitoring system, the 
Integrated Tactical Warning and Attack

Space and Missile Systems Center, 
Space Logistics Group
 Th e Space and Missile System Center, Space Logistics 
Group, represents six space weapon system program directors 
at the Space and Missile Systems Center in Los Angeles, 
Calif.  Th e Space Logistics Group sustains and modifi es 
worldwide U.S.  Air Force/Department of Defense space 
weapons systems to include terrestrial and space weather, 
global positioning systems, launch range control, satellite 
command and control, secure communications and missile 
early warning.  Th ey are the center focal point for logistics, 
maintenance, supply, sustaining engineering and the Space 
Logistics Readiness Center.

Air Force Offi ce of Special 
Investigations, 8th Field 
Investigations Squadron, Operating 
Location Bravo
 Air Force Offi  ce of Special Investigations, 8th Field 
Investigations Squadron, Operating Location Bravo, 
provides special investigative services to protect Air Force 
and Department of Defense personnel and operations.  Th e 
mission of AFOSI 8 FIS, OL-B, is to provide professional 
counterintelligence and criminal investigative services in 
order to detect, deter and provide early warning of worldwide 
threats for the 50th Space Wing, Space Innovation and 
Development Center, Missile Defense Integration and 
Operation Center and other tenant units on Schriever.  Th e 
AFOSI 8 FIS, OL-B offi  ce is located in Bldg 210, Suite 245, 
and can be reached at (719) 567-5049 or DSN: 560-5049.
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11th Space Warning Squadron
 Th e 11th Space Warning Squadron operates the Space 
Based Infrared System, the next generation of missile warning 
satellites developed by Air Force Space Command and the 
Space and Missile Systems Center.  SBIRS has four major 
mission areas:  missile warning, missile defense, technical 
intelligence and battlespace characterization.  To accomplish 
these missions, SBIRS employs a combination of satellites 
in both geosynchronous Earth orbit and highly elliptical 
orbits.  Capabilities include detection of intercontinental 
ballistic missiles, submarine launched ballistic missiles as well 
as theater class missiles.  SBIRS is also able to detect static 
events, such as large explosions and fi res, as well as assist in 
environmental situations caused by volcanic eruptions and 
large forest fi res.

392nd Training Squadron, 
Detachment 1
 392nd Training Squadron, Detachment 1 was deactivated 
eff ective October 1st, 2010,and the mission transferred to 
the 533rd Training Squadron at Vandenberg AFB, Calif.  

Joint Functional Component Command 
for Integrated Missile Defense
 Th e Joint Functional Component Command for 
Integrated Missile Defense, located at the MDIOC, is 
responsible for synchronizing operational-level global missile 
defense planning, operations support and the development 
of missile defense eff ects for the DoD.  When directed, 
JFCC-IMD also provides alternate missile defense execution 
support.  

Headquarters and Headquarters 
Company, 53rd Signal Battalion 
(Satellite Control)
 Th e mission of U.S.  Army Strategic Command’s 53rd 
Signal Battalion is to operate, maintain and sustain three 
contingency Defense Satellite Communications System 
control platforms to provide positive platform, payload and 
communications network control of DSCS satellites to the 
unifi ed and specifi ed combatant command commander, the 
National Command Authority and other customers approved 
by the Joint Staff .

U.S.  Naval Observatory
 Th e United States Naval Observatory provides a wide range 
of astronomical data and products.  USNO products support 
activities in the following areas:  astrometry, astronomical 

applications, Earth orientation and precise time.  Th e USNO 
serves as the offi  cial source of time for the U.S.  Department 
of Defense and a standard of time for the entire United States.  
Th is segment of the USNO mission enhances a wide range of 
applications to include navigation, precise positioning, space 
operations, command, control, communications, computer 
networks, intelligence, surveillance and reconnaissance.  Th e 
USNO Alternate Master Clock located on Schriever is the 
backup to the USNO’s Master Clock facility in Washington, 
D.C., and provides precise time to a variety of 50th SW and 
tenant organizations on Schriever.

Naval Satellite Operations Center 
Detachment Delta
 Th e Naval Satellite Operations Center Detachment Delta 
is located in building 400.  Th e unit’s primary mission is to 
provide hot backup operations for NAVSOC headquarters 
located in Point Mugu, Calif.  Primary constellations 
supported include Fleet Satellite, Ultra High Frequency 
Follow On and Polar.

100th Missile Defense Brigade, 
Missile Defense Element  
 100th Missile Defense Brigade’s Missile Defense Element is 
located in the MDIOC.  MDE functions include conducting 
the operational level execution of the Ground Based Midcourse 
Missile Defense Limited Defensive Operations mission for 
the U.S.  Northern Command commander.  In this respect, 
MDE  provides operational and tactical recommendation to 
the NORTHCOM commander, synchronizes operations 
and conducts fi re distribution across multiple GMD Fire 
Direction Centers, conducts battle planning for potential 
follow-on launches of threat ballistic missiles and, as required, 
de-confl icts the operational pictures for warning and missile 
defense missions.  MDE also manages Army GMD force 
readiness conditions and develops and reports overall GMD 
operational capability.  It provides day-to-day control of 
GMD FDCs, performs analyses and develops responses to 
NORTHCOM commander, command director and missile 
defense offi  cer questions and provides back up mission 
execution capability for the fi ring unit FDCs.

527th Space Aggressor Squadron
 Th e 527th Space Aggressor Squadron is tasked with 
replicating adversary space capabilities, doctrine and tactics to 
more realistically train and exercise Aerospace Expeditionary 
Forces and support test objectives.  Th e SAS mission increases 
awareness of threats from space capable adversaries and 
improves U.S.  ability to defend against them.  
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26th Space Aggressor Squadron 
 Th e 26th Space Aggressor Squadron’s mission is to educate 
and train joint forces for combat eff ectiveness by providing 
space threat study, replication and countermeasures 
development.  Th e squadron is comprised of 22 warfi ghter-
oriented Air Force Specialty Codes whose fi eld mission 
replicates current and developing space threats.  Th e 
bottom line is to ensure the joint warfi ghter maintains space 
dominance through the fi elding of global mitigation tactics, 
techniques and procedures.

21st Medical Group
 Th e 21st Medical Group provides medical and dental 
support to active duty and other eligible military benefi ciaries 
at Schriever AFB.

Medical services
 Medical services are provided for active duty military, 
retirees and dependants enrolled to Schriever health care 
providers.  Primary care, aeromedical, routine prenatal care, 
dental, immunizations, pharmacy, laboratory, radiology, 
public health and optometry services are available.  Behavioral 
health services are also available through mental health.
 Health care services are available Mondays through Fridays 
from 7:30 a.m.  to 4:30 p.m.  Th e clinic is closed daily from 
11:30 a.m.  to 12:30 p.m.  for lunch and fi tness.  Th e clinic 
is also closed the fourth Th ursday of every month from 
7:30 a.m.to 1 p.m.  for training.  Th e Optometry Clinic is 
open on most Tuesdays from 7:30 a.m.  to 4:30 p.m.  When 
making an optometry appointment, please indicate that you 
are assigned to Schriever to avoid having to go to Peterson for 
this service.

Appointments
 To schedule an appointment, call (719) 556-CARE 
(2273).  Additionally, appointments can be made with a 
primary care manager 24 hours a day through TRICARE 
Online at http://www.tricare online.com.  
 Users will need to register and establish a username and 
password prior to making appointments online.  When 
registering, select 21st Medical Group as the military 
treatment facility.  Note: All Schriever enrollees, who book 
appointments with their Schriever PCM through TRICARE 
Online will be at the Schriever AFB Clinic.

Mental health
 Schriever mental health provides behavioral health 
optimization visits only, conducted by a behavior health 
consultant.  If specialized mental health services are needed, 
appointments may be scheduled at Peterson AFB.

Ambulance services
 Schriever AFB has a 24-hour contract ambulance 
service through Rocky Mountain Mobile Medical for 911 
emergencies.  Th ey are located in Building 500, Room 114.  

Dental services
 All annual dental exams will consist of an exam and 
cleaning.  Th ese appointments are mandatory and must be 
cancelled at least 24 hours in advance if necessary.
 Dental clinic hours are Mondays through Fridays from 7 
a.m.  to 4 p.m.  Th e Schriever AFB Dental Clinic is located 
in Building 220.  To schedule an appointment, call (719) 
567-5065 or DSN: 560-5065.

Health and Wellness Center 
 Th e Health and Wellness Center is located on the north 
side of Building 500.  Th e operating hours are 7:30 a.m.  
to 4:30 p.m.  Mondays through Fridays and closed on 
all holidays and down days.  Client’s individual needs are 
identifi ed, prioritized and matched with HAWC services.  
Clients can obtain HAWC assistance through health care 
provider referrals or self referral.  Services include lifestyle 
modifi cation and support programs such as tobacco cessation 
courses, prenatal education, gait analysis, fi tness and nutrition 
enhancement programs as well as fi tness assessments, healthy 
cooking classes and cardiovascular and cancer prevention 
education.  For more information on programs, call (719) 
567-HAWC (4292), or e-mail HAWC@schriever.af.mil.
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Schriever AFB Support 
Services

Banking – Ent Federal Credit Union
 Ent Federal Credit Union’s Schriever AFB Service Center 
is located across the street from Building 210.  Members enjoy 
a comprehensive line of fi nancial services including online 
banking, telephone banking, 27 service centers throughout 
Colorado Springs, Pueblo and Denver and thousands of 
surcharge-free ATMs worldwide.  Ent is a not-for-profi t, 
community-chartered credit union with membership open 
to businesses or individuals living or working in Denver, El 
Paso, Pueblo and Teller counties, as well as select communities 
in Weld, Adams and Arapahoe counties.  Ent is federally 
insured by the NCUA.  For more information, call (719) 
574-1100 or (800) 525-9623 or visit Ent Online at www.  
Ent.com.  ATMs on Schriever AFB can be found at the 
service center and the West and North Portals.

AAFES Barbershop
 Th e barbershop is located in Building 210, Room 203.  
Hours of operation are from 8 a.m.  to 3 p.m., Monday 
through Friday, with a lunch break from 1 p.m.  to 1:30 p.m.  
Appointments can be made by telephone for slots between 8 
a.m.  and 12:30 p.m.; walk-ins are accepted from 1:30 to 3 
p.m.  For more information or to make an appointment, call 
(719) 567-2108 or DSN: 560-2108. 

Convenience Store 
 Th e Falcon’s Nest is a convenience store in the restricted 
area that provides an assortment of sundry items, check 
cashing, lottery and other services.  It is located in Building 
730 and is open Mondays through Th ursdays from 5:30 a.m.  
to 3:30 p.m.  and Fridays from 5:30 a.m.  to 3 p.m.  Th ey can 
be reached at (719) 721-8663 or DSN: 721-8663. 

Dining options on Base
 Th e Satellite Dish Dining Facility is located in Bldg.  300 
and is open to all military, Department of Defense civilian and 
contractor personnel (dinner, midnight meals and weekends 
only) at Schriever AFB.  It operates on an a la carte system 
serving breakfast, lunch, dinner and a midnight meal.
 Th e MDIOC High Plains Café is located inside the 
restricted area and is open to all personnel with access to the 
RA.  Th e cafeteria off ers breakfast from 6:30 to 9 a.m.  and 
lunch from 11 a.m.  to 1:30 p.m.  weekdays only.
 Trina’s Brewed Awakenings serves coff ee and treats such 
as muffi  ns, cookies and scones.  It is located in Building 720, 
Room 114, and can be reached at (719) 721-0220 or DSN: 
721-0220.  It is open from 7:30 a.m.  to 2 p.m.  Monday 
through Friday.
 Trina’s Brewed Awakenings II is located inside the restricted 
area in the lobby of Bldg 24.  Th e café serves breakfast and 
lunch, and is open Monday through Th ursday, 7:30 a.m.  to 
2 p.m.  and Friday, 7:30 a.m.  to Noon.  Call 567-0215 or 
DSN: 560-0215.
 New services will open 1 March 2012 in Building 210, 
Room 157.  Th e shop will serve a variety of coff ee drinks , 
teas, and specialty drinks, as well as light breakfast items like 
muffi  ns, breakfast sandwich, and scones.  Hours of operation 
will be Monday through Friday, 7 a.m.  to 2 p.m.  
 Th e Schriever AFB Shoppette off ers a variety of snack foods 
and frozen meals along with pre-made sandwiches and hot-
off -the-grill hotdogs and breakfast items.  (See “Shoppette” 
paragraph below for more details)
 Outdoor Recreation, located in Building 300, Room 133, 
and the Falcon’s Nest, in Building 730, both have a variety 
of snack food items and beverages.  Outdoor Recreation is 
open Monday through Friday from 7:30 a.m.  to 4 p.m.  Th e 
Falcon’s Nest is open Mondays through Th ursdays from 5:30 
a.m.  to 3:30 p.m.  and Fridays from 5:30 a.m.  to 3 p.m.
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Fitness Center
 Th e Schriever Fitness Center is comprised of two 
facilities: the Main Fitness Center in Bldg.  120 and the 
Fitness Center Annex located in Bldg.  502.  Th e Fitness 
Center staff  consists of highly skilled personal trainers who 
can develop an appropriate exercise program for any fi tness 
level and experience.  Assistance in preventive health, health 
maintenance and weight management programs are available 
to all active-duty patrons.  Cardiovascular machines, strength 
training equipment, as well as Fitness Improvement Classes 
are off ered free of charge and can be excellent avenues for 
Schriever personnel to reach their fi tness goals.  Special 
athletic events, intramural sports and tournaments are off ered 
throughout the year.
 Th e Main Fitness Center is open Monday through Friday 
from 5 a.m.  to 7:30 p.m.  and is open Saturday from 7 a.m.  
to 3 p.m.  For more information, call (719) 567-6628 or 
DSN: 560-6628.
 Th e Fitness Center Annex is open Monday through 
Friday from 10 a.m.  to 6 p.m.  and closed on weekends 
and holidays.  It can be reached at (719) 567-3338 or DSN 
560-3338.
 Th e MDIOC’s Fitness Center operates 24/7, has 5,600 
square feet of fl oor space and approximately 55 pieces 
of equipment in excellent condition.  Th e MDIOC has 
extended the privilege of using this facility to 50th Space 
Wing personnel.  To use this facility, units simply need to 
submit a roster of personnel. 

Outdoor Recreation; Information, 
Tickets and Tours; and Awards, 
Engraving and Custom Picture 
Framing
 Th e Outdoor Recreation; Information, Tickets and Tours; 
and Awards, Engraving and Custom Picture Framing offi  ces 
are located in Bldg.  300, Room 133.  All off er a variety of 
information and services for Schriever AFB.  

 ITT off ers tickets throughout the year to ski resorts, 
sporting events and other tourist attractions.  Many popular 
tickets to out-of-state destinations are also available.
 Outdoor programs are off ered at military or group 
discount prices.  A variety of camping gear, pop-up and 
cargo trailers, and infl atable bounce and slide equipment is 
available for rent.  In addition, many novelty items, including 
coins, Schriever clothing, mugs and more are sold.  For more 
information, call (719) 567-6050 or DSN: 560-6050.
 Awards, Engraving and Custom Picture Framing takes 
custom orders to create gifts, awards, framing and more.  Th e 
order desk is located in Building 300, Room 131, and can 
be reached at (719) 567-6050.Th e workshop is located in 
building 805 and can be reached at (719) 567-4370 or DSN 
560-4370.

Winggate Travel, Inc.
 Winggate Travel is located in Building 210, Room 303.  It 
is open Mondays through Fridays from 8 a.m.  to 4 p.m.  and 
closed from 12:30 to 1 p.m.
 Th e offi  ce serves all offi  cial military and civilian travel 
needs, including airline tickets, rental cars and lodging.  A 
travel representative can be reached at (719) 567-5099 or 
DSN: 560-5099, fax (719) 683-3668.   

Shoppette
 Th e Schriever AFB Shoppette, just off  Falcon Parkway, 
is open 6 a.m.  to 7 p.m.  Mondays through Fridays and 9 
a.m.  to 4 p.m.  on Saturdays.  Th e Shoppette is also open 
on Sundays from 12 p.m.  to 4 p.m.  It off ers food, health 
and beauty aids, magazines and more.  Th e package store 
also off ers non-alcoholic and alcoholic beverages and limited 
party supplies.  
 A 24-hour gas pump is available every day of the week.  
However, the pumps are closed from 6 to 7 p.m.  Mondays 
through Fridays for programming.  Th e Shoppette can be 
reached at (719) 567-3915 or DSN 560-3915. 
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Peterson AFB Support 
Services

Airman Leadership School 
 Th e Airman Leadership School, located in Bldg.  1141, 
has a dedicated faculty and staff  of four.  Seven classes are 
off ered annually.  Each class is fi ve weeks long, and graduates 
earn a total of ten semester hours toward a Community 
College of the Air Force degree.  For more information, call 
(719) 556-7737 or DSN: 834-7737. 

Aquatics Center
 Th e aquatics center, located in Bldg.  404, has an adult 
pool and a kiddie pool, both available year-round.  Th e center 
off ers military lap swimming, swimming lessons, lifesaving 
courses, aqua-aerobics, physical therapy workout  sessions 
and special activities.  A water slide, physical conditioning 
area, therapeutic spa, a dry coed sauna and a swim lift for 
disabled patrons are also available.  Lap swim hours are 5:30 
to 9 a.m., 11 a.m.  to 1 p.m.  and 5 to 6 p.m.  Mondays 
through Fridays and Saturdays from 10:30 a.m.  to noon.  
Open swim is 1 to 5 p.m.  Mondays through Fridays, 6 to 
8 p.m.  Tuesdays and Th ursdays, noon to 4 p.m.  Saturdays 
and noon to 6 p.m.  Sundays.  
 Lap swim hours are free for active duty.  Call (719) 556-4608 
or DSN: 834-4608 for prices on single or annual passes. 

Base Exchange 
 Th e Base Exchange, located in building 2017, includes a 
food court, beauty and barber shops, optical, watch repair, 
fl oral, candy and alterations shops, GNC, Military Clothing 
Sales, pharmacy and the main exchange. 
 Main exchange hours are Mondays through Saturdays 
from 8 a.m.  to 8 p.m., Sundays from 9 a.m.  to 7 p.m.  and 

holidays from 10 a.m.  to 6 p.m.  For more information, call 
(719) 596-7270.   

Military Clothing and Sales 
 Th e Military Clothing Sales store, located in building 
2017, has military clothing items and an alterations shop.  
Hours of operation are Mondays through Fridays from 9:30 
a.m.  to 5:30 p.m.  and Saturdays and Sundays from 10 a.m.  
to 4 p.m.  For more information, call (719) 556-4259 or 
DSN: 834-4259. 

Commissary 
 Th e Peterson AFB Commissary, next to the Base Exchange, 
is open Mondays through Saturdays from 9 a.m.  to 8 p.m.  
and Sundays from 9 a.m.  to 7 p.m.  Early bird shopping 
is Mondays through Saturdays from 7 to 9 a.m.  For more 
information, call (719) 556-7765 or DSN: 834-7765. 

Bowling Center
 Th e Peterson Bowling Center is located in building 406.  
Th e bowling center off ers year-round bowling leagues, snack 
bar operations with daily specials, youth birthday parties, 
bowling lessons and a complete pro-shop.  Check out the 
state of the art lighting and weekly bowling specials.  For 
more information, call (719) 556-4607 or DSN: 834-4607 
or stop by to pick up brochures on available services and 
hours. 

The Club @ Peterson AFB
 Located in building 1013 on Glasgow Ave., Th e Club 
@ Peterson AFB off ers a combination of fi ne dining and 
casual family fare for all military ranks and civilians.  For 
information, call (719) 556-4181 or DSN: 834-4181.
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 Th e Club @ Peterson AFB serves lunch Mondays through 
Fridays from 11 a.m.  to 1:30 p.m., evening dining Fridays 
from 5:30 to 8 p.m., Sunday brunch the fi rst and third 
Sundays of the month from 10 a.m.  to 1:30 p.m.  and is 
closed Saturdays, except for Ultimate Fighting Championship 
fi ghts.  
 Th e Club @ Peterson AFB hosts Bingo Bonanza Mondays 
at 4:30 p.m.  in the ballroom.  Stripes pub is open Mondays 
to Fridays at 10:30 a.m.  and closes at varying times in           
the evenings.  

Joint Personnel Property Shipping 
Offi ce
 Th e Joint Personnel Property Shipping Offi  ce has a branch 
offi  ce on Peterson AFB in building 350, Room 2139.  Th e 
offi  ce is primarily responsible for outbound personal property 
arrangements and processing shipment applications for 
members who want to ship personal property from outside 
of Colorado Springs.  Hours are 7:30 a.m.  to 4:30 p.m.  
Mondays through Fridays.  For more information, call (719) 
556-4196 or (719) 554-9298 or DSN: 692-9298. 

Leisure Travel Offi ce
 Th e Leisure Travel Offi  ce, located at 830 Tinker St, 
building 640, can accommodate all leisure travel needs, 
including airline tickets, cruise packages, hotel and car 
reservations or vacation packages worldwide.  Th e LTO is 
open Mondays through Fridays from 8:30 a.m.  to 5 p.m.  
For more information, call (719) 556-6447/4161/2116 or 
DSN: 834-6447/4161/2116. 

Library
 Th e Peterson Base Library, located in building 1171, 
contains more than 37,000 volumes covering various subject 
areas, with an emphasis on science and technology.
 College Level Examination Program study guides and 
videos are available.  Th e library also off ers books on tape.
 Th e library maintains a collection of nearly 75 periodicals 
and fi ve daily newspapers.  Back issues of military periodicals 
are stored on microfi lm and computers are available for word 
processing and research.  For more information, call (719) 
556-7462 or DSN: 834-7462. 

NCO Academy
Th e Peterson Noncommissioned Offi  cer Academy, located in 
building 1142, holds six-week long classes.  Normally, eight 

classes are conducted at the NCOA every year.  For more 
information about the NCOA, call (719) 556-7592 or DSN: 
834-7592.

Service Station
 A service station, located at 250 Otis Avenue, off ers basic 
auto repairs and service.  Hours are Mondays through Fridays 
from 7 a.m.  to 5 p.m., and closed Saturdays and Sundays.  
For more information, call (719) 597-0350. 
Shoppette
 Th e Peterson AFB Shoppette carries beverages, food, 
magazines, health and beauty aids, pet supplies and more.  Th e 
Shoppette’s package store off ers non-alcoholic and alcoholic 
beverages and limited party supplies.  Th e Shoppette is open 
24 hours a day, seven days a week.  For more information, 
call (719) 597-5041.   

Silver Spruce Golf Course
 Th e Silver Spruce Golf Course is located at building 1054.  
Breakfast and lunch are served seven days a week featuring 
a snack bar operation.  Take advantage of professional party 
planning and catering services.  Th e golf course off ers a 
driving range, practice green, extensive pro shop, patio for 
special functions and a well maintained 18-hole golf course.  
Golf course membership is off ered to all military and all 
civilians with base privileges.  For more information, call 
(719) 556-7414 or DSN: 834-7414. 

Youth Center
 Th e Peterson Youth Center, located at building 1555, off ers 
before and after school and full day summer camp programs 
for children six to 12 years old.  A part-day enrichment 
program is off ered for children three to fi ve years old during 
the school term.
 Pre-teen and teen programs are ongoing and include 
activities such as leadership clubs, special events and trips, 
computer lab, homework help and recreational game room.  
Th ere are summer events for youth ages 9-18 that include 
rock climbing, hiking, biking and white water rafting.  Youth 
sports leagues are recreational and include baseball, soccer, 
basketball and fl ag football.  Youth Sports camps are available 
during the summer and include basketball, archery, fl ag 
football, volleyball, soccer and tennis.  
 Volunteers for youth sports are always needed.  For more 
information on all Youth Programs, call (719) 556-7220/ 
DSN: 834-7220 or visit www.21fss.com. 
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Area Attractions
Colorado Springs 

Combining scenic beauty, pleasant residential areas, 
modern, industry, attractive military installations and cultural 
activities to satisfy every taste, Colorado Springs is a well-
rounded community.  Th e city off ers a variety of activities, both 
recreational and cultural.  
 Th e city is situated on a gently rolling plateau 6,035 feet 
above sea level, sheltered by the towering, 14,110 foot-
high Pikes Peak.  Th is locale assures cool, dry summers and 
comfortable, mild winters, with the low humidity tempering 
the extremes of the respective seasons.  Colorado Springs, the 
largest municipality in El Paso County, has a population of 
407,902 residents (estimated in 2008) and comprises an area of 
more than 190 square miles.  
 Th e city operates a public bus system, which off ers special 
rates and services for senior citizens, the handicapped, students 
and others.  Several airlines fl y in and out of the Colorado 
Springs Municipal Airport.  For more information, visit www.
visitcos.com or call (719) 635-7506 or (800) 368-4748. 

Olympic Training Center
Th is facility, a former Air Force Base, at 1 Olympic Plaza, is 

headquarters for the U.S.  Olympic Committee 
administration and the Olympic 
Training Center programs.  Free 
public tours are conducted on 
a year-round basis.  Th e tour 
includes a 12-minute fi lm and 
45-minute walking tour of the 
complex.  For more information, 
call (719) 866-4618. 

Fine Arts Center 
Founded in 1936, the Colorado Springs Fine Arts Center, 

30 West Dale Street, was the nation’s fi rst facility designed to 
cultivate both the visual and performing arts.  It is home to the 
Taylor Museum, Th e Bernis School of Art and Performing Arts 
Th eatre.  For more information, visit www.csfi neartscenter.org 
or call (719) 634-5581. 

Pioneers Museum
Colorado Springs’ history comes to life as the featured Indian 

relics and western pioneer antiques tell the story from the past to 
today.  It is located at 215 S.  Tejon Street in Colorado Springs.  
For more information, call (719) 385-5990. 

Numismatic Museum 
 Th e Museum of the American Numismatic Association, 
818 N.  Cascade Avenue, displays coins, tokens, paper money, 
medals and related items.  For more information, call (719) 
632-2646. 

Manitou Cliff Dwellings Museum 
Th e Cliff  Dwellings Museum contains some of the fi nest 

examples of artifacts and cliff  dwelling homes acquired from 
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the Southwest.  Visitors can explore the dwellings room by 
room. Th e museum is open seven days a week year-round, from 
9 a.m.  to 6 p.m.  May through September, 10 a.m.  to 4 p.m.  
December through February and 9 a.m.  to 5 p.m.  during the 
months of March, April, October and November.  Th e museum 
is fi ve miles west of Colorado Springs on U.S.  24 above Manitou 
Springs.  For more information, call (719) 685-5242. 

Cheyenne Mountain Zoo 
 Th e Cheyenne Mountain Zoo provides an unforgettable 
adventure combining breathtaking mountain scenery with 
nearly 800 animals, representing 172 species of wild animals.  
Th e zoo is located at 4250 Cheyenne Mountain Zoo Road.  
For more information, visit www.cmzoo.org or call (719) 
633-9925. 

Cave of the Winds 
 Cave of the Winds off ers guided tours through caverns 
formed millions of years ago.  Cave of the Winds is located 
just six miles west of Colorado Springs on U.S.  24 above 
Manitou Springs.  For more information, call (719) 685-
5444 or visit their Web site at www.caveofthewinds.com. 

Garden of the Gods
 Th e towering red rock formations at the base of Pikes Peak 
on N.  30th Street (at Gateway Road) are one of the emblems 
of Colorado Springs.  Hike, bike, horseback ride or drive 
through the 1,367-acre park and watch for many animals 
including big horn sheep, deer and a variety of birds.  Start 
your visit at the Garden of the Gods visitor center with its 
hands-on exhibits explaining the geology, ecology, plants and 
history of the area; or take time to visit Rock Ledge Ranch 

Historic Site, located just inside the east entrance of the 
park.  For more information, contact the Garden of the Gods 
Visitor and Nature Center at (719) 634-6666 or visit their 
Web site at www.gardenofgods.com.   

Pikes Peak Cog Railway 
 You can take an unforgettable panoramic trip that leads 
you to the 14,110-foot summit of America’s most famous 
peak.  Modern Swiss trains operate year-round, departing 
from the depot at 515 Ruxton Avenue in Manitou Springs.  
Round trip is three hours and 10 minutes.  For more 
information, call (719) 685-5401 or visit their Web site at 
www.cograilway.com. 

Royal Gorge 
 Take a trip on the Royal Gorge Scenic Railway.  A train 
ride takes passengers through the ‘Grand Canyon of the 
Arkansas.’ You also can ride the white water of the Arkansas 
River or view the Royal Gorge Bridge, the world’s highest 
suspension bridge, hanging 1,053 feet above rushing 
water.  For more information, visit their Web site at www.
royalgorgebridge.com. 

Seven Falls
 Seven Falls is located just ten minutes from downtown 
Colorado Springs via Cheyenne Boulevard and is nestled 
deep within Cheyenne Canyon.  From May 11 to Sept.  1, 
nights come alive with a fascinating glow of colorful lights 
illuminating the entire canyon.  For more information, visit 
their Web site at www.sevenfalls.com. 
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North Pole, Home of Santa’s 
Workshop
 Santa’s Workshop/North Pole is a Christmas themed 
family amusement park that has been in existence since 
1956.  Christmas music fi lls the air as visitors browse through 
the village.  At the center of Santa’s Workshop is the North 
Pole, an ice-covered pole that never melts.  Surrounding the 
North Pole is a variety of gift shops, each with their own 
unique selection of toys and gifts.  Of course, the highlight 
of everyone’s visit is a trip to Santa’s House to greet the jolly 
old elf himself.  For more information, visit their Web site at 
www.santas-colo.com. 

Western Museum of Mining and 
Industry
 Th e Western Museum of Mining and Industry, located 
at 225 North Gate Boulevard, features a variety of exhibits 
complete with daily guided tours.  For more information, 
call (719) 488-0880 or visit their Web site at wmmi.org. 

World Figure Skating Hall of Fame 
and Museum
 Th e World Figure Skating Hall of Fame and Museum, 
located at 20 First Street, shows exhibits honoring the world’s 
best fi gure skaters.  Th ere are displays featuring skating 
artifacts, trophies, costumes and memorabilia.  For more 
information, contact (719) 635-5200 or visit their Web site 
at www.usfsa.org. 

ProRodeo Hall of Fame
 Rodeo—America’s original sport—is showcased at the 
ProRodeo Hall of Fame and Museum of the American 
Cowboy in Colorado Springs.  Th e Hall, established 
in 1979, is located at 101 Pro Rodeo Drive.  For more 
information, call (719) 528-4764 or visit their Web site at 
www.prorodeohalloff ame.com.

Nearby Communities
 Th ere are many attractions in nearby communities that 
can make your Schriever AFB assignment exciting and 
rewarding.  From the professional sports off ered in Denver to 
the colleges and universities in Pueblo and Colorado Springs, 
to the hiking trails and mountains in the area, there are a 
number of fantastic attractions in the nearby communities.  
Th e following is a list of the areas available to explore. 

Manitou Springs
 Manitou Springs, just west of Colorado Springs, takes its 
name from the many mineral springs in the area.  Th e area 
once was marked off  as a sanctuary by the local Indian tribes 
who attributed supernatural powers to the springs’ waters.  
Today, Manitou Springs thrives as a tourist trade abounds in 
the downtown area.  Besides being home to several world-
class restaurants, as well as many favorite neighborhood 
eateries, Manitou Springs has a wide selection of quality 
accommodations.

Fountain
 Fountain, founded in 1859 and incorporated in 1903, is 
the oldest community in the Pikes Peak region and is home to 
a variety of lifestyles.  Large cattle and horse ranches as well as 
undeveloped land border the city limits.  Fort Carson is west 
of Fountain.  To the north and east are the communities of 
Security, Widefi eld, Stratmoor Hills and Stratmoor Valley. 

Security and Widefi eld 
 Security and Widefi eld primarily serve as bedroom 
communities for Colorado Springs and Fort Carson, which 
is directly to the west.  Once separate and distinct areas, these 
two communities have grown together and are often referred 
to jointly as Security-Widefi eld.  
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Monument
 North of Colorado Springs on Interstate 25 is the 
community of Monument.  It seemingly wraps itself over 
and around the high rolling foothills.  Monument is slightly 
higher in elevation than Colorado Springs and has more 
snowfall.   

Woodland Park 
 Woodland Park is one of four Ute Pass communities—the 
others are Green Mountain Falls, Cascade and Chipita Park.  
Woodland Park is 25 miles west of Colorado Springs on U.S.  
24 in Teller County.  Year-round residents commute daily to 
Colorado Springs on a wide, well-paved, road which twists 
though the scenic Rockies.   

Denver
 Denver, the state capital, is about an hour’s drive north 
of Colorado Springs on Interstate 25.  It off ers music, art, 
education, sports, outdoor recreation and entertainment.  
Performing arts, exhibitions and conventions are held in 
the Denver Performing Arts Complex and the Denver 
Convention Complex.  Denver supports professional hockey, 
basketball, football, baseball and soccer teams.  INVESCO 
Field at Mile High is the home of the Denver Broncos and 
the Colorado Rapids.  Th e Colorado Avalanche and Denver 
Nuggets make their home in the Pepsi Center and the 
Colorado Rockies play their home games at Coors Field.  

Th e Denver Art Museum, Denver Museum of Nature and 
Science, Denver Botanic Gardens, Denver Zoo, Colorado 
State Capital Building, U.S.  Mint, Children’s Museum of 
Denver, Six Flags Elitch Gardens Th eme Park and Red Rocks 
Amphitheatre are other attractions. 

Pueblo 
 Pueblo is 40 miles south of Colorado Springs on 
Interstate-25 and off ers a variety of cultural events, including 
the Pueblo Symphony, the Children’s Playhouse Series, the 
Broadway Th eatre League and the Sangre De Cristo Ballet 
Th eatre.  For more than 100 years, Pueblo has been the home 
of the Colorado State Fair.  Th e event attracts more than a 
million visitors each year.  Top national entertainers, a rodeo 
and a military appreciation day are highlights.  Pueblo also 
is home to the University of Southern Colorado, a four-year 
state university. 

Castle Rock
 Castle Rock, located midway between Denver and 
Colorado Springs, is home to an estimated population near 
42,500 people and has a small town atmosphere, abundant 
parks and historic downtown shopping district.  Castle Rock 
occupies more than 30 square miles, is the home to the 
Outlets at Castle Rock and is the seat of Douglas County.  
Th e town lies at an elevation of 6,202 feet, in the Plum 
Creek Valley along Interstate 25 at the base of the Rocky 
Mountains.  
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EMERGENCY AT SCHRIEVER

LOCATION......................................................DSN..............COMMERCIAL
Schriever AFB..........................................................560-1110 ................(719) 567-1110
Schriever AFB (MDIOC only) ...................................721-1110 ................(719) 721-1110
Cheyenne Mountain AFS .........................................268-1110 ................(719) 474-1110
Peterson AFB...........................................................834-7011 ................(719) 556-7321
...............................................................................692-XXXX ...............(719) 554-XXXX 
U.S.Air Force Academy............................................333-1110 ................(719) 333-1110
Ft.Carson .................................................................691-5811 ................(719) 526-5811
...............................................................................883-XXXX ...............(719) 524-XXXX
Buckley AFB.............................................................847-9011 ................(720) 847-9011

Security Police ............................911
Fire Reporting/Medical Emergency....911

Chaplain (After Hours) .................567-2180
Civil Engineers (After Hours) .......567-6544

SEE PAGE 2 FOR ALL OTHER AREAS

2012 TELEPHONE DIRECTORY
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Schriever AFB
Security Police .....................................................911
Fire Reporting/Medical Emergency ......................911
Chaplain (After Hours)................................567-2180
Civil Engineers (After Hours) ......................567-6544

Cheyenne Mountain AS
Security Police .....................................................911
Fire Reporting/Medical Emergency ......................911
Civil Engineers (After Hours) ......................474-3575
Chaplain (After Hours)................................474-4500

Peterson AFB
Security Police .....................................................911
Fire Reporting/Medical Emergency ......................911
Chaplain (After Hours)................................556-4555
Civil Engineers (After Hours) ......................556-4030
Red Cross...................................................556-7590

UPH Manager .............................................556-1409
Dorm 1270 .................................................556-8746
Dorm 1146 .................................................556-0460

Peterson AFB (From Base Housing)
Security Police............................................556-4805
Fire Reporting.............................................556-7354

U.S.Air Force Academy
Security Police .....................................................911
Fire Reporting/Medical Emergency ......................911
Chaplain (After Hours)................................531-8868
Civil Engineers (After Hours) ......................333-2100

Fort Carson
Military Police ......................................................911
Fire Reporting/Medical Emergency ......................911
Emergency Room (24 Hours).....................526-7111
Chaplain (After Hours)................................526-3400

NETWORK ACCESS NUMBERS
DSN (Routine) .....................................94-XXX-XXXX
FTS-2001 (Requires PIN) ............98-XXX-XXX-XXXX
Local Area............................................99-XXX-XXXX

FEATURE ACCESS CODES (if activated)
CALL FORWARDING ..............................Activate *72
.................................................................Cancel *73
CALL PICKUP .........................................Activate 111
HOLD......................................................Activate *71
LAST NUMBER REDIAL ...........................Activate ##

FREQUENTLY CALLED NUMBERS ..........................................3-4

GENERAL INFORMATION........................................................5-9

ALPHABETICAL LISTINGS ..................................................10-14

ORGANIZATIONAL LISTINGS..............................................15-22
50TH SPACE WING.........................................................15
50TH OPERATIONS GROUP (50 OG)..............................16
50TH NETWORK OPERATIONS GROUP (50 NOG) .........17
50TH MISSION SUPPORT GROUP (50 MSG).................18
595TH SPACE GROUP (595 SG).....................................19
310TH OPERATIONS GROUP (AFRC) (310 OG) .............20
310TH SPACE WING (AFRC) (310 SW) ..........................20
GEOGRAPHIC SEPARATED LISTING (GSUS)..................22

DSN LISTINGS....................................................................23-24

CONTENTSNETWORK ACCESS
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-A-
Aerospace Medicine (SAFB)..........................................567-4455
Antiterrorism ................................................................567-5618
Area Defense Counsel (PAFB) .......................................556-7611
Automation Control.......................................................567-6544

-B-
Barber Shop ..................................................................567-2108
Base Exchange (PAFB) CIV ...........................................596-7270
Base Multimedia Center ................................................567-5090
Billeting (PAFB) .............................................................556-7851
Budget Office ................................................................567-5103

-C-
Casualty Officer.............................................................567-4037
CE Help Desk ................................................................567-2300
Central Security Control Desk .......................................567-5642
Chaplain ........................................................................567-3705
Chaplain (After Duty) ....................................................567-2180
Child Care Center ..........................................................567-4742
Child Care Center (PAFB) ..............................................554-9572
Civilian Personnel..........................................................567-5778
Civilian Personnel (PAFB) .............................................556-7150
Claims Office.................................................................567-5050
Clinic (After Duty) ................................................567-6666/4594
Clinic Info Desk-Reception............................................567-4455
Clothing Sales (PAFB) ...................................................556-4259
Club @ Peterson (PAFB) CIV ...............................574-4100/4181
Colorado Tracking Station .............................................567-6785
Commissary (PAFB)......................................................556-4247
Communications Focal Point ........................................567-2666
Contracting....................................................................567-3800
Country Store (MDIOC).................................................721-8663
Crisis Support Team......................................................567-3705

-D-
Dental Clinic ..................................................................567-5065
Deployments .................................................................567-3082
Dining Hall (Satellite) ....................................................567-2216
Disaster Preparedness ..................................................567-6100

-E-
Education Center (PAFB)...............................................556-4064
ENT Federal Credit Union ..............................................550-6133
Entry Control Facility...................................567-5641/5642/5643
Equal Opportunity .........................................................567-7096

Equipment Control Office (ECO)....................................567-7483
Evaluation......................................................................567-5472

-F-
Family Support Center ..................................................567-3920
Finance, Customer Service............................................567-2010
Fire Department ............................................................567-3370
Fire Department (Emergency) ................................................911
First Term Airman Center (FTAC) ..................................567-7329
Fitness Center ...............................................................567-6628
Fitness Center (MDIOC) ................................................721-8416
Fitness Center Annex ....................................................567-3338
Fraud, Waste and Abuse ...............................................567-2109
Freedom of Information Act (FOIA)...............................567-5323

-G-
Golf Course (PAFB) .......................................................556-7414

-H-
Health and Wellness Center ..........................................567-4292
Help Desk (CE)..............................................................567-2300
Help Desk (COMM) .......................................................567-2666
Help Desk (SIDC) ..........................................................567-6546
High Plains Cafeteria.....................................................721-8752
Housing Office .....................................................567-2884/5069
Housing Office (Tierra Vista).........................................597-7200

-I-
IDEA Program/Monitor..................................................567-2274
Information Assurance.........................................567-4138/4885
Inspector General..........................................................567-3764
ITT-Ticket Office ............................................................567-6050

-J-
“Job” Control Center (NCC) ..........................................567-2666
JPPSO Outbound (PAFB) ..............................................556-4196
JPPSO Inbound.............................................................554-9298
MDIOC Security (24 HRS) ............................................721-8000
Judge Advocate.............................................................567-5050

-L-
Law Enforcement ..........................................................567-5642
Leisure Travel (PAFB)...........................................556-6447/4161
Life Skills (PAFB)..............................................556-CARE (2273)
Locator (SAFB)..............................................................567-1110
Locator (PAFB)..............................................................556-7321

FREQUENTLY CALLED NUMBERS
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-M-
Mail Room (BLDG 300) ................................................567-5305

(BLDG 210)................................................................567-5313
Main Gate (Enoch RD) ..................................................567-5630
Maintenance Control Center (7-COMM)........................567-2666
Manpower .....................................................................567-2754
Media Lab (MDIOC) ......................................................721-9400
Mortuary Affairs ............................................................567-3445
MPF Customer Service .................................................567-5900

-N-
North Gate Entrapment .................................................567-5937

-O-
OSI ..........................................................................567-5049
Outdoor Recreation.......................................................567-6050

-P-
Pass and Registration (Visitor Control Center) .............567-5620
Photo (Base Multimedia Center) ...................................567-5090
Power Plant...................................................................567-6530
Protocol (50 SW) ..........................................................567-5048
Protocol (SIDC).............................................................721-9317
Public Affairs (50 SW) ..................................................567-5040
Public Affairs (MDIOC)..................................................721-9202

-R-
Red Cross (PAFB) .........................................................556-7590
Reprographics (MDIOC)................................................721-8083

-S-
SALF Ops Coordinator .........................................567-7213/7223
Satellite Flyer Editor ......................................................567-3849
Separations ...................................................................567-5158
Sexual Assault Response Coordinator ..........................567-7634
Sexual Assault Response Coordinator 

(24-hour emergency).................................................567-7272
Shoppette......................................................................567-3915
Shoppette (PAFB) CIV ...................................................597-0350
Small Computer Shop...................................................567-7198
Snow Call ......................................................................567-7669
Spectrum Management.................................................567-2665

-T-
Technical Library...........................................................567-7141
Telephone Maint (MDIOC).............................................721-9500
The Club @ Peterson ...........................................556-4181/4100
Thrift Shop (PAFB) CIV .................................................596-4463
Tierra Vista Communities..............................................683-3660
TIME (Alternate Master Clock) ......................................567-6742
Transportation Office.....................................................567-3241
Traumatic Stress Response Team. ................................567-3705
Travel Office (Winggate)................................................567-5099

(After Duty) .....................................................1-866-811-9449
TriCare Appointment Line CIV .......................................556-2273

..........................................................................457-2273
TriCare Hotline ..............................................................556-1016

-U-
U.S.Naval Observatory (Alternate Master Clock)...........556-6740

-V-
Video Conference Center (MDIOC)................................721-9434
Voting Assistance Office ...............................................567-8683

-W-
Warrior Library..............................................................721-8270
West Gate (Irwin RD)....................................................567-6508
Wing Info Assurance Office .................................567-3398/4766
Wing Command Post (CP)............................................567-2180
Wing Plans & Programs ...............................................567-2983
Wing Safety...................................................................567-7233

-Y-
Youth Center (PAFB) .....................................................556-7220
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GENERAL INFORMATION 

1. COMMUNICATIONS CUSTOMER SERVICE. If you have trouble
with the following systems call the corresponding telephone
number: 
LAN: Help Desk 567-3090 
Land Mobile Radios/Cellular phone/Pagers: 567-4617 

(567-COMM after duty hours) 
Telephone Customer Service Desk: 567-3777 

(or 567-COMM after duty hours) 

2. BASE DIRECTORY ASSISTANCE CALLS. Dial “0” from any SAFB
extensions for organizational, classified and Defense Switched
Network (DSN) listings only. Access the SAFB switchboard from off
base by calling 567-1110. Call the base locator, SAFB 567-1110 for
listings of personnel. 

3. COMMERCIAL DIRECTORY ASSISTANCE CALLS. Qwest charges
a tariff rate for all directory assistance calls; therefore it is
imperative that discretion be exercised before using Commercial
Directory Assistance. Colorado Springs local telephone books are
widely distributed within the agencies serviced by the SAFB
Switchboard. Always consult the directory if available in order to
avoid unnecessary toll charges. When absolutely necessary, place
the call through the Base Operator for directory assistance required
to conduct official business. 

4. 1-800-NUMBERS. Subscribers are encouraged to use “1-800”
numbers to reach commercial customers who offer incoming long
distance calls, before using FTS-2001. Toll-FREE 1-800 Directory
Assistance can be reached by dialing 1-800-555-1212. 

5. COMMERCIAL TOLL CALL - FTS 2001 AND INTERNATIONAL
SWITCHED VOICE SERVICE (ISVS) PROCEDURES. Official long
distance calls will be made only when the time does not permit the
use of any other means of communications (i.e., DSN or DMS).
DSN OFF-NETTING should be used when possible. FTS 2001 is
used for commercial calls within the CONUS to include the Virgin
Islands, Alaska, Hawaii, Guam and Puerto Rico. ISVS is used for
commercial calls to all other international locations to include
Canada. All calls should be of a minimum duration. It is suggested
that the conversation be planned and all necessary notes, data, etc.
be assembled before the call is placed. The receiving party should
be requested to call back rather than hold the line open if it is
necessary for them to conduct any research before concluding a
transaction or discussion. Calls should not exceed three minutes
unless absolutely necessary. 

There is no Precedence System for FTS 2001 and ISVS long
distance service. All international calls, toll calls and calls outside
the Colorado Springs area must be authorized. Authorization for
calls must be obtained from the Telephone Control Office of the
unit placing the call via a Personal Identification Number or control
number. Long distance calls will not be made on matters that can
be handled by message or mail. No personal matters will be
discussed on official calls. Both FTS-2001 and DSN calls are
accomplished using government contracts with commercial
carriers and the government pays for each call based on location
called, time and day of the call and duration of the call. Neither
service is free, so exercise prudence when choosing to place 
FTS-2001 and DSN calls. 

6. COMPLETING A LONG DISTANCE CALL. After completing a long
distance call, replace the receiver on the cradle immediately. Do not
lift the receiver for at least fifteen seconds. Air Force Instructions
prohibits expenditures of funds for personal and unofficial long
distance calls. Current directives specifically require TCOs to
approve all long distance calls. All personnel are reminded that
offenders will be subject to disciplinary action. Personal calls will
be placed through pay telephones, when possible. 

7. CONFERENCE CALLS. Up to a 30 party attendant conference call
(meet-me net) may be placed. Local and long distance service is
available. Dial the base operator at (719) 567-6803, DSN 560-6803
for assistance.

8. REQUEST FOR TELEPHONE SERVICE AND EQUIPMENT.
Request for new telephones, extensions, associated equipment,
moves, or disconnects of existing equipment, will be submitted to
the unit TCO who will place the work order through the Commercial
Comm Sharepoint. No unauthorized personnel will alter, move,
maintain or attempt any changes to the local telephone system.
Violations of this policy constitute a breach of the Air
Force/Telephone Company contract. Personnel pursuing such
actions will be liable under applicable regulations. 

GENERAL INFORMATION
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9. TELEPHONE DIRECTORY PREPARATIONS AND DISTRIBUTION
POLICIES. The Schriever AFB Telephone Directory is prepared and
published as prescribed by AFI 33-111 and AFM 171-360 Vol II. 
a. TELEPHONE DIRECTORY MONITOR PROGRAM. Base
organizations submit changes within their respective areas.
Periodical printouts are forwarded for certification by the monitor
from the directory clerk. Changes must be submitted, as they occur
in order to maintain a high degree of accuracy in the publication of
the base directory. 
b. TELEPHONE DIRECTORY DISTRIBUTION. The Base Telephone
Directory will be distributed on a basis of one per installed
instrument. 
c. HOW TO SUBMIT TELEPHONE DIRECTORY INFORMATION. The
directory is compiled from listings furnished by the unit TCO and is
only as accurate as the information furnished. Report all changes,
additions or deletions to 50 SCS/SCXX at 567-2931 or 567-3552. 

10. SECURITY INSTRUCTIONS AND MONITORING 
a. Classified information shall not be discussed or revealed over the
telephone unless it is equipped with an encryption device approved
for this purpose. 
b. Military communications facilities are subject to monitoring
activities associated with preserving the national security of our
country. 
c. Personnel who make unauthorized disclosures of classified or
sensitive official defense information including disclosures during
use of the telephone are subject to disciplinary actions. 
d. Monitoring: DoD owned and leased telephone circuits are subject
to various types of monitoring. For policy on the
Telecommunications Monitoring and Assessment Program refer to
AFI 33-219. 

11. PHONETIC ALPHABET. The use of the phonetic alphabet is of
value in pronouncing isolated letters and spelling out words
normally difficult to understand over voice communications. The
following phonetic equivalents are those authorized for combined,
joint and Intra-Air Force use: 
A-ALPHA .....................J-JULIET .................... S-SIERRA 
B-BRAVO .....................K-KILO ....................... T-TANGO 
C-CHARLIE ..................L-LIMA ....................... U-UNIFORM 
D-DELTA ......................M-MIKE ...................... V-VICTOR 
E-ECHO ........................N-NOVEMBER ............W-WHISKEY 
F-FOXTROT ..................O-OSCAR ................... X-X-RAY 
G-GOLF ........................P-PAPA ...................... Y-YANKEE 
H-HOTEL .....................Q-QUEBEC ................. Z-ZULU 
I-INDIA ........................R-ROMEO 

12. PROMOTING GOOD TELEPHONE SERVICE 
a. To obtain the most efficient and effective service from the
telephone facilities, telephone users should be thoroughly familiar
with the operating instructions in the General Information Section
of this telephone directory. 
b. Good telephone service is based on the courtesy, accuracy and
speed of the subscriber and operating personnel. 
c. The service received from the base telephone system depends
upon proper usage by the subscribers. The following suggestions
are offered: wait for the dial tone, then dial your number carefully,
identify yourself, speak distinctly and make conversations brief.
Answer the telephone promptly; identify the activity and the
individual speaking. Use your telephone directory; do not guess at
numbers. For your convenience, maintain a list of frequently called
numbers. Update your directory, as numbers are changed. Do not
leave the receiver off your telephone, or set the hold button to
prevent completion of incoming calls. 

13. REPORTING TELEPHONE SERVICE PROBLEMS. Operators
receiving service complaints are instructed to refer all complaints
to the Telephone Customer Service Desk at 567-3777. 

14. REPORTING NUISANCE CALLS. Call Central Security Control,
ext 567-5642/5643 to report calls that you feel are a nuisance.
Nuisance calls include those in which the caller uses abusive,
threatening, obscene, lewd, or immoral language, with the intent to
offend, harass or harm is unlawful. It is unlawful to knowingly
allow anyone to use a telephone under your control for the above
purposes. 
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15. DSN POLICIES AND INSTRUCTIONS 
a. General: DSN is the principle long-haul, voice communications
network within the Defense Communications System, providing
unsecured direct distance dialing service worldwide through a
system of government-owned and leased automatic switching
facilities. The purpose of DSN is to handle essential command and
control, operations, intelligence, logistic and administrative traffic. 
b. Local Capability: Subscribers at Schriever AFB have the
capability of direct dialing outgoing calls, by dialing “94” and the
seven-digit number. 
c. Pre-emption: Automatic pre-emption capability for high
precedence calls exists on DSN lines. When a circuit is preempted
automatically for a higher precedence call, the circuit user receives
a high frequency tone lasting less than three seconds. Upon
receiving the pre-emption tone, hang up immediately and re-
establish your call later. In order to assure prompt completion and
to avoid pre-emption by another call once conversation is
established, calls with precedence of Priority or above should be
placed with the DSN operator, but only in cases where they are
mission essential and must be placed immediately. 
d. Overseas Calls: All Overseas DSN calls must be placed with the
base operator. 

Contact your unit TCO or alternate for a control number, give it to
the operator, along with the precedence of the call and desired
number. Stay on the line until the operator completes the call. 
e. USE OF THE DEFENSE SWITCHED NETWORK (DSN): 

1. Will be authorized for only official communications. 
2. Will be restricted to: 

a) Only calls essential and require a timeliness that cannot be
obtained by other means, and would stand the scrutiny afforded a
commercial toll call. 

b) The minimum time required to accomplish the official
business and will not normally exceed five minutes. 

c) The use of precedence level in accordance with the subject
matter of the call as established in the Joint Uniform Telephone
Communications Precedence System. 

d) The use of graphic facsimile or unsecured voice-data devices
only when approved by the Chief of the Military Services and heads
of DoD agencies or activities. Voice-data, facsimile and graphic
service in DSN normally will not exceed a continuous transmission
time of 15 minutes or a total transmission time of one hour during
normal business hours. 

3. Will not be authorized for: 
a) Use directly or indirectly by any non-appropriated fund

activities (clubs, exchanges, and other unofficial activities) provided
telephone service at post, camp, station or base level except when
approved by the Joint Chief of Staff. 

b) Calls within an installation, metropolitan area or those
confined geographical areas where other existing government-
provided local telephone service is adequate. 

c) Unofficial or personal calls. 
d) Off-net extension of call into the commercial system at a

distant switchboard, except where such extension has been
previously approved by the local authorities controlling the
switchboard. 
f. TELEPHONE MONITORING: The users of the DSN system should
be aware that the DoD system is for official use only and is subject
to management monitoring in accordance with DoD directive
4640.6, subject “Telephone Monitoring.” 
g. DSN USER CALLING INSTRUCTIONS: 

1. Routine DSN calls: 
(a) Users with dial-access to DSN should: 

(1) Verify the DSN number. 
(2) Listen for dial tone. 
(3) Dial DSN ACCESS CODE. (94) 
(4) Dial the seven-digit DSN number. 

(b) Users needing operator assistance for DSN should: 
(1) Verify the DSN number. 
(2) Dial the operator and give precedence of the call and

number desired - stay on the line until the operator completes call 
2. Precedence and Inter-Area DSN calls: 

To place precedence or inter-area DSN calls all users should: 
(a) Verify the DSN number. 
(b) Dial the operator and give the following information: The

precedence of the call and the DSN number desired. 
h. DSN USER ASSISTANCE AND PRECEDENCE CALLS: Your local
base operator provides call assistance and conferencing for DSN
users. Your local operator also provides DSN directory assistance.
Dial “O” when encountering difficulty in dialing a routine
precedence call or if higher than routine precedence is required. 
i. PRECEDENCE SYSTEM: The National Communications System
(NCS) Voice Precedence System, which was established by NCS
Memorandum 1-70, dated 14 February 1970, is for use by all
authorized users of DoD voice communications facilities. Since the
effectiveness of the system depends on the cooperation of the
people authorized to use it, users must: (1) be familiar with the
purposes of each precedence category and the type of call that is
assigned the precedence and (2) exercise care not to request or
use a precedence higher than required. 

1. FLASH 
a) Preempts any calls of lower precedence. 
b) Precedence is reserved for alerts, warnings or other

emergency actions having immediate bearing on national,
command or area security. 
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2. IMMEDIATE 
a) Preempts any calls of lower precedence. 
b) Precedence is reserved for vital communications that have an

immediate operational effect on tactical operations; which directly
concern safety or rescue operations and which affect the
intelligence community operational role. 

3. PRIORITY 
a) Preempts any call of lower precedence. 
b) Precedence is reserved for calls that require prompt

completion for national defense and security, the successful
conduct of war or to safeguard life or property, which do not
require higher precedence. Priority will be the higher precedence
that may be assigned to administrative matters for which speed
handling is paramount importance. 

4. ROUTINE 
a) No preemption capability. 
b) Precedence is reserved for all official communications. 

j. MINIMIZE 
1. Is a condition imposed by commanders to control and reduce

electrical communications with both message and telephone traffic;
during exercises or periods of emergency. 

2. May be imposed DoD wide, Air Force wide, command wide or
for states, countries or areas as conditions warrant. 

3. May be imposed on DSN, telephone, data or teletype systems. 
Telephone systems include such services as long distance calls,
administrative tie-lines call, etc. The imposing authority may
minimize one or all systems or services. Further minimize
notifications will specify what systems or services have been
affected. 

4. Officials designated to authorize traffic under MINIMIZE will: 
a) Approve only those calls which adversely affect immediate

operations if not sent or are of vital importance or within a category
specifically exempted from MINIMIZE, such as calls related to
movement of aircraft, fleet units, troops, weather information,
critical intelligence, serious illness, accident or death involving
military personnel or members of their immediate family. 

b) Assure assignment of the lowest priority that will provide
necessary speed of service. 

c) Refuse calls that do not meet the above criteria. 
k. DSN USER TROUBLE REPORTING: When users of DSN
encounter trouble, the following procedures should be taken: 

1. Retain the circuit connection and report the trouble
immediately, via another telephone. 

2. Give the details of the DSN trouble as follows: Your extension
number and location, the DSN number and location of the called
party and a brief description of trouble and the time it occurred. 

3. If you hear an announcement, listen to the entire recording.

Provide this information to the customer service desk. 
4. Items requiring repair, such as frayed cords and broken

telephone parts, are not DSN troubles and should be reported
directly to the Telephone Customer Service at 567-3777. CONUS
DSN customers should report troubles to the DSN Customer
Service desk at 1-800-967-6194. 
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-A-

Administration ...................................300/356 50 OG/OGVA ................4861
Administrative Discharges .....................210/116 50 SW/JA ................4592
Aerospace ............................................440/27 AEROSPACE ................2407
Agents..........................................................500/142 AFOSI .......5059/5763
ALT Master Clock ........................................400/M15 USNO ................6740
Analysis Section ............................400/M13 4 SOPS/DOUA ................4908
Armory .....................................................500 50 SFS/SFTA ................5650
Asst Installation Deployment Officer300/330 50 LRF/LGRR ................2492
Assistant Operations Officer............401/140 22 SOPS/DOO ................5440
Assistant Operations Officer..............401/140 6 SOPS/DOO ................4298

-B-

Base Comm O & M Manager ......................300/111 MCOM ................7777
Base Multimedia Center ........................................................................5090
Base Training Mgr..........................210/137 50 MSS/DPMA ................7057
Boeing.........................................................440/53 BOEING ................2709
Branch Chief, DSCS III Operations
...................................................400/M20 3 SOPS/DOUE-D ................3891

-C-

Career Assistance Advisor .................210/337 50 FSS /CAA ................4081
Casualty Officer ................................210/137 50 MSS/DPM ................5916
CDRC Contracting Officer ..................730/365 MDIOC/RMA ................9361
Central Security Control (CSC) ..................500 50 SFS/CSC ................5642
Chaplain ................................................300/149 50 SW/HC ................3705
Chief of Staff .........................................730/328 MDIOC/CS ................9300
Chief, Base Support.........................210/350 50 CONS/LGC ................3847
Chief, Combat Support .....................210/128 50 MSS/SVM ................3287
Chief, Concepts Operations Location
..................................................442/210 DET 11 OL-AC/CC ................2501
Chief, Current Ops .............................400/M1 6 SOPS/DOO ................6184
Chief, Evaluations Branch..................300/356 50 OG/OGVE ................6376
Chief, Financial Analysis ................210/146A 50 CPTS/FMA ................5103
Chief, Financial Services ................210/146A 50 CPTS/FMF ................5112
Chief, Financial and Contract Management ...T-609 SIDC/XRC ................7147
Chief, Information Management...........300/265 3 SOPS/IM ................3611
Chief, Information Management ........300/340 4 SOPS/CCA ................4226
Chief, Information Management ................T-609 SIDC/XRS ................7018
Chief, Information Systems................301/309 50 SCS/SCB ................4473
Chief, Infrastructure ......................210/237 50 CONS/LGCA ................3456
Chief, Standardization and Evaluation.....300/356 50 OG/OGV ................2243
Chief, Manpower and Quality ...............210/222 50 SW/MO ................2754
Chief, Milstar Security......................300/340 4 SOPS/DOUI ................6348
Chief, Mission Support .............................T-609 SIDC/XRM ................7055
Chief, Operations Evaluations.............400/M1 6 SOPS/DOV ................4381
Chief, Operations Procedures ........400/M18 3 SOPS/DOUP ................2534
Chief, Operations Training ..................400/M1 6 SOPS/DOT ................4478
Chief, Operations Training .................406/104 7 SOPS/DOT ................7059
Chief, Operations Training..............400/M20 3 SOPS/DOUS ................2876
Chief, Operations..................................300/342 DET 46/DO ................2468

Chief, Operations ...................................720/1203 SIDC/DO ................9650
Chief, Orbital Analysis....................400/M18 3 SOPS/DOUA ................2886
Chief, Plans and Policies Flight ..........301/216 50 SCS/SCX ................2520
Chief, Plans and Programs............210/260 50 CONS/LGCP ................3820
Chief, Plans Programs ...............................T-609 SIDC/XRP ................7124
Chief, Program Management Office ..210/160 50 NOG/CGP ................2647
Chief, Protocol...................................210/3335 50 SW/CCP ................5048
Chief, Public Affairs ...............................210/316 50 SW/PA ................5040
Chief, Quality Assurance .............210/265 50 CONS/LGCPQ ................3313
Chief, Safety ........................................210/148B 50 SW/SE ................5617
Chief, Requirements ..................................T-609 SIDC/XRR ................9153
Chief, Security ........................................T-609 SIDC/XRMS ................9736
Chief, Specialized Base................210/350 50 CONS/LGCZB ................3847
Chief, Specialized Flight.................210/359 50 CONS/LGCX ................3811
Chief, Specialized Worldwide .....210/350 50 CONS/LGCZW ................7338
Chief, Standardization and Evaluation.....300/356 50 OG/OGV ................2243
Chief, Evaluation Branch....................300/356 50 OG/OGVE ................2540
Chief, Standardization Branch ...........300/356 50 OG/OGVS ................4865
Chief, Inspection Branch  ..................300/356 50 OG/OGVI ................7582
Chief, Support Flight ..........................210/157 50 SCS/SCS ................4642
Chief, Unit Personnel........................400/M16 1 SOPS/CCQ ................5565
Chief, Unit Personnel .........................300/265 3 SOPS/CSS ................3611
Chief, Unit Personnel.........................300/340 4 SOPS/CCQ ................4229
Chief, War Readiness/Transportation ..300/330 50 LRF/LGRR ................3241
Child Care Center .....................................60 50 MSG/SVYC ...............4742
Civil Engineer Mgr .............................500/152 50 CES/CCM ................4724
Civil Law ................................................210/116 50 SW/JA ................5050
Civilian Personnel..............................210/217 50 MSS/DPC ................5799
Claims ....................................................210/116 50 SW/JA ................5050
Colorado Tracking Station......................411 22 SOPS/MAO ................6786
Command Chief Master Sergeant .....210/328   50 SW/CCC ................5116
Commander Support Staff....................440/101 14 TS/CCQ ................5439
Commander Support Staff....................440/101 17 TS/CCQ ................5417
Commander Support Staff ................210/217 50 MSS/CCQ ................3721
Commander Support Staff..................730/2408 DET 1/CSS ................9728
Commander Support Staff .............720/1113 527 SAS/CSS ................9643
Commanders Support Staff................301/312 50 SCS/CCS ................4660
Commander ........................................400/M16 1 SOPS/CC ................6221
Commander ............................................440/101 14 TS/CC ................5437
Commander ............................................440/101 17 TS/CC ................5401
Commander .......................................401/137 22 SOPS/CC ................5426
Commander .........................................300/265 3 SOPS/CC ................3601
Commander ...............................................632 310 SFS/CC ................3933
Commander...........................................400/M1 310 SG/CC ................4413
Commander .........................................300/340 4 SOPS/CC ................2889
Commander ..........................................400/M1 6 SOPS/CC ................4498
Commander .........................................406/104 7 SOPS/CC ................2172
Commander ..........................................300/330 50 LRF/CC ................3060
Commander ..........................................500/152 50 CES/CC ................4200
Commander...........................................210/323 50 SW/CC ................5000
Commander......................................210/146A 50 CPTS/CC ................5102
Commander .........................................300/331 50 NOG/CC ................4001
Commander..........................................300/215 50 OSS/CC ................3070
Commander............................................300/302 50 OG/CC ................3000
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Commander..........................................301/312 50 SCS/CC ................4755
Commander .................................................101 50 SFS/CC ................5683
Commander...........................................210/323 50 SW/CC ................5000
Commander ..........................................730/2408 DET 1/CC ................9662
Commander ..........................................300/342 DET 46/CC ................7430
Commander ..........................................730/325 MDIOC/CC ................9200
Commander ...............................................720/1101 SB/CC ................9392
Commander .............................................730/229 SIDC/CC ................9565
Commander......................................720/1113 527 SAS/CC ...............9584
Commander........................................720/1113 26 SAS/CC ...............9832
Commander ............................................401/214 NOPS/CC ................7701
Commander.......................................400/M19 NAVSOC/CC ................3357
Commander, Mission Systems Flight ...301/114 50 SCS/SCM ................2203
Commanders Action Group......................730/233 SIDC/CX ................9445
Community Relations ............................210/316 50 SW/PA ................5044
Comptroller ...........................................210/310 50 SW/FM ................5102
COMSEC (SIDC) ........................................T-609 SIDC/XRS ................6502
COMSEC (50th) ..............................400/M8W 50 SCS/SCBI ................4681
Contract Law and Ethics ........................210/122 50 SW/JA ................5050
Cost Analysis ....................................210/310 50 SW/FMAS ................5021
Counsel .................................................730/329 MDIOC/LC ................9159
Court Reporter .......................................210/127 50 SW/JA ................5050
CRDC Program Mgr ...................................730/268 MDIOC ................8557
Crew Commander.....................................400/M11 2 SOPS ................3219
Crew Commander ............................400 M18 3 SOPS/DOO ...............3661
Current Operations Branch..................720/1207 SIDC/DOO ................9568
Current Operations ............................300/244 50 OSS/OSO ................6149
Current Operations.............................400/M1 6 SOPS/DOO ................6178
Customer Service Desk..................210/137 50 MSS/DPMP ................5900
Customer Service.......................................500/127 50 CES ................2300

-D-

Deputy..........................................................T-609 SIDC/XR ................7144
Deputy ..............................................................730 SIDC/XI ................9657
Deputy Commander ..............................400/M1 310 SG/CD ................4404
Deputy Commander ........................500/152A 50 CES/CE-2 ................2397
Deputy Commander ..........................210-341 50 CONS/CD ................3434
Deputy Commander ............................210/210 50 MSG/CD ................3702
Deputy Commander.............................300/331 50 NOG/CD ................4601
Deputy Commander ...............................300/302 50 OG/CD ................3003
Deputy Commander .................442/210 DET 11, OL-AC/CD ................2987
Deputy Director ...................................210/128 50 MSS/SV ................4698
Deputy Director.....................720/2309 AFOTEC, OL-SC/CD ................9695
Deputy Staff Judge Advocate .................210/122 50 SW/JA ................5050
Director of Engineering...........................401/216 NOPS/DE ................7705
Director Of Maintenance .....................300/124 2 SOPS/MA ................6295
Director of Staff.....................................210/329 50 SW/DS ................4081
Director of Staff .......................................730/232 SIDC/DS ................9049
Director................................................210/128 50 MSS/SV ................3445
Director .................................720/2309 AFOTEC, OL-SC/CC ................9347
Director, Concept Development Team......720/1101 SB/SBC ................0423
Director, Initiative Demo Team ................720/1101 SB/SBA ................9521
Division Chief...............................................T-609 SIDC/XR ................7143

Division Chief ...................................................730 SIDC/XI ................9123
DMS...........................................................T-609 SIDC/XRS ................6502

-E-

Editor, Satellite Flyer ..............................210/316 50 SW/PA ................3849
Education Center ..............................210/137 21 MSS/MSE.........556-4064
Engineering & Construction................500/153 50 CES/CEC ................4031
Engineering Section ......................300/M5/6 4 SOPS/DOUE ................4178
Environmental.....................................500/103 50 CES/CEV ................4025
Environmental Law ................................210/121 50 SW/JA ................5050
Equal Opportunity .................................210/271 50 SW/EO ................7096
Executive Assistant............................300/331 50 NOG/CCS ................4002
Executive Assistant ..............................300/302 50 OG/CCS ................3000
Executive Assistant..............................210/323 50 SW/CCS ................5000
Executive Assistant ...........................210/336 50 SW/CCCA ................5691
Executive Officer ................................300/147 2 SOPS/CCE ................6292
Executive Officer..................................400/M1 310 SG/CCE ................4408
Executive Officer ................................300/340 4 SOPS/CCE ................3916
Executive Officer................................210/210 50 MSG/CCE ................3708
Executive Officer ................................300/331 50 NOG/CCE ................4008
Executive Officer ..................................300/302 50 OG/CCE ................3002
Executive Officer ................................300/215 50 OSS/CCE ................3018
Executive Officer..................................210/323 50 SW/CCE ................5005
Executive Officer ....................................730/238 SIDC/CCE ................9067

-F-

Family Support ..................................210/313 50 MSS/DPF ................3920
Finance, Customer Service ............210/146A 50 CPTS/FMF ................2010
Fire Department..........................................717 50 CES/CEF ................3370
First Sergeant....................................400/M16 1 SOPS/CCF ................5568
First Sergeant.....................................300/124 2 SOPS/CCF ................2971
First Sergeant...................................401/140 22 SOPS/CCF ................2905
First Sergeant....................................400/M20 3 SOPS/CCF ................3610
First Sergeant...........................................632 310 SFS/CCF ................5651
First Sergeant.....................................300/340 4 SOPS/CCF ................6345
First Sergeant......................................400/M1 6 SOPS/CCF ................6200
First Sergeant.....................................406/104 7 SOPS/CCF ................2178
First Sergeant......................................500/152 50 CES/CCF ................2668
First Sergeant...................................210/500 50 CONS/CCF ................3723
First Sergeant ....................................210/217 50 MSS/CCF ................3723
First Sergeant .....................................300/215 50 OSS/CCF ................2124
First Sergeant.....................................300/330 50 NOG/CCF ................3974
First Sergeant.............................................101 50 SFS/CCF ................5603
First Sergeant......................................730/2408 DET 1/CCF ................9613
First Sergeant......................................632/310 50 SFS/CCF ................3483
First Sergeant .........................................730/236 SIDC/CCF ................9882
Flight Commander, Operations.........400/M18 3 SOPS/DOO ................3626
Flight Commander, Ops Support......400/M20 3 SOPS/DOU ................2883
Force Enhancement Flight .....................440/101 17 TS/TEF ................5387
Functional Area Lead Site Support..............301/110 MCOM ................1997
Functional Area Lead Info Tech...................300/371 MCOM ................1997
Functional Area Lead Operations O &M......300/371 MCOM ................1993
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Functional Area Lead Site Contract Admin .....300/371 MCOM ................7301
Functional Area Lead Operations Supp.........300/371NSOM ................6359
Functional Area Lead Telecom Control Center
....................................................................300/371 NSOM ................1993
Functional Area Lead Config Management......715/119 NSOM ................3940
Functional Area Lead Information Assurance
....................................................................301/313 NSOM ................2611
Functional Area Lead Safety ...............................210/NSOM ................6211
Future Requirements Flight Commander
..........................................................300/147 2 SOPS/DOF ................2114

-G-

GPS/Navstar .........................................440/202 GPS/NAVS ................3897
Ground Safety Manager ....................210/148B 50 SW/SEG ................6435
Group Resource Advisor........................300/304 50 OG/RA ................3034
Group Resource Advisor .....................210/160 50 NOG/RA ................4667
GSU Support Agmts ........................300/330 50 LRF/LGRR ................2680

-H-

Help Desk (CE)................................500/127 50 CES/CEOIO ................2300
Help Desk (COMM)........................400/M3/4 50 CS/SCBBN ................2666
Help Desk (SIDC).......................................T-609 SIDC/XRS ................6546
Help Desk (MDIOC) ...........................................720 MDIOC ................9500
Historian................................................210/228 50 SW/HO ................6877

-I-

IDEA Program ......................................210/222 50 SW/MO ................2274
Industrial Security ...................................21/226 50 SW/IP ................5698
Info Assurance.................................301/313 50 SCS/SCXS .......3398/4766
Info Assurance...........................................T-609 SIDC/XRS ................6449
Information Mgmt ............................400/M16 1 SOPS/CCA ................5127
Information Mgmt ................................440/101 17 TS/CCA ................5416
Information Mgmt ................................300/147 2 SOPS/IM ................6302
Information Mgmt Fax...............................300/147 2 SOPS ................6307
Information Mgmt ...............................500/147 50 CES/CCI ................2691
Information Mgmt .............................210/141 50 MSS/SVA ................6441
Information Mgmt .............................300/331 50 NOG/CCA ................4600
Information Mgmt................................300/304 50 OG/CCA ................3010
Information Mgmt..............................300/215 50 OSS/CCA ................3071
Information Mgmt......................................101 50 SFS/CCA ................5698
Information Mgmt............................................720 JNIC/IM ................9493
Information Mgmt ...................................720/1101 SB/CCA ................9266
Information Mgmt................................720/1203 SIDC/DOE ................9960
Information Mgmt..................................730/222 SIDC/CCA .......8038/9436
Information Mgmt ...................720/1201 527 SAS/OL-A/IM ................9730
Information Mgmt ............................720/1113 527 SAS/IM ................9636
Information Manager ........................210/210 50 MSG/CCA ................3710
Information Manager......................210/137 50 MSS/DPMZ ................5902
Information Manager..........................301/312 50 SCS/CCA ................4778
Information Manager............................500/142 AFOSI/CCA ................5049
Information Manager..........................720/2408 DET 1/CCA ................0685

Information Security Section .........................210 50 SW/IP ................5616
Information, Ticket &Tours ...............300/141 50 MSS/SVR ................6050
Inspector General ...................................210/314 50 SW/IG ................3764
Inspector General Assistant....................210/314 50 SW/IG ................4302
Installation Deployment Officer........300/330 50 LRF/LGRR ................3082
Intelligence Branch ...............................720/1404 SIDC/DOI ................9492
Intelligence Flight...............................400/M11B 50 OSS/IN ................5383
Inter Range Operations ...................401/140 22 SOPS/DOR ................2488
Investigations/Antiterrorism, NCOIC......101 50 SFS/SFOSA ................3672

-J-

JPPSO Outbound (PAFB)..........................350/2139 JPPSO.........556-4196
JPPSO Inbound ......................................Co Springs JPPSO.........554-9298

-L-

Labor Law..............................................210/124 50 SW/JA ................5050
Law Office Superintendent .....................210/125 50 SW/JA ................6369
Lead Cable Plant Tech.................................300/111 MCOM ................6999
Lead Telephone Operator ............................300/111 MCOM ................6803
Lead Switch Tech........................................300/105 MCOM ................6800
Leisure Travel (PAFB)..............................640 21 SVS/SVRC.........556-6447
Life Skills ..................................................210/146 21 MDG ................5858
......................................................................................................556-7804
LMMS .........................................................440/102 LMMS ................6654
LMMS-GPSIIR ................................440/211 LMMS/GPSIIR ................3939
LMSSC........................................................300/340 Milstar ................4616
Logistics Manager................................300/330 50 LRF/LM ................4713

-M-

MA to the CC...........................................730/228 SIDC/MA ................9230
Mail Room .....................................300/144 50 SCS/SCSAA ................5305
..........................................................................(BLDG 210) ................5313
Maintenance Officer ............................400/308 1 SOPS/MA ................2174
Maintenance Officer .........................400/M19B 3 SOPS/MA ................2136
Manpower Office..................................210/222 50 FSS/MO ................2780
Military Justice.......................................210/116 50 SW/JA ................5061
Military Justice ...................................210/116 50 SW/JAM ................5061
Milstar COMSEC ..............................300/340 4 SOPS/DOUI ................4920
Mission Analysis Flight Commander ....300/147 2 SOPS/DOA ................2114
Mission Equipment............................400/318 22 SOPS/ME ................5481
Mission Generation...........................300/124 2 SOPS/MAO ................2605
Mission Generation Flight................400/M13 4 SOPS/MAO ................2317
Mission Support................................300/124 2 SOPS/MAF ................6303
Mission Support Flt.........................400/M5/6 4 SOPS/MAF ................5201
Mission Support Manager...............401/141 22 SOPS/MAF ................5418

-N-

National Imagery/Mapping Agency........300/124 NIMA/FAX ................6307
National Imagery/Mapping Agency ...............300/124 NIMA ................5695
Ncmdr .............................................401/129 22 SOPS/DON ................6919
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NCOIC, Evaluations ............................400/M1 6 SOPS/DOV ................6178
NCOIC, Financial Analysis..............210/146A 50 CPTS/FMA ................6164
NCOIC, Financial Services..............210/146A 50 CPTS/FMF ................5060
NCOIC, InformationManagement ........400/M1 310 SG/CCA ................4416
NCOIC, Orderly Room ........................400/M1 6 SOPS/CCQ ................4464
NCOIC, Orderly Room .......................406/104 7 SOPS/CCQ ................2178
NCOIC, Orderly Room .............................632/310 SFS/CCQ ................5651
NCOIC, Stan/Evaluation......................300/342 DET 46/DOV ................6613
NCOIC, Systems Analysis ..................300/342 DET 46/DOV ................6363
NCOIC, Training ..................................400/M1 6 SOPS/DOT ................4376
NCOIC, Training .................................406/104 7 SOPS/DOT ................2185
NCOIC, Training..................................300/342 DET 46/DOT ................7431
NCOIC, Training/Standards Evaluation.............632/310 SFS ................3482
NCOIC, War Readiness ....................300/330 50 LRF/LGRR ................6603
NESSY ...............................................................720 MDIOC ................8700
NAF Financial Analyst ....................210/146A 50 CPTS/FMN ................5023
NOPS Administration............................401/230 NOPS/CCA ................7701
NRO Liaison..........................................................730/1208 ................9888
NSSI Main Number ...............................................RSIS Facility.(719) 593-8794

-O-

OL-A Ops Officer.....................720/1201 527 SAS/OL-A/DO ................9045
OL-A, Supt ............................720/1201 527 SAS/OL-A/CCS ................9514
On-Duty Flight CC...............................400/M13 4 SOPS/DO ................5033
On-Duty Flight CC ..............................401/226 NOPS/Flt CC ................7799
Operations Center................................400M15 Det 46/OPS ................6363
Operational Test Support Flight.............440/101 17 TS/TEU ................5386
Operations ..........................................500/127 50 CES/CEO ................2341
Operations Flight Commander .........400/M11 2 SOPS/DOO ................2476
Operations Flight Commander .........720/1113 26 SAS/SAO ................6380
Operations Officer ..............................400/M10 1 SOPS/DO ................5129
Operations Officer ..................................440/101 14 TS/DO ................5438
Operations Officer ...................................440/101 17 TS/TE ................5402
Operations Officer................................300/147 2 SOPS/DO ................2523
Operations Officer..............................401/140 22 SOPS/DO ................5428
Operations Officer ..................................401/215 NOPS/DO ................7703
Operations Officer ............................400/M17B 3 SOPS/DO ................3620
Operations Officer .................................400/M1 310 SG/DO ................6175
Operations Officer................................300/340 4 SOPS/DO ................4183
Operations Officer................................300/215 50 OSS/DO ................2976
Operations Officer ................................400/M1 6 SOPS/DO ................4498
Operations Officer................................406/104 7 SOPS/DO ................7110
Operations Officer ................................730/2408 DET 1/DO ................9670
Operations Officer ....................................632/310 SFS/SFO ................3298
Operations Officer ............................720/1113 527 SAS/DO ................9627
Operations Officer...........................400/M19C NAVSOC/DO ................2157
Operations Plans Flt...........................300/244 50 OSS/OSX ................6463
Operations Security .............................720/1201 SIDC/DOY ................9763
Operations Superintendent ...................440/101 17 TS/TEO ................5414
Operations Superintendent .................400/M1 310 SG/DOS ................4499
Operations Superintendent ......................101 50 SFS/SFOZ ................2077
Operations Superintendent.................400/M1 6 SOPS/DOS ................4494
Operations Superintendent ...............632/310 50 SFS/SFOS ................5651

Operations Supt ...............................720/1113 26 SAS/CCS ................8245
Operations Support..........................400/M16 1 SOPS/DOU ................5133
Operations Support ...........................300/340 4 SOPS/DOU ................4177
Operations Support Flight Commander.400/M11 2 SOPS/DOU..................6811
Operations Support Manager..........401/132 22 SOPS/MAO ................2852
Orbital Safety.......................................210/226 50 SW/SES ................5604
Orderly Room ..................................401/140 22 SOPS/CCA ................2854
Orderly Room..........................................632 310 SFS/CCQ ................5651
Orderly Room.....................................500/147 50 CES/CSS ................2667
Orderly Room..................................210/341 50 CONS/CCA ................3800
Orderly Room ....................................301/312 50 SCS/CCQ ................4660
Orderly Room............................................101 50 SFS/CCQ ................5613
Orderly Room DET 11........................................OL-AC/CXR ................2500
Orderly Room.......................................300/342 DET 46/SU ................7288
Orderly Room ........................................730/222 SIDC/CCQ ................9576
Outdoor Recreation ........................300/141 50 MSG/SVRO ................6050

-P-

Pass & Registration Clerk ..........................20 50 SFS/SFAP ................5620
Payload Management.....................400/M13 4 SOPS/DOUZ ................4951
Personnel.........................................720/1113 26 SAS/CCQ ................9001
Personnel Security..................................210/226 50 SW/IP ...............5627
Plans Flight CC................................720/1113 26 SAS/ SAP ................9403
Plans & Force Management ..............210/144 50 MSS/SVX ................3588
Plans and Programs, NCOIC .................101 50 SFS/SFOXP ................5618
Plans, Programs ........................................T-609 SIDC/XRS ................7054
Preventive Law.......................................210/124 50 SW/JA ................5050
Procedures Section........................400/M12 4 SOPS/DOUS ................4828
Program Management Office ............210/163 50 NOG/NOP ................7443
Protocol...............................................210/304 50 SW/CCP ................5048
Protocol .................................................730 237 SIDC/CCP ................9317
Public Affairs .........................................210/316 50 SW/PA ................5040
Public Affairs.........................................730/336 MDIOC/PA ................9202

-QQC Specialist.........................................300/111 MCOM ................7611

-R-

Readiness ...........................................500/144 50 CES/CEX ................6100
Recreational Support ........................210/128 50 MSS/SVR ................6050
Reports & Analysis, NCOIC........................20 50 SFS/SFAR ................5830
Resource Advisor ................................720/1207 SIDC/DOR ................9272
Resource Management ......................210/141 50 MSS/SVF ................2510
Resource Manager...............................300/147 2 SOPS/RA ................4482
Resources ........................................500/143A 50 CES/CER ................4029

-S-

SALF Operations ..................................780 50 LRF/LGRMS ................7212
Coordinator ...............................................................................7213 7223

Scheduling Section ........................400/M13 4 SOPS/DOUS ................4918
Secretary ..........................................400/M16 1 SOPS/CCS ................5373
Secretary...............................................440/101 17 TS/SEC ................5400
Secretary ...........................................300/147 2 SOPS/CCS ................2400
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Secretary............................................401/140 22 SOPS/CS ................2490
Secretary ...........................................300/265 3 SOPS/CCS ................3612
Secretary ...........................................300/340 4 SOPS/CCS ................4875
Secretary...........................................210/210 50 MSG/CCS ................3700
Secretary ...........................................210/163 50 NOG/CGP ................7443
Secretary............................................300/215 50 OSS/CCS ................3070
Secretary............................................301/312 50 SCS/CCS ................4643
Secretary..................................................730/238 SIDC/CS ................9565
Secretary, Director of Staff ...................730/343 MDIOC/CS ................9081
Secretary, PMO .................................210/160 50 NOG/CGP ................7443
Secretary, Program Director .................730/377 MDIOC/PO ................9229
Secretary, Systems Engineer ................730/343 MDIOC/SE ................9279
Secretary, Technical Director ................730/322 MDIOC/CO ................9081
Security Desk ....................................................730 MDIOC ................8000
Security Forces Manager...........................101 50 SFS/SFM ................5619
Security Forces Manager .......................632/310 SFS/SFOE ................3487
Security Manager...............................300/147 2 SOPS/SEC ................2532
Security.................................................730/359 MDIOC/SC ................9216
Senior Flight Commander ...............400/ M13 4 SOPS/DOA ................4920
Site Manager..............................................300/371  MCOM ................3566
Site Manager ...............................................300/370 NSOM ................3566
Space Aggressor Branch.....................720/1113 SIDC/DOG ................9983
Space Control Branch..........................720/1201 SIDC/DOY ................9045
Space Control Flight..............................440/101 17 TS/TEC ................5385
Space Support Flight.............................440/101 17 TS/TES ................5388
Special Agent-In-Charge .....................500/142 AFOSI/SAIC ................5764
SSAS Communication..........442/209 DET 11, OL-AC/SSAS ................6709
SSAS Lead ...........................442/209 DET 11, OL-AC/SSAS ................6225
SSAS Logistics ....................442/209 DET 11, OL-AC/SSAS ................3138
SSAS Security......................442/209 DET 11, OL-AC/SSAS ................2777
Staff Judge Advocate .............................210/123 50 SW/JA ................5064
Staff Writer ............................................210/316 50 SW/PA ................6172
Standardization/Training..................401/131 22 SOPS/DOU ................2379
Superintendent ...............................300/333A 50 NOG/CEM ................4615
Superintendent .....................................440/101 17 TS/CCS ................5403
Superintendent.................................210/137 50 MSS/DPM ................5412
Superintendent ................................210/146A 50 CPTS/FM ................5666
Superintendent ................720/2309-1 AFOTEC, OL-SC/CCS ................9238
Superintendent ...................................300/342 DET 46/CCS ................7429
Superintendent.......................................730/234 SIDC/CCS ................9055
Superintendent .................................................730 SIDC/XI ................9150
Superintendent .................................................730 SIDC/XI ................9150
Superintendent ..............................720/1113 527 SAS/CCS ................9018
Superintendent/Security.....................401/217 NOPS/NSCS ................7733
Superintendent, Ops.........................400/M16 1 SOPS/DOS ................5123
Superintendent, Ops..........................300/124 2 SOPS/DOS ................2998
Superintendent, Ops.........................400/M20 3 SOPS/DOS ................3621
Superintendent, Ops.........................400/M13 4 SOPS/DOS ................2297
Superintendent, Ops ............................300/304 50 OG/CCO ................3004
Superintendent, SIDC Executive Services ...730/234 SIDC/SVS..................9192
Support Manager ..............................401/140 22 SOPS/MA ................5407
Support Officer ..................................400/M16 1 SOPS/MA ................2174
Support Officer....................................300/340 4 SOPS/MA ................4186
Support Team Chief .....................210/146A 50 CPTF/FMAS ................3946

Surveyors ..................................................300/105 MCOM. .........567-7486
Systems Engineer .................................730/330 MDIOC/SE ................0216
Systems Safety....................................210/226 50 SW/SES ................7496

-T-

Tactics, Plans & Requirements .......300/340 4 SOPS/DOUX ................3472
Talon Command ...................................720/1207 SIDC/CTC ................9051
Talon Outlook .......................................720/1207 SIDC/CTO ................9197
Talon Ready .........................................720/1207 SIDC/CTR ................9823
Talon Shooter .......................................720/1207 SIDC/CTS ................9956
Talon Vision..........................................720/1208 SIDC/CTV ................9012
Technical Advisor ..................................440/101 17 TS/TEA ................5415
Technical Advisor ..................................730/326 MDIOC/TA ................9191
Time Announcer..........................................400/M15 USNO ................6742
Training Branch....................................720/1113 SIDC/DOT ................9584
Training Flight CC ............................720/1113 26 SAS/ SAT ................8995
Training NCO ...................................................632/310 SFS ................3488
Training/Resources Superintendent..........632/310 SFS/SFT ................3298
Training Section .............................400/M16 1 SOPS/DOUT ................5564
Training Section ............................400/M5/6 4 SOPS/DOUT ................5202
Transition Branch .................................720/1207 SIDC/CTT ................9313
AGS Customer Service .................................400/110A/CEO ................7912
AGS Project General Mgr ................................608/212/CEO ................7463

-V-

Vice Commander ...................................210/323 50 SW/CV ................5000
Vice Commander ..................................730/341 MDIOC/CV ................9385
Vice Commander......................................730/230 SIDC/CV ................9067
Video Teleconference Center.............720/1123 MDIOC/VTC ................9434

-W-

Weapons and Tactics Flt ....................300/244 50 OSS/OSK ................2790
Weather and Space   Environment Flight300/244 50 OSS/OSW ..........4990
Wing Chaplain .......................................300/149 50 SW/HC ................3705
Wing Info Assurance ......................301/313 50 SCS/SCBIA ................4138
Wing Command Post (CP).................400/M19A 50 SW/CP ................2180
Wing Safety .........................................210/148B 50 SW/SE ................7233
Wing Support Agmts .......................300/330 50 LRF/LGRR ................6222
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50TH SPACE WING
Commander......................................................210/325  CC .........567-5000
Command Chief Master Sergeant ..................210/328  CCC.........567-5116
Command Section...........................................210/323 CCA.........567-5001
Director of Staff ................................................210/329 DS .........567-4081
Executive Assistant to Commander................210/323  CCS.........567-5002
Executive Assistant to the Command Chief .210/336  CCCA.........567-5691
Executive Officer..............................................210/323 CCE .........567-5005
IMA to Commander.........................................210/338 IMA.........567-6129
Vice Commander...............................................210/327 CV .........567-5000

50TH SPACE WING ANTITERRORISM OFFICE (ATO)
Chief .........................................................................15/115 .........567-5618

50TH SPACE WING HISTORIAN’S OFFICE (HO)
Historian .................................................................210/144 .........567-6877

50TH SPACE WING INSPECTOR GENERAL (IG)
Inspector General....................................................210/314 .........567-4302
Fraud, Waste and Abuse Hotline ...................................................567-2109

50TH SPACE WING INFORMATION PROTECTION (IP)
Chief .......................................................................210/226 .........567-5680
Information Security ...............................................210/226 .........567-5616
Industrial Security...................................................210/226 .........567-5698
Personal Security....................................................210/226 .........567-5627

50TH SPACE WING PUBLIC AFFAIRS (PA)
Chief .......................................................................210/316 .........567-5448
Community Relations..............................................210/316 .........567-5044
NCOIC .....................................................................210/316 .........567-5046
Main Number ..........................................................210/316 .........567-5040

50TH SPACE WING SAFETY (SE)
Chief .....................................................................210/148B .........567-5617
Ground Safety Manager........................................210/148B .........567-6435
Orbital Safety ........................................................210/148B .........567-5604
Systems Safety.....................................................210/148B .........567-7496
Main Number........................................................210/148B .........567-7233

50TH SPACE WING PLANS & PROGRAMS (XP)
Chief .......................................................................210/229 .........567-2983

50TH SPACE WING PROTOCOL (CCP)
Chief .......................................................................210/335 .........567-5043
Main Number ..........................................................210/335 .........567-5048

50TH SPACE WING DRUG DEMAND REDUCTION PROGRAM (CVD)
Chief .......................................................................500/150 .........567-7377
Drug Testing Office .................................................500/156 .........567-5068

50TH SPACE WING SEXUAL ASSAULT PREVENTION (CVK)
Chief .......................................................................210/222 .........567-7446
Administrative Director ...........................................210/222........567- 7634
24-hour Emergency Number ..................................210/222 .........567-7272

50TH SPACE WING COMMAND POST (CP)
Wing Command Post ..........................................400/M19A.........567-2180
Chief ....................................................................400/M19A.........567-5712
SORTS Manager ..................................................400/M19A.........567-0114
Superintendent ....................................................400/M19A.........567-5925

50TH SPACE WING EQUAL OPPORTUNITY (EO)
Chief .......................................................................210/271567-7096/5310

50TH COMPTROLLER SQUADRON (50 CPTS)
Comptroller...........................................................210/146A .........567-5102
Superintendent .....................................................210/146A .........567-5666
Customer Service .................................................210/146A .........567-2010
Cashier’s Cage ......................................................210/146A .........567-5101

50TH SPACE WING CHAPLAIN’S OFFICE (HC)
Chaplain ..................................................................300/149 .........567-3705
Main Number ..........................................................300/149 .........567-3705

50TH STAFF JUDGE ADVOCATE (JA)
Staff Judge Advocate ..............................................210/116 .........567-5064
Deputy Staff Judge Advocate..................................210/116 .........567-5055
Front Desk ..............................................................210/116567-5050/5051
Law Office Superintendent......................................210/116 .........567-6039
Administrative Discharges ......................................210/128 .........567-7621
Military Justice .......................................................210/128 .........567-5061
Claims.....................................................................210/116 .........567-5050

AREA DEFENSE COUNSEL (ADC)
Area Defense Counsel ............................................350 ADC.........556-7611
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50TH OPERATIONS GROUP (50 OG)

Commander.......................................................301/305 CC .........567-3001
Deputy Commander ..........................................301/305 CD.........567-3925
Senior Executive Officer ..................................301/305 CCE .........567-3002
Junior Executive Officer ..................................301/305 CCE .........567-4471
Executive Assistant .........................................301/305 CCS.........567-3000
First Sergeant ..................................................301/311 CCF .........567-3080
Superintendent Of Operations ........................301/305 CEM.........567-3004
Resource Advisor..............................................301/314 RA .........567-3037
Chief, Standardization and Evaluation.............300/356 OGV.........567-2243
Chief, Inspections Branch..............................300/356 OGVI .........567-7582
Chief, Evaluations Branch .............................300/356 OGVE.........567-2540
Chief, Standardization Branch ......................300/356 OGVS.........567-4865

50TH OPERATIONS SUPPORT SQUADRON (50 OSS)
Commander.......................................................300/215 CC .........567-3070
Operations Officer.............................................300/231 DO.........567-2424
Assistant Operations Officer ...........................300/231 ADO.........567-7487
Executive Officer..............................................300/215 CCE .........567-3018
Secretary.........................................................300/215 CCS.........567-3070
First Sergeant ..................................................300/215 CCF .........567-7469
Futures Flight ..................................................300/231 OSF .........567-3400
Weapons and Tactics Flight ............................300/270 OSK.........567-2790
Current Operations Flight................................300/244 OSO.........567-3014
Plans Flight .....................................................300/251 OSX.........567-6231

1ST SPACE OPERATIONS SQUADRON (1 SOPS)
Commander......................................................400/M16 CC .........567-5373
Secretary........................................................400/M16 CCS.........567-5373
First Sergeant .................................................400/M16 CCF .........567-5568
Superintendent of Operations........................400/M16 DOS.........567-6166
Operations Support .......................................400/M16 DOU.........567-3074
Training Section ..........................................400/M16 DOUT.........567-6247
Support Officers ..............................................400/M16 MA.........567-2166
Maintenance Officer ........................................400/M16 MA.........567-5543
Operations Officer.............................................400M10 DO.........567-5129

2ND SPACE OPERATIONS SQUADRON (2 SOPS)
Commander.......................................................300/147 CC .........567-2400
Executive Officer..............................................300/147 CCE .........567-2400
2 SOPS First Sergeant .....................................406/220 CCF .........567-2971
Executive Assistant ..........................................300/147 Sec .........567-6292
Fax.................................................................................................567-6307
Modernization Flight.......................................440/101 MAX.........567-6275
Director of Operations ......................................300/147 DO.........567-2400
Crew Commander..........................................400/M11 DOO.........567-3219
Operations Flight Commander.......................300/ 140 DOO.........567-2476
Operations Support Flight Commander ..................406/220 .........567-2193
Mission Analysis Flight Commander .............300/140  DOA.........567-2114
Navigation Analysis....................................300/ 140  DOAN.........567-3729
Space Sys Analysis ......................................300/140 DOAS.........567-2310
NDS P/L Analysis ........................................300/140  DOAX.........567-2193
Publications..................................................406/220 DOUP.........567-6143

Supt, Operations .............................................300/147 CCS.........567-2998
Director of Maintenance ...................................300/147 MA.........567-6295
Security Rep ...........................................................300/147 .........567-2921
Mission Support .............................................300/140 MAF .........567-6289
Configuration Control ...................................300/140 MAFR.........567-4410
Verification & Validation ...............................300/140 MAFV.........567-3567
Mission Generation ........................................300/124 MAO.........567-2605
National Imagery dsss /Mapping Agency .......300/140 NGA.........567-5062
Resource Advisor..............................................300/147 RA .........567-4483
Alt Master Clock..........................................400/M15 USNO.........567-6740

3RD SPACE OPERATIONS SQUADRON (3 SOPS)
Commander .................................................300/Rm305 CC .........567-3601
Secretary ...................................................300/Rm305 CCS.........567-3600
First Sergeant.............................................300/Rm305 CCF .........567-3610
Commander Support Staff (CSS) ..............300/Rm305 CSS.........567-3611
Operations Officer .......................................300/Rm305 DO.........567-3620
Superintendent, Operations.......................300/Rm305 DOS.........567-3621
Chief, Weapons and Tactics ....................300/Rm307 DOKP.........567-2843
Flight Commander, Operations ...............300/ Rm 307 DOO........567- 2886
Crew Commander..........................................400/M18 DOO.........567-3661
Flight Commander, Ops Support...............300/Rm307 DOU.........567-4954
Chief, WGS Orbital Analysis...............300/Rm304 DOUA-W.........567-6214
Chief, DSCS Orbital Analysis...............300/Rm304 DOUA-D........567- 6835
Chief, Operations Procedures .................300/Rm345 DOUP.........567-7056
Chief, DSCS III Operations..................300/Rm345 DOUE-D.........567-2235
Chief, WGS Operations.......................300/Rm345 DOUE-W........567- 1387
Maintenance Officer ....................................300/Rm345 MA.........567-4614
Sortie Support...........................................300/Rm345 MAF .........567-2281
Sortie Generation......................................300/Rm345 MAO.........567-4618

4TH SPACE OPERATIONS SQUADRON (4 SOPS)
Commander.......................................................300/340 CC .........567-2889
Secretary.........................................................300/340 CCS.........567-3916
Operations Officer.............................................300/340 DO.........567-4183
Assistant Operations Officer ...........................300/340 ADO.........567-5485
......................................................................................................567-6401
Maintenance Officer..........................................300/340 MA.........567-4186
Executive Officer..............................................300/340 CCE .........567-4875
First Sergeant ..................................................300/340 CCF .........567-5260
Superintendent of Operations ................................300 DOS.........567-5961
Resource Advisor .....................................................300 RA .........567-3472
Security Manager ....................................................300 IAO.........567-3275
Operation Flight Commander.................................300 DOO.........567-4185
Operations Flight Chief ..........................................300 DOS.........567-4151
On Duty Crew Commander....................................400 DOO.........567-5033
Mobile Operations ..............................................500 DOOM.........567-4774
Operations Support Flight Commander .................300 DOU.........567-4939
Scheduling Section..............................................300 DOUS.........567-3548
Procedures Section .............................................300 DOUP.........567-6150
Training Section...................................................300 DOUT.........567-2118
Weapons and Tactics Flight Commander...............300 DOK.........567-4206
Operations Engineering Flight Commander............400 DOE.........567-5977
Spacecraft Engineering Section ...........................400 DOES.........567-6080
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Payload Engineering Section ...............................400 DOEP.........567-3681
Orbital Analysis Section......................................400  DOEA.........567-4679
Communications Flight Commander.....................400  DOZ .........567-2207
Communications Operations Section ..................400 DOZO.........567-4944
Crypto Operations Section...................................400 DOZA.........567-4539
Crypto Planning Section ......................................400 DOZK.........567-6108
COMSEC ..............................................................400 DOZC.........567-3112
Mission Support Flight ..........................................400 MAF .........567-5201
Ground Engineering Section................................400 MAFG.........567-5375
NSOM Interim Support........................................400 MAFV.........567-4137
IT Systems Section .............................................400 MAFN.........567-5261
Serco Support Team............................................400 MAFR.........567-5212
Milstar Mobile Maintenance Flight ........................400 MAO.........567-4662
LM Site Manager .....................................................400 LM.........567-6079
LM Site Administrator..............................................400 LM.........567-6656
MIT/LL Site Manager .....................................................300 .........567-5368
Linquest Site Manager ...................................................400 .........567-4671

50TH NETWORK OPERATIONS GROUP (50 NOG)

Commander.......................................................301/315 CC .........567-4001
Superintendent...............................................301/315 CCM.........567-4615
Deputy Commander ..........................................301/315 CD.........567-4601
Technical Advisor ............................................301/315 CCJ .........567-2095
Chief of Maintenance .....................................301/314 COM.........567-3561
First Sergeant ..................................................301/309 CCF .........567-3974
Executive Officer..............................................301/315 CCE .........567-4008
Executive Assistant .........................................301/315 CCS.........567-4002
Administrative Assistant..................................301/315 CCA.........567-4653
Knowledge Operations Management...............301/312 CCK.........567-4759
Exercise and Readiness...................................301/314 CCX.........567-4600
Resource Advisor..............................................301/314 RA .........567-4667

50TH SPACE COMMUNICATIONS SQUADRON (50 SCS)
Commander..........................................301/230 50 SCS/CC .........567-4755
Deputy Director ....................................301/231 50 SCS/CD.........567-4473
Chief Enlisted Manager......................301/227 50 SCS/CEM.........567-2151
Executive Officer.................................301/230 50 SCS/CCE .........567-4643
Admin Assistant .................................301/230 50 SCS/CCS.........567-4153
First Sergeant .....................................300/330 50 SCS/CCF .........567-3974
Chief, Plans and Resources Flight......301/216 50 SCS/SCX.........567-2520
Flight Commander, Plans and 

Resources Flight ..............................301/217 50 SCS/SCX.........567-6506
Flight Superintendent, Plans and 

Resources Flight ..............................301/125 50 SCS/SCX.........567-5542
Chief, Plans and Programs .............300/245 50 SCS/ SCXP.........567-5842
Chief, Configuration Management..........715/ 50 SCS/SCXC.........567-3975
Global Broadcast Service Ops........400/Mod 3 50 SCS/SCX.........567-7966
SDIN Program Manager...................300/245 50 SCS/SCXP.........567-2537
GCCS Program Manager..................301/211 50 SCS/SCXX.........567-5454
Wing Spectrum/Frequency 

Management ..................................301/117 50 SCS/SCXF .........567-2665
Readiness and Mobility....................301/211 50 SCS/SCXX.........567-2958

Flight Commander, Policy 
& Evaluations...................................301/208 50 SCS/SCQ.........567-5275

Flight Superintendent, Policy 
& Evaluations...................................301/208 50 SCS/SCQ.........567-3283

Maintenance Control, 
Mission Systems.......................400/Mod 3 50 SCS/SCQC.........567-2666

Wing TODO, Quality Assurance..........301/211 50 SCS/SCS.........567-5238
Chief of Operations .............................301/223 50SCS/SCO.........567-4700
Flight Commander, Operations............301/223 50SCS/SCO.........567-3794
Flight Chief, Operations......................301/223 50 SCS/SCO.........567-5330
Superintendent, Operations ...............301/223 50 SCS/SCO.........567-2655
Communications Focal Point ......400/MOD 3 50 SCS/SCOS.........567-2666
Branch Chief, Base Communications 

Infrastructure..................................300/105 50 SCS/SCOI .........567-2578
Branch Chief, Client Services.......300/Mod 4 50 SCS/SCOS.........567-2288
Branch Chief, Network Operations.......400 Mod 50 SCS/SCOO ..........567-3983
Unit Security Manager.........................301/312 50SCS/CSS.........567-9583
Wing COMSEC...............................400/M8W 50 SCS/SCXS.........567-4681
Wing Info Assurance ..............................300/251 50 SW/IA .........567-4138
Base Multimedia Center...300/130,  210/157 50 SCS/SCSV.........567-5090
Mail Room .......................................300/144 50 SCS/SCSA.........567-5305
..........................................................................(BLDG 210) .........567-5313
Resource Advisor .................................301/222 50 SCS/RA.........567-2370

22nd SPACE OPERATIONS SQUADRON (22 SOPS)
Commander .......................................401/137 22 SOPS/CC .........567-5426
Secretary............................................401/140 22 SOPS/CS .........567-2490
First Sergeant...................................401/140 22 SOPS/CCF .........567-2905
Operations Officer ............................401/140 22 SOPS/ DO.........567-5428
Operations Support Officer .............401/131 22 SOPS/DOU.........567-6422
Support Officer..................................401/140 22 SOPS/MA.........567-5407
Mission Support Officer ..................401/141 22 SOPS/MAF .........567-5418
Mission Generation Officer .............401/132 22 SOPS/MAO.........567-3741
Ncmdr .............................................401/129 22 SOPS/DON.........567-6919
Weapons and Tactics.....................401/121 22 SOPS/DOK,, ......,, 567-2851
Orbital Analysis Flight ...................401/140 22 SOPS/DOUA.........567-3745

TEAM NSOM
Site Manager ...............................................300/371 NSOM.........567-3566
Functional Area Lead Operations Supp........300/371 NSOM.........567-2345
Functional Area Lead Telecom Control Center300/371 NSOM ......567-1993
Functional Area Lead Config Management ..715/119 NSOM.........567-3940
Functional Area Lead Information Assurance301/313 NSOM .......567-3940
Functional Area Lead Safety ......................210/148B NSOM.........567-6211

TEAM MCOM
Program Manager ......................................300/371 MCOM ........567-1997
Lead DRSN Maintenance...........................400/M2A MCOM.........567-2717
Shift Lead DRSN Maintenance....................300/111 MCOM.........567-2346
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50TH MISSION SUPPORT GROUP (50 MSG)

Commander ............................................................210/355 .........567-3700
Deputy Commander ................................................210/355 .........567-3700
Secretary.................................................................210/355 .........567-3700
Executive Officer .....................................................210/355 .........567-3708
Superintendent .......................................................210/355 .........567-5927
Resource Advisor....................................................210/355 .........567-3713

50TH CIVIL ENGINEER SQUADRON (50 CES)
Commander.......................................................500/152 CC .........567-4200
Deputy Base Civil Engineer ............................500/152 CE-2 .........567-2397
First Sergeant ..................................................210/210 CCF .........567-3723
Civil Engineer Manager ..................................500/152 CCM.........567-4724
Secretary.........................................................500/152 CCS.........567-4200
Engineering and Construction Flight Chief ......500/153 CEC .........567-3085
Fire Department .....................................................717  CEF .........567-3370
Housing Flight Chief ....Tierra Vista Community Center CEH.........567-2884
Operations Commander ..................................500/127 CEO.........567-2341
Operations Deputy .......................................500/127 CEO-2 .........567-2332
CE Customer Service...................................500/124 CEOIO .........567-2300
Resources Flight Chief ....................................500/143 CER.........567-4785
Environmental Flight Chief ..............................500/103 CEV .........567-4030
Readiness Flight Chief .....................................500/144 CEX .........567-6100

ALEUT GLOBAL SOLUTIONS, LLC (Communications)
Project Manager..............................................300/111 AGS.........567-7777
Admin Assistant..............................................300/111 AGS.........567-7670
QC Specialist...................................................300/111 AGS.........567-7611
Telephone Customer Service ..........................300/130 AGS.........567-3777
Surveyors .......................................................301/111 AGS.........567-7486
Lead Switch Tech ..........................................400/M2A AGS.........567-6800
Lead Cable Plant .............................................300/111 AGS.........567-6999
Lead Telephone Operator ................................300/111 AGS.........567-6803

ALEUT GLOBAL SOLUTIONS, LLC (CEOMS)
Project General Mgr................................................500/142 .........567-7463
Customer Service .................................................400/110A .........567-7912
Chief Engineer.........................................................500/142 .........567-7665
QC/Safety/SecurityMgr............................................500/142 .........567-7450
Maint/Const Mgr...................................................400/110A .........567-7462
Production Control Mgr ..........................................500/142 .........567-7456
Admin Asst .............................................................500/142 .........567-7453
AutoCAD Draftsperson............................................500/142 .........567-7663

50TH CONTRACTING SQUADRON (50 CONS)
Commander.......................................................210/341 CC .........567-3800
Deputy Commander ..........................................210/341 CD.........567-3434
First Sergeant ..................................................210/500 CCF .........567-3723
Superintendant................................................210/343 CCC.........567-3823
Small Business Specialist..................................210/340 SB .........567-3805
Secretarial/Administrative Support..................210/341 CCA.........567-3801
Chief, Specialized Flight...................................210/359 LGZ .........567-3846
Chief, Specialized Base ...............................210/350 LGCZB.........567-5759

Chief, SIDC Flight .......................................210/359 LGCZH.........567-3811
Chief, Specialized Worldwide Element .........210/350 LGCW.........567-7338
Chief, Plans and Program.............................210/260 LGCP.........567-3820
Chief, Infrastructure......................................210/237 LGCA.........567-3456
Chief, Base Support ......................................210/237 LGCB.........567-4253
Chief, Quality Assurance.............................210/265 LGCPQ.........567-3313
......................................................................50 CONS/CCS.........567-3800
....................................................................50 CONS/LGCP........5 67-3820
..................................................................50 CONS/LGCPQ.........567-3313
....................................................................50 CONS/LGCZ .........567-3846
..................................................................50 CONS/LGCZB.........567-5759
.........................................................50 CONS/LGCZH-SIDC.........567-3811
.................................................................50 CONS/LGCZW.........567-7338

50TH FORCE SUPPORT SQUADRON (50 FSS)
Commander.......................................................210/210 CC........567- 3721
Deputy...............................................................210/210 CD.........567-3445
Secretary.........................................................210/210 CCS.........567-3721
First Sergeant ..................................................210/363 CCF .........567-3723
Airman and Family Readiness Center ............T65/100 FSFR.........567-3920
Child Development Center Director.........................60 FSFC .........567-4742
Civilian Personnel .........................................210/137 FSMC.........567-5221
Engraving and Framing .................................300/133 FSCO.........567-6050
First Term Airmen Center (FTAC) ...................210/310 FTAC.........567-7329
Fitness Center.......................................................120 FSVS.........567-6628
Food Service ..................................................210/221 FSVF .........567-4732
Information, Ticket & Tours ..........................300/133 FSCO.........567-6050
Outdoor Recreation.......................................300/133 FSCO.........567-6050
Marketing Director...........................................210/214 FSK .........567-4740
NAF Human Resources Officer.....................210/137 FSMH.........567-4737
Resource Management....................................210/217 FSR.........567-2510

MANPOWER & ORGANIZATION
Chief, Manpower and Organization..............210/221 FSMM.........567-2754
Customer Support Team..............................210/221 FSMM.........567-2780
50 OG Customer Support Team...................210/221 FSMM.........567-2755
50 MSG Customer Support Team................210/221 FSMM.........567-2274
50 NOG Customer Support Team ................210/221 FSMM.........567-2755
IDEA Program..............................................210/221 FSMM.........567-2274
Fax...............................................................210/221 FSMM.........567-2832

MILITARY PERSONNEL SECTION
Chief .............................................................210/137 FSMP.........567-3098
Superintendent .............................................210/137 FSMP.........567-5156
Customer Service.......................................210/137 FSMPS.........567-5900
Separations ..............................................210/137, FSMPM.........567-5158
Evaluations ...............................................210/137, FSMPM.........567-5472

MANPOWER & ORGANIZATION
Chief, Manpower and Organization..............210/221 FSMM.........567-2754
Customer Support Team..............................210/221 FSMM.........567-2780
50 OG Customer Support Team...................210/221 FSMM.........567-2755
50 MSG Customer Support Team................210/221 FSMM.........567-2274
50 NOG Customer Support Team ................210/221 FSMM.........567-2755
IDEA Program..............................................210/221 FSMM.........567-2274
Fax...............................................................210/221 FSMM.........567-2832
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50TH SECURITY FORCES SQUADRON (50 SFS)
Commander................................................................20/CC .........567-5684
First Sergeant ...........................................................20/CCF .........567-5603
NCOIC Operations ..................................................20/S3OS.........567-4071
Orderly Room .............................................................20/S1 .........567-5661
Training.................................................................300/S3TT .........567-7303
Resources...................................................................20/S4 .........567-5657
Central Security Control .........................................500/CSC.........567-5642
Pass & Registration Clerk ........................................15/S5B .........567-5620
Reports & Analysis, NCOIC......................................15/S5R.........567-5830
Plans & Programs, NCOIC..........................................20/S5 .........567-3490
Security Forces Manager .........................................20/SFM.........567-5652
Operations Superintendent.......................................20/S3O.........567-5622
Investigations ............................................................20/S2I .........567-2392
Armory................................................................500 S4A/C .........567-5650

50TH LOGISTICS READINESS FLIGHT (50 LRF)
Director..............................................................780/111 CL .........567-4713
Logistics Manager ..........................................780/111 LGR.........567-3365
Installation Deployment Officer ....................780/111 LGRR.........567-3082
Asst Installation Deployment Officer ............780/111 LGRR.........567-2492
NCOIC, War Readiness.................................780/126 LGRR.........567-6632
GSU Support Agmts.....................................780/111 LGRR.........567-2680
Wing Support Agmts....................................780/111 LGRR.........567-6222
SALF Operations ..........................................780/111 LGRM.........567-7212
Coordinator.................................................780/111  LGRM.........567-7213
......................................................................................................567-7223

MISSILE DEFENSE INTEGRATION AND OPERATION CENTER
Deputy Director......................................730/326 MDIOC/IC .........721-9200
Director of Staff ....................................730/328 MDIOC/DS.........721-0216
Secretary (DD) .......................................730/322 MDIOC/IC .........721-9350
Legal Counsel .......................................730/329 MDIOC/GC.........721-9028
Base Liaison Officer....................................730/364 MDIOC.........721-9997
Public Affairs.........................................730/323 MDIOC/PA .........721-9202
Main Lobby Security..........................................720 MDIOC.........721-8000
Visitor Control ...................................................720 MDIOC.........721-0362
Visitor Control Fax.............................................720 MDIOC.........721-8399
Combined Test Force ..........................730/347 MDIOC/DTC.........721-8053
Engineering Operations........................730/332 MDIOC/ICE .........721-8451
Facilities Engineering .........................730/369 MDIOC/ICES .........721-9284
Modeling & Stimulation......................730/330 MDIOC/DES.........721-9904
Warfighter Support ...........................730/266 MDIOC/DWO.........721-7039

JOINT FUNCTIONAL COMPONENT FOR INTEGRATED MISSILE DEFENSE
Deputy Commander ........................730/222  JFCC-IMD/CD.........721-9715
Senior Enlisted Advisor .................730/222  JFCC-IMD/SEA.........721-9037

HQ SPACE INNOVATION AND DEVELOPMENT CENTER (SIDC)
Commander.......................................................24/1201 CC .........567-0216
Executive Director .............................................24/1201 CD.........567-0216
Secretary ...........................................................24/1201 CS .........567-0216
Director Of Staff ................................................24/1201 DS.........567-0203
Commanders Action Group...............................24/1201 CX .........567-0202

Historian ...........................................................24/1201 HO.........567-6992
Executive Officer..............................................24/1201 CCE .........567-0209
First Sergeant ..................................................24/1201 CCF .........567-0208
Superintendent................................................24/1201 CCC.........567-0204
Commander’s  Support Staff...........................24/1201 CSS.........567-0212
Commander’s  Support Staff...........................24/1201 CSS.........567-0213
Protocol ..........................................................24/1201 CCP.........567-0205

STANDARD EVAL
Division Chief ...................................................24/1401  OV .........567-2057

SAFETY
Division Chief ...................................................24/1304  SE .........567-6875

SECURITY
Division Chief ...................................................24/1301  SO .........567-0437
Security Manager.............................................24/1301  SO .........567-6751
Security Manager.............................................24/1301  SO .........567-6774
Security Manager.............................................24/1301  SO .........567-6901

PROGRAM MANAGEMENT OFFICE
Division Chief................................................24/1701  PMO.........567-0470
Deputy ..........................................................24/1701  PMO.........567-2283

AIR FORCE TENCAP
Director..............................................................24/1507 TC .........567-0501
Executive Director ...........................................24/1508 TCD.........567-0502
Tech Advisor ...................................................24/1509 TCD.........567-0498
Administration ...................................................24/1504 TC .........567-0500
Security ..........................................................24/1504 TCM.........567-0414

595th SPACE GROUP (595 SG)

Commander...........................................................T-609 CC .........567-7112
Deputy Commander ..............................................T-609 CD.........567-7140
Executive Officer..................................................T-609 CCE .........567-7057
Superintendent....................................................T-609 CCS.........567-6834
Secretary.............................................................T-609 CCS.........567-7058
Admin Superintendent...........................................T-609 IM.........567-6823
Senior Technical Director.....................................T-609 CCJ .........567-7107

SIDC/ Intelligence (IN)
Commander..............................................................442 CC .........567-2416
Deputy Commander .................................................442 CD.........567-0430
Superintendent.......................................................442 CCS.........567-6816
Commander Support Staff .....................................442 CCQ.........567-0212

17th TEST SQUADRON (17 TS)
Commander.......................................................24/1911 CC .........567-5401
Operations Officer.............................................24/1907 DO.........567-5402
Superintendent................................................24/1912 CCS.........567-5403
Commander Support Staff ..............................24/1901 CCA.........567-5400
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25th SPACE RANGE SQUADRON (25 SRS)
Commander.......................................................24/1110 CC .........567-0700
Operations Officer.............................................24/1109 DO.........567-0701
Asst Operations Officer – STTR......................24/1106 ADO.........567-0704
Asst Operations Officer – Tactics....................24/1101 ADO.........567-0539
STTR Scheduling ............................................24/1101 DOS.........567-0547
Superintendent................................................24/1107 CSS.........567-0703
Maintenance Officer..........................................24/1101 MA.........567-0570
Information Management ..................................24/1101 IM.........567-0599
Fax ..........................................................................24/1113 .........567-0705

3rd SPACE EXPERIMENTATION SQUADRON (3 SES)
Commander..............................................................400 CC .........567-4356
Director of Operations..............................................400 DO.........567-6138
Commander Support Staff .....................................400 CSS.........567-2807
First Sergeant ...........................................................24 CCF .........567-0208
Facility Manager.............................................................400 .........567-2811
Operations Floor ............................................................400 .........567-3459
Superintendent...............................................................400 .........567-2804
Maintenance Superintendent..........................................400 .........567-6482
Mission Assurance Flight ...............................................400 .........567-6139
Security Manager...........................................................400 .........567-6133

310TH SPACE WING (AFRC) (310 SW)

Commander.........................................................26/215 CC .........567-4416
Deputy Commander ............................................26/214 CD.........567-4404
Executive Officer................................................26/211 CCE .........564-4408
Wing Superintendent........................................26/213 CMS.........567-4445
Secretary...........................................................26/211 CCS.........567-4416

310TH OPERATIONS GROUP (AFRC) (310 OG)

Commander.......................................................406/220 CC .........567-6175
Deputy Commander ..........................................406/220 CD.........567-3644
Executive Officer..............................................406/220 CCE .........567-3118
Group Superintendent ....................................406/220 CMS.........567-5278
Secretary.........................................................406/220 CCS.........567-4986

6TH SPACE OPERATIONS SQUADRON (6 SOPS)
Commander........................................................400/M1 CC .........567-4472
First Sergeant ...................................................400/M1 CCF .........567-4476
NCOIC, Orderly Room......................................400/M1 CSS.........567-4464
Operations Officer..............................................400/M1 DO.........567-6184
Asst Ops Officer ..............................................400/M1 ADO.........567-4476
Operations Superintendent ..............................400/M1 DOS.........567-4499
Flight Commander, Operations ........................400/M1 DOO.........567-4381
Flight Chief, Operations ...................................400/M1 DOO.........567-4476
Flight Commander, Operations Support ..........400/M1 DOU.........567-4426
Flight Chief, Operations Support .....................400/M1 DOU.........567-4006

Chief, Current Ops ........................................400/M1 DOUO.........567-6200
NCOIC, Current Ops......................................400/M1 DOUO.........567-4475
Chief, Operations Evaluations .......................400/M1 DOUV.........567-4205
NCOIC, Operations Evaluations .....................400/M1 DOUV.........567-4426
Chief, Operations Training .............................400/M1 DOUT.........567-3790
NCOIC, Operations Training...........................400/M1 DOUT.........567-2063

7TH SPACE OPERATIONS SQUADRON (7 SOPS)
Commander.......................................................406/104 CC .........567-2173
NCOIC, Commander Support Staff..................406/104 CSS.........567-2178
First Sergeant ..................................................406/104 CCF .........567-6954
Operations Officer.............................................406/104 DO.........567-2172
Superintendent, Operations ............................406/104 DOS.........567-6966

14TH TEST SQUADRON (14 TS)
Commander.......................................................24/1904 CC .........567-5437
Operations Officer.............................................24/1906 DO.........567-5438
Commander Support Staff ..............................24/1701 CCQ.........567-4747

19TH SPACE OPERATIONS SQUADRON (19 SOPS)
Commander.......................................................406/220 CC .........567-6381
First Sergeant ..................................................406/220 CCF .........237-1114
NCOIC, Orderly Room.....................................406/220 CCQ.........567-6267
Operations Officer.............................................406/220 DO.........567-3703
Assistant Operations Officer ...........................406/220 ADO.........567-4100
Operations Superintendent .............................406/220 DOS.........567-2329
Chief, AEP Operations ....................................406/220 DOO.........567-2083
Chief, LADO Operations ..................................406/220 DOL.........567-3135
Chief, Operations Support ..............................406/220 DOU.........567-6394

310TH SECURITY FORCES SQUADRON
Commander................................................................26 CC .........567-3933
First Sergeant ...........................................................26 CCF .........567-5651
NCOIC, Orderly Room ..............................................26 CSS.........567-5651
Operations Officer ....................................................26 SFO.........567-7206
Security Forces Manager .........................................26 SFM.........567-3482
Operations Superintendent.......................................26 SFO.........567-2671
Training/Resources Superintendent ..........................26 SFT .........567-7009
Training NCO.............................................................26 SFT .........567-3487

DETACHMENT 46 (AFTAC)
Commander.......................................................300/342 CC .........567-7430
Superintendent................................................300/342 CCS.........567-7429
Orderly Room/IM Management.......................300/342 CSS.........567-7288
NCOIC, Operations...........................................400/M15 DO.........567-2468
NCOIC, Training.................................................300/342 OT .........567-7409
NCOIC, Standardization/Evaluation ...................300/342 OV .........567-7431
Operations Center (24-hr)..............................400/M15 OPS.........567-6363
NDS Analysis.................................................400/M15 DOA.........567-6613

SPACE & MISSILE SYSTEMS CENTER, SPACE LOGISTICS
Site Lead.................................................442/210 SMC/SLP.........567-2987
SMC Support Center...............................442/210 SMC/SLP.........567-2770
SMC Support Center Fax ........................442/210 SMC/SLP.........567-2927
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GPS/NOSO...........................................440/202 SMC/GPVN.........567-5526
GPS/IATT .............................................440/100 SMC/GPGS.........567-2653
MILSATCOM SATAF Chief ......................442/209 SMC/MCL.........567-4928

AFOSI 8FIS OL-B (OSI)
Special Agent-In-Charge ................................210/245 SAIC .........567-5764
Agents.....................................................................210/245 .........567-5049
......................................................................................................567-5059
......................................................................................................567-6332
......................................................................................................567-5369
......................................................................................................567-6994
......................................................................................................567-4283

DETACHMENT 1, 8 SPACE WARNING SQUADRON
Commander ............................................................442/212 .........567-4543
First Sergeant..........................................................442/212 .........567-4584
Operation Office ......................................................442/212 .........567-2329
Operations Superintendent .....................................442/212 .........567-4397
Commander’s Support Staff....................................442/212 .........567-4941
On Duty Crew..........................................................712/390 .........567-1812

11TH SPACE WARNING SQUADRON
Commander ............................................................712/390 .........567-1751
Operations Superintendent .....................................712/390 .........567-1766
Security...................................................................712/390 .........567-1806
NCOIC Information Management ............................712/390 .........567-1750
On Duty Crew..........................................................712/390 .........567-1790

SMC/ISL (SBIRS)
Chief .......................................................................712/340 .........567-1736
Schriever Support Team Site Manager ...................712/340 .........567-1709
Security...................................................................712/250 .........567-1721
Facilities Manager ...................................................712/340 .........567-1719
Information Assurance Office .................................712/280 .........567-1722
Front Desk ................................................................712/20 .........567-1700
Lockheed Martin Site Manager ...............................712/230 .........567-1742

U.S. NAVAL OBERVATORY (USNO) DET
Alternate Master Clock ................................400/M15 USNO.........567-6740
Time Announcer..........................................400/M15 USNO.........567-6742

NAVSOC DET DELTA
Commander......................................................400/M19 CC .........567-3357
Deputy Commander.......................................400/M19 CCD.........567-5610
Operations Officer............................................400/M19 DO.........567-2157
Space System Integration Engineer ...............400/M19 SSE .........567-5599
Operations ....................................................400/M19 DMS.........567-3656
General Dynamics..................................................400/M19 .........567-3349

NATIONAL SYSTEMS & RESEARCH, CO. GPS OCS
SUPPORT CONTRACT

Project Manager......................................................440/101 .........567-6386
Configuration Management.....................................440/101 .........567-6648

Applications IPT......................................................440/101 .........567-6444
Infrastructure IPT....................................................440/101 .........567-6447
Quality Assurance ...................................................440/101 .........567-6652
Test Support ...........................................................440/101 .........567-6320
Engineering.............................................................440/101 .........567-6637
Level 1 Software Support .......................................440/101 .........567-6640
Level 1 Hardware Support ......................................440/201 .........567-3222

NATIONAL RECONNAISSANCE OFFICE OPERATIONS
SQUADRON (NOPS)

Commander.......................................................401/214 CC .........567-7701
Director of Operations ......................................401/215 DO.........567-7703
Director of Engineering .....................................401/216 DE .........567-7705
Superintendent/Security ...............................401/220 NSCS.........567-7733
NOPS On-Duty Flight Commander ....................401/226 CC .........567-7799
NOPS CSS.......................................................401/230 CCE .........567-7701
NOPS Logistics .................................................401/122 LG .........567-7791
NOPS Warehouse..................................................633 LGW567-5086/5009

NATIONAL RECONNAISSANCE OFFICE: MIDWEST
COMMUNICATION SUPPORT ELEMENT

Detachment Chief ............................................400/Mod17C.........567-5773
................................................................MWCSE/Det Chief .........567-5773
Flight Chief SCO ................................................400/Mod8S.........567-5776
........................................................................MWCSE/SCO.........567-5776
Flight Chief SCX...................................................400/M17C.........567-5784
........................................................................MWCSE/SCX.........567-5784

HHC 53rd SIG BN
1st SATCON ............................................................702/107 .........567-3570

527TH SPACE AGGRESSOR SQUADRON (527 SAS)
CCA ...............................................................................................567-0355
CCS ...............................................................................................567-0349

26TH SPACE AGGRESSOR SQUADRON (26 SAS)
Commander.......................................................24/1800 CC .........567-0374
Director of Operations ......................................24/1800 DO.........567-0375
Training Flight CC ...........................................24/1800  SAT .........567-0381
Tactics Flight CC..............................................24/1800 SAK.........567-0381
Plans Flight CC................................................24/1800 SAP.........567-0377
Operations Flight CC (A)...............................24/1800 SAOA.........567-0356
Operations Flight CC (B)...............................24/1800 SAOB.........567-0356
Operations Supt..............................................24/1800 DOS.........567-0376
Personnel/CSS ................................................24/1800 CSS.........567-0356
Threat Analysis Flight......................................24/1800 SAA.........567-0377
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GEOGRAPHIC SEPARATED LISTING (GSUs)
ASCENSION GROUND STATION 

Commander............................................2 SOPS/Ascension .........854-1110 
.................................................................................................Asc Ext 2200 
GPS Ascension ................................................2 SOPS/GPS ........854-1110 
.................................................................................................Asc Ext 2538 

CAPE CANAVERAL TRACKING STATION 
Commander ..............................................2 SOPS/Det 1 CC .........467-9949 

DIEGO GARCIA GROUND STATION 
........................................................................2 SOPS/GPS..315-370-2302 

DIEGO GARCIA TRACKING STATION (REEF) 
Commander ............................................21 SOPS/Det 1 CC .315-370-7211 
Quality Assurance....................................21 SOS/Det 1  QA .315-370-7225 

EASTERN VEHICLE CHECK FACILITY(BEACH) 
Contractor..............................................................21 SOPS.........467-5172 

GUAM TRACKING STATION (GUAM) 
Commander ............................................21 SOPS/Det 2 CC ...315-66-9182 
Quality Assurance...................................21 SOPS/Det 2 QA ...315-66-9127 

KAENA POINT TRACKING STATION (HULA) 
Commander ............................................21 SOPS/Det 3 CC  315-446-5300 
Quality Assurance..................................21 SOPS/Det 3  QA .315-446-5310 

KWAJALEIN GROUND STATION 
Northrup-Grumman.......................................................................254-1911 

NEW BOSTON TRACKING STATION (BOSS) 
Commander .....................................................23 SOPS/CC .........489-2201 
Director of Ops ................................................23 SOPS/DO.........489-2205 
Secretary........................................................23 SOPS/CCA.........489-2201 
Admin ............................................................23 SOPS/CCA.........489-2211 
ECP (24hr Center)..................................................23 SOPS.........489-2285 

OAKHANGER TRACKING STATION (LION) 
Director of Ops ..................................23 SOPS/DO(24HRS) .314-250-4021 

THULE TRACKING STATION (POGO) 
Commander ............................................23 SOPS/Det 3 CC 268-3843-6231 
Quality Assurance ..................................23 SOPS/Det 3 DO 268-3840-6275 

VANDENBERG TRACKING STATION (COOK) 
Commander......................................................21 SOPS CC .........275-7307 
Quality Assurance ..................................................21 SOPS.........275-7405 
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-A-

AF ACADEMY, CO . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 333-XXXX
OPERATOR ASSIST . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 333-1110

AF ACCOUNTING & FINANCE CENTER, DENVER,
CO 926-XXXX
OPERATOR ASSIST.(GILCHRIST). . . . . . 926-1110

ATC, RANDOLPH AFB, TX . . . . . . . . . . . 487-XXXX
OPERATOR ASSIST . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 487-1110

ALTUS AFB, OK . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 866-XXXX
OPERATOR ASSIST . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 866-1110

ANDREWS AFB, MD . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 858-XXXX
OPERATOR ASSIST . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 858-1110

ARNOLD AFS, TN . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 340-5011

-B-

BANGOR ANG, ME. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 698-XXXX
OPERATOR ASSIST . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 698-7700

BARKSDALE AFB, LA. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 781-XXXX
OPERATOR ASSIST . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 781-1110

BEALE AFB, CA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 368-XXXX
OPERATOR ASSIST . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 368-1110

BOLLING AFB, WASHINGTON, DC . . . . 297-XXXX
OPERATOR ASSIST . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 227-0101

BROOKS AFB, TX. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 240-XXXX
OPERATOR ASSIST . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 240-1110

BUCKLEY ANGB, CO . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 847-9XXX
OPERATOR ASSIST . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 847-9011

-C-

CANNON AFB, NM . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 681-XXXX
OPERATOR ASSIST . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 681-1110

CAPE CANAVERAL AFS, FL . . . . . . . . . . 467-XXXX
OPERATOR ASSIST . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 467-1110

CHARLESTON AFB, SC . . . . . . . . . . . . . 673-XXXX
OPERATOR ASSIST . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 673-2100

CHEYENNE MOUNTAIN AFB, CO . . . . . . 268-XXXX
OPERATOR ASSIST . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 268-1110

CLEAR AFB, AK . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 317-585-6XXX
OPERATOR ASSIST. . . . . . . . . . . . . 317-585-6110

COLD LAKE, ALBERTA, CANADA . . 319-690-XXXX
OPERATOR ASSIST. . . . . . . . . . . . . 319-690-8011

COLUMBUS AFB, MS. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 742-7XXX
OPERATOR ASSIST . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 742-1110

-D-

DAVIS-MONTHAN AFB, AZ . . . . . . . . . . 228-XXXX
OPERATOR ASSIST . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 228-1110

DOBBINS AFB, GA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 625-XXXX
OPERATOR ASSIST . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 625-1110

DOVER AFB, DE. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 445-XXXX
OPERATOR ASSIST . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 445-3000

DYESS AFB, TX . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 461-XXXX
OPERATOR ASSIST . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 461-1110

-E-

EARECKSON AFS, AK . . . . . . . . . . . 317-552-1110

EDWARDS AFS, CA . . . . . . . 525-XXXX/527-XXXX
OPERATOR ASSIST . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 525-1110

EGLIN AFB, FL . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 872-XXXX
OPERATOR ASSIST . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 872-1110

EIELSON AFB, AK. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 317-377-XXXX
OPERATOR ASSIST. . . . . . . . . . . . . 317-377-1110

ELLINGTON AFB, TX (ANG) . . . . . . . . . . 454-2XXX
INFORMATION . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 454-2110

ELLSWORTH AFB, SD . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 675-XXXX
OPERATOR ASSIST . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 675-1110

ELMENDORF AFB, AK . . . . . . . . . . 317-552-XXXX
OPERATOR ASSIST. . . . . . . . . . . . . 317-552-1110

-F-

FAIRCHILD AFB, WA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 657-XXXX
OPERATOR ASSIST . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 657-1110

FORT CARSON . . . . . . . . . . . 883-XXXX/691-XXXX
OPERATOR ASSIST . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 691-5811

FORT MEADE, MD . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 622-6261
OPERATOR ASSIST . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 622- 6261

FRANCIS E.WARREN AFB, WY . . . . . . . 481-XXXX
OPERATOR ASSIST . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 481-1110

-G-

GEN BILLY MITCHELL FIELD, WI . . . . . . 741-5000

GOODFELLOW AFB, TX . . . . . . . . . . . . . 477-XXXX
OPERATOR ASSIST . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 477-4000

GRAND FORKS AFB, ND . . . . . . . . . . . . 362-XXXX
OPERATOR ASSIST . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 362-3000

GREATER PITTSBURGH INTL ARPT, PA 277-8XXX
OPERATOR ASSIST . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 277-8000

GRISSOM AFB, IN . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 928-1110

GUNTER AFS, AL. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 596-XXXX
OPERATOR ASSIST . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 596-1110

-H-

HANSCOM AFB, MA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 478-XXXX
OPERATOR ASSIST . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 478-5980

HILL AFB, UT. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 777-XXXX
OPERATOR ASSIST . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 777-1110

HOLLOMAN AFB, NM . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 572-XXXX
OPERATOR ASSIST . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 572-1110

HURLBURT FIELD, FL . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 579-XXXX
OPERATOR ASSIST . . . . . . . . . . . . . 641/872-1110

-K-

KEESLER AFB, MS. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 597-XXXX
OPERATOR ASSIST . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 597-1110

KELLY AFB, TX. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 945-XXXX
OPERATOR ASSIST . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 945-1110

KINGSLEY AFS, OR . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 830-6110

KIRTLAND AFB, NM . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 246-XXXX
OPERATOR ASSIST . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 246-0011

-L-

LACKLAND AFB, TX. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 473-XXXX
OPERATOR ASSIST . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 473-1110

LA JUNTA, CO DET 1/99
ELECTRONIC COMBAT RANGE GP. . . . . 834-4125

LANGLEY AFB, VA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 574-XXXX
OPERATOR ASSIST . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 574-1110

LITTLE ROCK AFB, AR. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 731-XXXX
OPERATOR ASSIST . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 731-1110

LOS ANGLES AFS, CA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 833-XXXX
OPERATOR ASSIST . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 833-1110

LUKE AFB, AZ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 896-XXXX
OPERATOR ASSIST . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 896-1110
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-M-

MACDILL AFB, FL . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 968-XXXX
OPERATOR ASSIST . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 968-1110

MALMSTROM AFB, MT . . . . . . . . . . . . . 632-XXXX
OPERATOR ASSIST . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 632-1110

MARCH AFB, CA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 447-XXXX
OPERATOR ASSIST . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 447-1110

MAXWELL AFB, AL . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 493-XXXX
OPERATOR ASSIST . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 493-1110

MCCHORD AFB, WA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 382-XXXX
OPERATOR ASSIST . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 382-1110

MCCONNELL AFB, KS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 743-XXXX
OPERATOR ASSIST . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 743-6100

MCGHEE-TYSON AFB, TN . . . . . . . . . . . 266-3210

MCGUIRE AFB, NJ. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 650-XXXX
OPERATOR ASSIST . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 650-0111

MINNEAPOLIS ST PAUL IAP, MN . . . . . 783-XXXX
OPERATOR ASSIST . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 783-1000

MINOT AFB, ND. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 453-XXXX
OPERATOR ASSIST . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 453-1110

MOODY AFB, GA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 460-XXXX
OPERATOR ASSIST . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 460-1110

MOUNTAIN HOME AFB, ID . . . . . . . . . . 728-XXXX
OPERATOR ASSIST . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 728-1110

-N-

NELLIS AFB, NV . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 682-XXXX
OPERATOR ASSIST . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 682-1110

NEW BOSTON AFS, NH . . . . . . . . . . . . . 489-2000

NIAGARA FALLS IAP, NY . . . . . . . . . . . . 238-XXXX
OPERATOR ASSIST . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 238-2000

NORTH BAY CFB ONT, CANADA . . . . . . 628-XXXX
OPERATOR ASSIST. . . . . . . . . . . . . 319-628-6011

-O-

OFFUTT AFB, NE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 271-XXXX
OPERATOR ASSIST . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 271-1110

O’HARE INTL AIRPORT, IL . . . . . . . . . . 930-XXXX
OPERATOR ASSIST . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 930-6000

ONIZUKA AFB, (SUNNYVALE) CA . . . . . 561-XXXX
OPERATOR ASSIST . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 561-3000

OTIS AFB, MA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 557-XXXX
OPERATOR ASSIST . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 557-4401

OTTAWA ONT, CANADA
NATIONAL DEFENSE OPS CTR . . 628-5XXX/6XXX
OPERATOR ASSIST. . . . . . . . . . . . . 319-628-6011

-P-

PATRICK AFB, FL . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 854-XXXX
OPERATOR ASSIST . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 854-1110

PENTAGON, WASH DC . . . . . . . . . . . . . 227-XXXX
OPERATOR ASSIST . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 227-0101

PETERSON AFB, CO . . . . . . . 692-7011/834-XXXX
OPERATOR ASSIST . . . . . . . . 692-7011/834-7011
BASE LOCATOR (PERSONNEL) . . . . . . . 834-4020

POPE AFB, NC . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 424-XXXX
OPERATOR ASSIST . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 424-1110

PORTLAND INTL APRT, OR . . . . . . . . . . 638-4000

PUEBLO ARMY DEPOT, CO . . . . . . . . . . 749-XXXX
OPERATOR ASSIST . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 749-4101

-R-

RANDOLPH AFB, TX . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 487-XXXX
OPERATOR ASSIST . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 487-1110

RICKENBACKER ANGB, OH . . . . . . . . . . 696-4468

ROBINS AFB, GA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 468-XXXX
OPERATOR ASSIST . . . . . . . . . . . . . 497/468-1001

-S-

SCHRIEVER AFB, CO . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 560-XXXX
OPERATOR ASSIST . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 560-1110

SCOTT AFB, IL. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 576-XXXX
OPERATOR ASSIST . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 576-1110

SELFRIDGE ANGB, MI . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 273-XXXX
OPERATOR ASSIST . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 273-4011

SEYMOUR-JOHNSON AFB, NC . . . . . . . 722-XXXX
OPERATOR ASSIST . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 722-1110

SHAW AFB, SC . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 965-XXXX
OPERATOR ASSIST . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 965-1110

SHEMYA AFS, AK (THRU ERICKSON)
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 317-392-XXXX

OPERATOR ASSIST. . . . . . . . . . . . . 317-392-3169

SHEPPARD AFB, TX. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 736-XXXX
OPERATOR ASSIST . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 736-1001

-T-

TINKER AFB, OK . 336-XXXX/339-XXXX/884-XXXX
OPERATOR ASSIST . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 884-1110

TRAVIS AFB, CA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 837-XXXX
OPERATOR ASSIST . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 837-1110

TYNDALL AFB, FL . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 523-XXXX
OPERATOR ASSIST . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 523-1110

-V-

VANCE AFB, OK . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 448-XXXX
OPERATOR ASSIST . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 448-7110

VANDENBERG AFB, CA . . . . . . . . . . . . . 276-XXXX
OPERATOR ASSIST . . . . . . . . . . . . . 275/276-1110

-W-

WASHINGTON SWITCH . . . . . . . . . . . . . 227-1201

WESTOVER AFB, MA. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 589-XXXX
OPERATOR ASSIST . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 589-1110

WHITEMAN AFB, MO. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 975-XXXX
OPERATOR ASSIST . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 975-1110

WHITE SANDS MISSILE RANGE, NM
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 258-2211/258-XXXX

WINNIPEG CFB MAN, CANADA
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 257-5XXX/257-6XXX

OPERATOR ASSIST. . . . . . . . . . . . . 319-257-6011

WRIGHT-PATTERSON AFB, OH
. . . . . . . . . . 785-XXXX/787-XXXX/986-XXXX

OPERATOR ASSIST . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 787-1110

-Y-

YOUNGSTOWN AFB, OH . . . . . . . . . . . . 346-XXXX
OPERATOR ASSIST . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 346-1000
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